
ABSTRACT 

PILLAI, NAVEEN. Direct Numerical Simulation of Interface-Resolved Bubbly Flows Facilitating 

Plasma Formation. (Under the direction of Dr. Igor A. Bolotnov & Dr. Katharina Stapelmann). 

 

The ignition of plasmas in liquids has garnered a lot of attention in the past decade for 

applications ranging from usage in medical instrumentation to manipulation of liquid chemistry. 

While direct liquid ignition often requires prohibitively large electric fields to initiate breakdown, 

targeting streamer formation in bubbles submerged in a liquid with a higher permittivity can lower 

the requisite external field strength by an order of magnitude depending on the bubble shape. Thus, 

a Multiphysics framework was devised to transport bubble shape data from fluid dynamics 

simulations (specifically, Direct Numerical Simulation [DNS]) into plasma hydrodynamics 

simulations wherein the plasma behavior within the bubbles could be studied.  

An air/liquid plasma reactor that could reliably produce ellipsoidal bubbles was designed 

in which air is injected through a novel orifice geometry not unlike that of a flute submerged 

underwater. This geometry introduces phenomena within the “flute” that are not typically brought 

to light in conventional orifice studies, such as transient fluctuations in the flow of air out of 

nozzles adjacent to the nozzle from which a bubble has recently departed. After validating the 

bubble formation behavior seen via DNS with air flow through one nozzle, a much larger case was 

designed to simulate the evolution of bubbles produced out of many nozzles in the flute, which 

was also validated using experiments. In the latter stages of the larger case, the physics of bubbles 

crashing into electrodes was resolved. The bubble shape data from this case was then transported 

through the novel Multiphysics framework to a separate code that could simulate the plasma 

hydrodynamics in the bubbles near the electrodes. The behavior of the plasma in those bubbles 

matched that seen in prior experiments, with the bulk of the plasma typically traveling on the 

surface of the bubbles.  



The ultimate goal of this work is to set the stage for the combination of high-resolution 

DNS (to resolve the bubble shape evolution) with a concurrent investigation of streamer formation 

within the bubbles. This will open up many new avenues of research in the field of plasma-liquid 

interactions and will offer unique insight into the phenomenon of plasma-induced bubble 

instabilities.     
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Project Overview and Motivation 

A valid question to ask in the context of any kind of simulation or modeling is: can 

experimentation provide more valuable data? Conversely, when running experiments, one can ask: 

is there data that we cannot reasonably access through experimentation that could be attained 

through simulations? While fifty years ago the second question was rarely asked, in today’s time 

it should be asked more often than ever. We are now approaching the exa-scale era of 

supercomputing (Figure 1), wherein computers will be able to perform over 1018 floating point 

operations per second (FLOPS) [8], so there is potential to do things that have never been even 

remotely feasible before. Today the question of what we can attain through simulations is not only 

based on the sheer quantity or precision of data but can also probe into what deeper physics we 

can uncover through simulations.  

Typically, only one or two physical aspects are handled together via simulations, such as 

single-phase fluid dynamics along with heat transfer, single phase (or aggregated multiphase) fluid 

dynamics along with neutron transport, reactor chemistry evolution with heat transfer and so on. 

The addition of communication from one software module (or code) – which typically handles one 

set of equations, such as those pertaining to fluid dynamics, heat transfer, neutron transport, etc. – 

to another is known as coupling.  One of the goals of this project is to create an avenue for coupling 

highly resolved interface-tracked multiphase fluid dynamics with the spatial and temporal 

resolution of streamer formation within gas bubbles at room temperature. The key novel feature 

of this type of coupling is the utilization of realistic, deformed bubble shapes, as opposed to 

idealized shapes, which is the current state of the art (and discussed in greater detail in Section 

1.3.2). 
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1.2 Fluid Dynamics Background 

The domain of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) covers a wide array of methods from 

systems-level analysis which tracks one or two key output parameters such as void fraction or 

pressure drop to in-depth methods as such Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), which directly 

solves the Navier-Stokes equations in order to resolve fluid flow and turbulence on all length 

scales. Similarly, there is a wide range of computational costs of a CFD simulation. The fastest 

simulations can be resolved in hours on a regular computer, while high-resolution DNS can take 

several days running in parallel on a supercomputer – equating to millions of CPU hours. So, with 

designing the approach to a problem, it is paramount that one understands the costs and benefits 

of the chosen method, and why cheaper methods (i.e., those which take less computational time) 

are not adequate for the problem at hand. This is discussed along with the selection of solver in 

 

Year 

Figure 1: The number of floating-point operations computed per second (FLOPS) by the 

largest supercomputer each year [8].  
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Section 2.1. This project requires resolving the behavior of one or more millimeter sized bubbles 

rising through a stagnant fluid, and thus, following sections review the state of the literature with 

respect to this problem.  

1.2.1 Simulations in Relevant Geometry   

There are two major geometrical challenges to simulations in this project: i) formation of 

the bubbles through the submerged orifices; & ii) resolution of the bubbles crashing into 

electrodes. Sections 1.2.1.1 & 1.2.1.2 review the literature with respect to the aforementioned 

challenges in order to highlight some of the research gaps being targeted with this work.  

 The process that happens in between – the bubbles rising due to buoyancy in a stagnant 

fluid – is common to most simulations facing either one of the two challenges above. During this 

buoyant rise phase, the bubble takes on a steady shape as it approaches terminal velocity. The 

terminal velocity is determined by the maximum drag force, which depends on the liquid viscosity 

and the bubble shape, which in turn depends on the surface tension. This process has been well 

investigated for single bubbles in experiments [9–13] . The simulation of this process has been 

done for single bubbles in both 2D [14,15] and 3D [11,16–19] before – looking at a variety of 

bubble and liquid conditions, and thus a variety of bubble shapes. The phase plot in Tripathi et. al. 

[19] is a helpful visual guide to how bubbles look under various conditions (Figure 2) characterized 

by the Eötvos number (Eo) and the Galilei number (Ga), the equations for which are presented 

below: 

 𝐸𝑜 =
𝜌0𝑔𝑅

2

𝜎
 (1) 

 𝐺𝑎 =
𝜌0(√𝑔𝑅)𝑅

𝜇𝑜
 (2) 
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where 𝜌0 is the density of the fluid in the continuous phase (i.e., the liquid), g is the constant for 

gravitational acceleration, R is the radius of spherical bubble when initialized, 𝜎 is the surface 

tension coefficient for the fluid mixture, and 𝜇𝑜 is the viscosity of the fluid in the continuous phase. 

The various modes of bubble behavior observed in Tripathi et. al. [19] have been reproduced with 

the computational code PHASTA [20]. The parametric region of interest for this project is 

highlighted in the dark blue box in Figure 2, which suggests that the bubbles that will be seen in 

Figure 2: Bubble shapes under various conditions [19] . The unfilled circles (○) represent the 

“axisymmetric regime”, shown in the red (Region I), while the filled triangles (▲) denote bubbles 

in the “asymmetric regime”, spanning the green (Region II) and blue (Region III) areas. The 

dynamics in the two regions with the filled triangles (▲) differ in that the dynamics in the green 

(Region II) area is non-oscillatory, whereas the dynamics in the blue (Region III) area have been 

shown to be oscillatory in nature. The unfilled squares (□) denote bubbles in the “breakup regime” 

where bubbles are seen to breakup either from the periphery in the light-yellow area (Region IV), 

or the center in the dark yellow area (Region V). The bubbles investigated in this dissertation will 

have properties within the dark blue box with a dashed outline. This figure has been reproduced 

and modified slightly from Tripathi et. al. [19].         
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this project (i.e., air bubbles with a diameter between 3-5 mm in tap water and at room temperature) 

will likely take the shape of slightly deformed ellipsoids.    

Simulations have also been performed with two [21] or three [22] bubbles in parallel (i.e. 

side-by-side), as well as two bubbles inline [23] (i.e. one above the other). It is clear that the physics 

that occur when a bubble rises due to buoyancy in a stagnant fluid is inherently 3D in nature [19], 

and that adjacent bubbles will affect each other both horizontally [21,22] (perpendicular to gravity) 

– for example by coalescing – and vertically [23] (parallel with gravity) – for example a bubble in 

the wake of another tends to move faster than one moving directly into stagnant fluid. The key 

differences between the bubble rise behavior in the just-cited simulations in the literature and those 

in this project are: i) the number of bubbles – simulations in this project contain up to 15 bubbles 

at one time which will showcase several different types of bubble to bubble interactions – 

discussed in CHAPTER 5:; ii) the state of the bubbles – in Section 4.2.2 several bubbles are looked 

at in succession, including how the wake of a preceding bubble affects those that follow it; iii) the 

type of mesh & solver used (a finite-element solver with unstructured grids), discussed in Section 

2.1.1. 

1.2.1.1 Air Inflow through Submerged Orifices  

There is a large body of work investigating two phase flow through submerged orifices, 

both experimentally [24–31], and computationally [32–35]. However, all known cases involve air 

inflow perpendicular to the plane of the orifice – typically vertical air injections into a small 

chamber blocked off by a plate with a drilled hole (orifice). This geometry has a significant array 

of applications in industry, such as in bubble columns and slurry reactors. While there are some 

studies with air inflow into moving water [26,29], there is a lack of research done with air cross-

flow into stagnant water. 
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Furthermore, research done on orifice flows often focus on orifices larger than 1 mm in 

diameter, though there are exceptions [25,26,29,31,35]. There are three notable reasons for this: i) 

the difficulty in precisely drilling sub-millimeter orifices is a barrier to performing this 

experimentally; even if such orifices could be machined, they would restrict a significant amount 

of bulk flow without increasing the quantity of orifices relative to the plate area, (which would 

inherently entangle the dynamics of each orifice to those adjacent to it – limiting the scope of such 

studies to measuring bulk quantities [30]); ii) it is very difficult to experimentally capture accurate 

two-phase information such as the bubble shape/volume/location at sub-millimeter scales without 

significantly compromising bubble integrity; and iii) the quality of computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) codes with interface tracking has only recently reached the point wherein such simulations 

can be performed – these emergent capabilities were first utilized to broaden our understanding of 

existing problems, rather than as a tool to uncover novel scientific insights. Simmons et al. [35] 

reviewed the progression of research in underwater bubble formation spanning 40 years, and noted 

that at the time (2015), for a millimeter-sized bubble, experiments were able to capture and resolve 

pictures down to tens of microns, whilst “numerical methods have thus far failed to capture [those] 

scales” [35]. In their discussion, they did not mention any 3-D computational approach, so it is not 

surprising that the cited numerical methods failed to aptly capture and resolve continuum 

mechanics at those scales. Moreover, the real issue is not absolute scale resolution, but the dynamic 

range of scales resolved in a cohesive dataset, whether through simulation or experiment.  By just 

using a local cluster (up to 640 processing cores, with typical runs using 256 cores), simulations 

presented herein have been able to capture phenomena spanning three orders of magnitude – from 

tens of microns (at the orifice) to centimeters above the orifice, and with modern supercomputing, 

these simulations can easily be expanded to capture phenomena spanning four orders of 
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magnitude. For example, work by Fang et al. [36] studied bubbly flow with over 600 sub-

millimeter sized bubbles in a subchannel 10 centimeters long and a bulk mesh size of 30 microns 

using simulations run on the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF) machine “Mira” – 

which was built in 2012 and was the #3 fastest supercomputer in the world at that time.  

Past experimental studies have almost exclusively examined orifices drilled into flat 

surfaces [24,26–31]; as this is not only much easier to manufacture, but also fitting for 

conventional applications. Past numerical studies [32–35] have ignored behavior below the orifice, 

starting the computational domain at the orifice opening – unlike the domain in this work, which 

includes a well resolved region below the orifice. One study by Qu et al. [25] used very thin 

submerged pipes (with inner diameters ranging from 0.11 mm to 0.24 mm). Though these pipes 

were referred to as “micro-orifices” by the authors, it is unclear to what extent the dynamics of 

bubble formation observed therein (Figure 3B) would be comparable to that of a traditional orifice 

(Figure 3A), where all the inflow does not reach the orifice directly, but instead causes air 

recirculation in the corners furthest from the opening .  

 

Figure 3: Various orifice configurations. A. Conventional plate orifice B. Thin pipe as seen in 

[25] C. The configuration in this work, with air cross-flow. 

However, laminar flow in the thin pipe configuration (Figure 3B) may produce results 

similar to that expected in the air crossflow configuration (Figure 3C) wherein recirculation is also 

not expected due to the opportunity for the air to exit at the next orifice. Local liquid movement is 

likely to be similar, particularly as a bubble departs, but probably not on longer timescales as bulk 
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recirculation patterns develop. However, the authors in [25] did not look into this aspect of bubble 

formation.  

This work simultaneously introduces three novel variations to the conventional orifice 

problem: i) air cross-flow, wherein the air inflow is parallel to the plane of each orifice; ii) small 

orifices, each orifice in this investigation has a diameter of 0.5 mm; iii) a cylindrical orifice 

exterior. While this is largely a challenge for experimentalists, especially with orifices of this scale, 

the curved surface could impact certain dynamics of bubble formation, such as the local liquid 

flow around bubbles as they form. This work aims to break new ground using direct numerical 

simulation (DNS) to uncover intricate, small-scale fluid dynamics that occur in this novel orifice 

geometry.  

1.2.1.2 Resolving Bubble Behavior Near Obstacles 

The second challenge with the fluid dynamics simulations desired for this project is 

resolving the physics when multiple bubbles crash into obstacles. A review of the literature reveals  

several investigations of bubbles interacting with a flat solid surface of various materials [37–40] 

and a comprehensive review of bubbles interacting with particles [41] (i.e., solids much smaller 

than the bubble), but only two studies were found investigating bubbles hitting obstacles [42,43], 

and so a couple of studies of droplets hitting obstacles [44,45] were also briefly looked into.  

The first article contained a bubble-obstacle study found looked into a single bubble 

colliding with a cylindrical obstacle [42] after simply rising due to buoyancy in a stagnant liquid. 

It was the third in a series of studies showcasing their numerical method (the Lattice-Boltzmann 

method (LBM)), which is based on microscopic or mesoscopic kinetic equations looking more 

closer to the molecular level thus considering molecular interactions. The interface between two 

phases in multiphase flow is resolved by considering the relative preference of like particles to 
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congregate (i.e., looking more closely at the balance of cohesive and repulsive forces that 

macroscopically result in surface tension). While the LBM used by Alizadeh et. al [42] was 

validated against well-known studies such as that by Bhaga and Weber [9], very little attention 

was paid to the bubble-cylinder collision aspect. In addition, the simulations were completely non-

dimensional. The authors noted that a cylinder with the same radius as a bubble would cause the 

bubble to breakup into two smaller bubbles if the center of mass of the bubble approached the 

center of mass of the cylinder. They also noted that if a bubble of radius 4R approached the center 

of two parallel cylinders of radius R spaced 2R apart, the bubble would split into three smaller 

bubbles. Finally, the authors noted that a bubble of initial radius R passing between two cylinders 

of radius R spaced 3R apart does not experience breakup and eventually morphs back into its 

former shape.  

Chen et. al. [43] also investigated the collision of a bubble with an obstacle using the LBM 

and also non-dimensional. In their first case, they had a single bubble placed below a spherical 

obstacle, the radius of which was 1.5x greater than the radius of the spherical obstacle, and the 

center of the bubble was four bubble radii away from the center of the spherical obstacle.  In this 

case, the bubble rose, transformed into an ellipsoid, and completely enveloped the obstacle, 

eventually passing the obstacle in a toroidal shape. The authors investigated the relationship 

between the projection area – that is, the area of the bubble in the plane perpendicular to bubble 

travel (and thus gravity) – and the bubble rise velocity during the collision with the obstacle.  It 

was apparent that as the dimensionless projection area (𝐴p/𝜋𝑅
2 ) reached a maximum of about 2, 

the dimensionless rise velocity (𝑣/√2𝑔𝑅) reached a minimum of 0.2. Further, the slope of the 

projection area was always opposite to the slope of the rise velocity.  Chen et. al. also looked at a 

rising bubble approaching two parallel spherical obstacles. In this case, the radius of the bubble 
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was the same as the radius of the obstacle, and the space between the two obstacles was equal to 

80% the bubble radius. In this case, the bubble also did not experience any breakup, deforming 

slightly into a peanut shape upon hitting the obstacles, and recovering its original shape within 3-

4 bubble radii from the obstacles. In the second case with two obstacles, the relationship between 

the projection area and bubble rise velocity was not the same as before, with no clear overall 

connection between the two parameters because in this case the bubble sides (carrying less 

momentum) are hitting the obstacles, not the bubble center. In both cases, the authors noted that 

the larger the obstacle is, the greater the hindrance is to the bubble shape, and the longer it takes 

for the bubble to recover. Also, since the bubbles were not always at terminal velocity when hitting 

the obstacles, the authors noted that the further the bubble was from the obstacles, the greater the 

deformation was during impact. However, this effect produced negligible returns after the bubble 

was placed a certain critical distance away from the obstacle, such that it reached terminal velocity 

before hitting the obstacle.  

One droplet study, done by Kadivar and Zarei [44], involved two dimensional simulations 

of a droplet approaching a variety of simple obstacles, such as spheres and ellipses at various 

angles. Another study, done in 3-D by Saini et. al. [45] showed several droplets crashing into an 

obstacle at once. It is discussed as a case study for the code PHASTA in Section 2.1.4.3. 

It is interesting to note that all of these bubble/droplet/obstacle collision studies are very 

recent – the oldest being published in 2017, suggesting that this is still a fairly new area of research.  

1.3 Plasma Research Background 

The plasma referred to in this project is that which denotes the fourth state of matter (after 

solid, liquid, and gas). It is a quasi-neutral, partly ionized gas wherein the particles exhibit 

collective behavior (and thus can be characterized as a fluid). Plasma is typically quasi-neutral in 
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the sense that there are roughly equal number densities of oppositely charged particles and no net 

electric field in the bulk plasma region – often characterized by a parameter known as the Debye 

length. That is, the plasma is quasi-neutral on length scales greater than the Debye length. 

However, there are several known exceptions to quasi-neutrality in plasmas wherein there are local 

regions within the bulk plasma such that local charge separation is observed [46–50].   

1.3.1 Atmospheric Pressure Plasmas 

Atmospheric pressure plasmas have a lot of potential for use in plasma medicine, since 

certain properties of plasmas such as the presence of UV radiation and production of certain 

reactive oxygen or nitrogen species (RONS) have been shown to have positive effects on wound 

treatment [51–57]. Of particular interest to this project and its relevant applications are non-

thermal plasmas, wherein the gas temperature is low enough that it is typically safe to apply on 

fragile substrates such as human tissue. Non-thermal plasmas are characterized by the electron 

temperature (𝑇e) being much higher than the ion temperature (𝑇i) and the neutral gas temperature 

(𝑇g). This lack of thermodynamic equilibrium allows for access to certain beneficial species (e.g., 

RONS) at much lower gas temperatures than their chemistry would otherwise dictate (due to the 

electron temperature), and thus can allow for much safer operating conditions with said species.  

  The typical way to form a non-thermal plasma is through a dielectric barrier discharge 

(DBD) [57–61]. This process utilizes a non-conductive barrier such as glass or plastic (also known 

as a dielectric) to insulate one of two electrodes with a potential difference between them. The 

dielectric functionally inhibits of the passage of current between the two electrodes while still 

allowing charge separation to occur. There are two commons modes of appearance for a DBD – i) 

a filamentary mode characterized by several micro-discharges occurring at random locations 
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between the electrodes, and ii) a homogenous mode devoid of micro discharges wherein plasma 

forms with an even intensity between the two electrodes - also known as a glow discharge. 

1.3.1.1 Streamer Formation 

In air, there is always a small percentage of free electrons present – typically attributed to 

ionization from cosmic background radiation [57,58].  If the applied voltage (and corresponding 

electric field) across a gas is high enough, those electrons will be accelerated towards the electrode 

that is relatively positive. As the free electrons travel through the gas, they collide with and ionize 

several other atoms and molecules. The newly produced electrons are also accelerated in the 

electric field and ionize more atoms and molecules, in a chain reaction known as an electron 

avalanche. If this avalanche grows large enough, significant charge separation occurs (as ions do 

not move as quickly as electrons) and an internal electric field forms within the gas. If the 

magnitude of the internal electric field reaches the magnitude of the applied electric field, a 

streamer is formed according to the Meek criterion for streamer discharges [62].  Since ions are 

several times more massive than electrons, they do not move as quickly, and cannot create a 

positive avalanche that turns into a streamer. In fact, for non-thermal plasmas, ions are functionally 

stationary relative to the electrons. So, when a positive streamer is observed to “move” what is 

really happening is there is a positive source of ionizations in front of the streamer and a negative 

source of ionizations (i.e., recombinations) behind the streamer. One way for this to occur is if 

positive space charge accumulates very close to a positively charged electrode due to electrons 

being attracted to the electrode. Once sufficient positive space charge is built up, it can rip electrons 

ahead of it due the electric field generated by the space charge, and this positive streamer will 

appear to propagate towards the negative electrode. Typically, this behavior is catalyzed and 

accompanied by a second source of electrons in front of the positive space charge: photoionization. 
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The light for this photoionization could be produced by excited electrons in an initial electron 

avalanche towards the positively charged electrode.     

1.3.2 Plasma-Water Interactions 

Plasma-water treatment has been of increasing interest for various applications, e.g. as a 

novel method to produce fertilizer from water and air [63],  or for the decomposition of 

contaminants in water – such as polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) [64], or pharmaceutical 

residuents [65]. The direct ignition of plasma in liquids is difficult to achieve due to the large 

magnitude of electric field required, precluded by practical limitations [66,67]. Stratton et al. [68] 

investigated the efficiency of different plasma reactor concepts and found that the surface area-to-

volume ratio plays a major role for the efficiency of plasma-based degradation of contaminants. 

Reactive species produced by the plasma enter the liquid and react further with contaminants or to 

accumulate as nitrates and nitrites, for example, in the case of plasma agriculture [69]. By 

increasing the surface area-to-volume ratio, the transport of reactive species from the gaseous 

plasma phase into the liquid can be increased. One possible way to achieve this is the introduction 

of gas bubbles into the liquid. If a high voltage is applied to the bubble liquid mixture, a plasma 

can be discharged within the bubbles.  

Computationally, resolving the liquid-gas interface exposed to an electric field is 

challenging. Some recent work by Bruggeman et. al. [70] identified three major obstacles to the 

simulation of liquid-gas flows: i) gas shapes are irregular and require precise methods (such as 

ITM) to accurately capture the location of the interface; ii) the location of the interface changes, 

at the very least resulting in changing boundary conditions, if not some need to warp the simulation 

geometry and/or mesh; and iii) density changes of many orders of magnitude need to be resolved 

across rather small distances. Small deformations which may be caused by the electric field and 
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the required accuracy of interface tracking complicate the implementation. Turbulence is typically 

not included in plasma-liquid interaction models. DNS or large-eddy simulations are required to 

address the periodic motion occurring at the plasma-liquid interface, which has not been addressed 

by the community. The typical non-thermal, non-equilibrium plasmas are often described by de-

coupled approaches which works well in most cases [71–73]. Sophisticated 3D models coupling 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD), electromagnetics, plasma-surface interactions, and mixture-

dependent thermodynamics have been developed for thermal plasmas [74–76]. Computational 

fluid dynamics with fluid dynamic-thermal-electromagnetic coupling have mostly been applied 

for high-power plasma discharges which are or are close to (local) thermal equilibrium [77], for 

example the CFD simulation of radio-frequency plasma torches or the 3D simulation of electric 

welding [78,79]. Other CFD fluid models, such as  nonPDPSIM [80], are limited to 2D where the 

interface between the plasma and the liquid is static. Thus, it cannot resolve the most complex 

phenomena that occur such as interface deformation or total bubble annihilation (seen 

experimentally in [81]).   

In the current state of the art of plasma-liquid interface models, the liquid is represented as 

a thin liquid layer [51,53,55,82,83], or as droplets [84] . The interface between plasma and liquid 

is treated as a mass-transfer problem. Limitations of the typically applied 2D approach can be 

observed when plasma is discharged in bubbles in liquids. The bubbles have been treated as an 

ideal [85–87] or elongated, compressed, and tilted [88] ellipsoid. Streamers in bubbles have similar 

physics to filaments in a DBD. A close proximity of the liquid-gas boundary with steep density 

and permittivity gradients causes surface-hugging streamers due to the refraction of the electric 

field along the surface of the bubble. Small bubbles lead to streamers that fill the whole bubble, 

since the streamer dimensions exceed the bubble dimensions. For larger bubbles, the plasma covers 
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the bubble surface, forming a surface-hugging streamer, since the streamer dimensions are smaller 

than the bubble dimensions. It was also observed that the streamer path depends on the gas 

composition within the bubble. Simulations by Babaeva et. al. further indicate the possibility of 

transporting or communicating plasma streamers across multiple bubbles [89]. Overall, the shape 

and size of a bubble have been identified as important parameters for plasma breakdown and 

formation. So far, plasma in realistic bubble shapes have not been studied computationally due to 

their inherent 3-dimensional nature and the lack of 3-D multiphase plasma modelling available.   

1.3.3 Why Bubbles? 

Multiphase systems with steep gradients consisting of plasma, gas, and liquid have gained 

interest for various applications, e.g. for water purification [65,68,90–92], for the production of 

fertilizer for plasma agriculture [69,93–98] or as plasma-treated liquids for medical applications 

[99–103]. The introduction of gas bubbles is of great interest because it i) lowers the electric field 

required for plasma breakdown relative to that in the surrounding medium, and ii) it opens another 

degree of freedom in this multiphase system that influences the plasma behavior. Furthermore, 

bubbles are ubiquitous in liquids, and additional bubbles can be produced throughout the liquid by 

energy transport at the plasma-liquid interface. Most of the plasma-bubble-liquid multiphase 

research is focused on single bubble systems [104–106]. Both bubble shape and size were found 

to influence the breakdown and discharge behavior. Theoretical approaches have focused on ideal 

bubble shapes (ellipsoid) and have neglected three-dimensional realistic bubble shapes due to their 

complexity.  

Bubbles can also be used to selectively transfer certain species into the liquid based on 

their chemical activity. For example, if certain species intended for transfer to the liquid are created 

relatively quickly (on the order of milliseconds) in plasmas [and are short-lived within the plasma], 
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one could set up a relatively short column of bubbles such that the bubbles would burst into the 

atmosphere to selectively transfer those species and remove them from the plasma early. Based on 

the desired reactive species, the volume of the liquid container and/or the size of the bubbles can 

be adjusted to modify the residence time of the bubbles in the water. 

1.4 Optimizing Conditions for Plasma Formation in Bubbles  

The experimental apparatus introduced in Section 3.1 is a setup designed to efficiently treat 

water with plasma in bubbles [4]. If a high voltage is applied to the bubble liquid mixture, a plasma 

can be ignited in the bubble. Computational investigations have shown that streamer breakdown 

could occur in submerged bubbles of a much lower density (and higher permittivity), such as air 

[85,88]. Prior studies have shown that due to the difference in permittivity between water and air, 

an electric field applied across a submerged bubble will be enhanced [85]. In addition, when an 

electric field is applied across ellipsoidal bubbles with the longest axis parallel to field lines (see 

Figure 4), the field is even further enhanced when compared to that which would be achieved with 

a spherical bubble of the same volume [88].  
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Figure 4: Electric field concentration in bubbles due to permittivity differences and 

proximity effects of adjacent bubbles. Figure obtained by transferring information from a 

PHASTA simulation into the plasma modelling code nonPDPSIM. 

Another trivial way to concentrate an electric field is by utilizing geometric attenuation in 

cylindrical geometry. Electrical field strength, like gravitational field strength, has an inverse 

square relationship with distance from a point source. If the point source was extended to a line 

source, the field strength would be inversely proportional to the distance from the source. This 

relation inspired an experimental setup (described in Section 3.1), which forms the basis for the 

first numerical setup described in Section 3.1.1. Further investigation into this setup through both 

experiments and simulations revealed that applying a voltage to the air-inflow pipe could cause a 

plasma to shoot backwards through the air pipe, posing a serious hazard. As such, that approach 

has been abandoned and replaced with newer ideas which are discussed in Section 6.2.     

1.5 Ph.D. Objectives 

The key objectives for this project can be summarized in three points, each of which are 

subsequently further explained:  

𝑬 [𝐕/𝐜𝐦] 
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1) Develop a Multiphysics framework to execute high-resolution simulations able to capture the 

transient electrostatics leading to plasma formation in realistic bubble shapes found through 

interface-resolved multiphase fluid dynamics. 

2) a) Design an air/liquid plasma reactor able to reliably produce ellipsoidal bubbles (that 

experience electric field enhancement due to refraction) 

b) Use the Multiphysics framework to test and configure a feasible setup for the electrodes 

such that plasma formation can be reliably produced experimentally. 

3) Use experimental data provided by a collaborator to validate the capability of Direct 

Numerical Simulation to model the resurgent fluid dynamics in the air/liquid plasma reactor 

with bubbles streaming through multiple injection sites within the parametric range of 

interest. 

1.5.1 Objective 1: The Multiphysics Framework 

An overarching goal of this project is to take hold of a concrete aspect of understanding 

plasma-liquid interactions and develop it further. The aspect of particular interest for this project 

is the impact of bubble shape on the electric field strength and thus, plasma formation in a bubble. 

Herein, three facets of that aspect are investigated: i) bubble deformation during initial formation; 

ii) natural bubble deformation as it rises in a stagnant fluid and iii) bubble deformation during 

collision with an obstacle. Capturing this bubble deformation requires high-resolution DNS and 

investigating the plasma formation in said bubbles requires plasma hydrodynamics modelling – 

both of which cannot yet be performed using one code. Thus, a framework must be developed to 

transfer a slice of data from one code to another as to maintain the bubble shape as accurately as 

possible. This Multiphysics framework is the cornerstone of this project and is described well 
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visually in Figure 5. A very similar figure is explained in greater detail in Section 6.1, along with 

the underlying process.  

1.5.2 Objective 2: Guiding Physical Experimentation 

A huge practical benefit to developing such a framework is that once it has been 

implemented, it can be used to guide experiments. The first aspect of this objective is to design an 

air/liquid plasma reactor that is simple enough to model using simulations and simple enough to 

build physically. Once designed, the simulations can be used to guide and refine the process of 

building a physical experiment, eliminating options that do not lead to plasma formation, and 

highlighting how and where a plasma is likely to form – informing the positioning of electrodes.   

1.5.3 Objective 3: DNS Validation 

 As with all simulations, validation is vital. In order to be able to use the DNS 

predictively to guide the setup of a plasma reactor, the bubble formation and evolution must be 

validated using simple fluid flow experiments. For this Multiphysics framework to have impact 

beyond this project, the scaling of the DNS must also be validated beyond the bubble formation 

out of one nozzle. For the scope of this project, that means comparing the results from the high-

Figure 5: The Multiphysics Framework. In the leftmost pane you can see a snapshot with a 

couple of bubbles from a fluid dynamics simulation, and in the rightmost pane you can see streamer 

formation in one of the bubbles through a plasma dynamics simulation. The panes in between 

showcase various steps of the information transfer process from one code to the next.   
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resolution simulations simulating the aftermath of bubble flow through multiple orifices with 

experimental results.   
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CHAPTER 2: NUMERICAL METHODS  

2.1 Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) 

The fluid dynamics simulations in this work have been performed using a highly scalable 

and capable flow solver – PHASTA [107,108]. PHASTA is a Parallel, Hierarchic, higher-order, 

Adaptive, Stabilized, Transient Analysis flow solver that is able to simulate incompressible flows 

in three dimensions on an unstructured grid using the finite element method (FEM).  

2.1.1 An Overview of PHASTA  

PHASTA is an open-source code and has developed to the point where it exists in several 

closed branches used in satellite research groups. It was one of the first codes developed and used 

for Large Eddy Simulation (LES) on unstructured grids  [109]. The functionality with unstructured 

grids continues to be one of its main strengths, as it has the capability to take in a variety of element 

shapes in the input mesh, including tetrahedrons that are typically used in the bulk region, and 

prisms that are very useful to create boundary layers from walls. These boundary layers can be 

either a uniform length or can systematically grow outward from the walls. Either way, this can 

assure that layers of elements are parallel to the wall (see Figure 6), which is helpful when 

implementing wall boundary conditions that strongly affect the fluid flow or resolving interesting 

phenomena that occur near walls. While PHASTA was originally developed for single-phase flow, 

it has since been expanded to be able to simulate two-phase flow between any two immiscible 

fluids. This is done using the level set method developed by Sussman et. al [110] & Sethian [111], 

which is described numerically in Section 2.1.3. In a nutshell, with the level set method, the solver 

only solves the Navier-Stokes equations for one fluid and the properties of the fluid are blended at 

the interface using a smoothed Heaviside function. Another set of equations are solved to keep 

track of the interface. While there are other interface tracking methods that use the “single fluid” 
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approach – namely front tracking and the volume of fluid (VOF) method – the level set method 

has superior accuracy with highly curved/deformable interfaces, especially when multiple 

interfaces are in close proximity to each other [112]. Since simulating deformed bubbles and 

capturing their interfacial curvature as accurately as possible is important in this project, as 

highlighted in Section 1.5.1, the level set method is an excellent option for interface tracking.     

 PHASTA has been used before to study fluid in conditions where compressibility is 

important such as air bubble implosion using a pressure wave (also known as sonoluminescence) 

[113], but the version used for this project treats both fluids as incompressible. The parallel 

processing aspect of PHASTA has been proven to be highly scalable, performing well on 

simulations with a mesh size of more than a billion elements run on 786×1024 processors (on the 

now-retired IBM Blue Gene/Q system Mira – at Argonne Nation Laboratory (ANL)) [114] and 

has proven good scalability on the new generation of CPU-based machines (e.g. Theta at ANL and 

Cori at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center [NERSC]). 

 

 

A B 

Figure 6: An example of boundary layers using an unstructured mesh. A. Zoomed out. B. 

Zoomed in.  
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2.1.2 Governing Equations 

 
Our version of the DNS code PHASTA directly solves for the strong form of the 

Incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (INS): 

 ∇ ∙ 𝑢 = 0 (3) 

 
𝜌 (

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢 ∙ ∇𝑢) =  −∇𝑃 + ∇ ∙ 𝜏  + 𝑓 = 0 

𝜏 = 𝜇 (∇𝑢 + ∇𝑢𝑇) 
(4) 

 

where 𝑢 is the velocity, 𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝑡 is the time, 𝑃 is the pressure, 𝜏 is the viscous stress 

tensor, 𝑓 represents the body forces (surface tension and gravity), and 𝜇 is the fluid viscosity. The 

continuum surface tension model developed by Brackbill et. al [115] is used to compute the surface 

tension force as a volumetric force density smeared across the interfacial region (and included as 

a body force in Equation (4). Further numerical details can be found in [107,108,116]. The use of 

the incompressible version of the Navier-Stokes equations is justified as the gas we simulate is air 

at room temperature and pressure, which behaves ideally under those conditions [117]. The 

expected changes in pressure due to surface tension (Laplace pressure) and water depth 

(hydrostatic pressure) are on the order of 102 Pa, and are dwarfed by the starting air pressure on 

the order of 105 Pa. 

2.1.3 Level Set Method 

 
In order to track the air-liquid interface, the level-set method originally developed by 

Sussman et. al [110,118] and Sethian [111] is used. This method utilizes a signed distance function 

(𝜙) to track the interface, where positive values of ϕ are indicative of the liquid phase and negative 
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values of ϕ are indicative of the gas phase. The interface exists where 𝜙=0, i.e., the zero level-set. 

The distance function is advected according to the following equation: 

 
𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢 ∙ ∇𝜙 = 0 (5) 

where 𝑢 is the flow velocity vector.  

Fluid properties such as density and viscosity are smeared across the interface using a 

smoothed Heaviside function H(ϕ). Using this method, we only have one solution field from the 

INS equations. The value of any fluid property 𝛼 is set as follows, 

 𝛼(𝜙) =  𝛼1𝐻(𝜙) + 𝛼2(1 − 𝐻(𝜙)) (6) 

where 𝛼1 is the property value of the liquid and 𝛼2 is the property value of the gas (each taken at 

room temperature). The smoothed Heaviside function (Figure 7) is defined according to the 

interface thickness, 𝜖 [110]; 

 𝐻(𝜙) =  

{
 
 

 
 
                                0 ,           𝜙 <  −𝜖

 
1

2
 [1 +

𝜙

𝜖
+
1

𝜋
sin (

𝜋𝜙

𝜖
)] ,

 
                           1 ,          𝜙 > 𝜖

                            

 |𝜙| < 𝜖     

}
 
 

 
 

 (7) 
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Figure 7 The smoothed Heaviside function used to transition fluid properties. On the left-

hand side, where the value of the level set function is less than -𝟏𝝐, the fluid is treated as a pure 

gas. On the right-hand side, where value of the level set function is more than +𝟏𝝐, the fluid is 

treated as a pure liquid. In between, the properties of the fluid are blended (Equation 6) according 

to the smoothed Heaviside function.   

The solution of the distance function ϕ, if only solved for using Equation (5), will 

deteriorate rather quickly in areas of high velocity gradients or sharp turbulence. To remediate this, 

the 𝜙 field needs to be re-distanced such that it remains a true distance function (i.e., ∇𝜙 = 1). To 

do this, the following equation is iteratively solved for in between timesteps: 

 
𝜕𝜙𝑑
𝜕𝜏

= sign(𝜙)(1 − |∇𝜙𝑑|) (8)  

where 𝜙𝑑 is the corrected distance field, 𝜏 is the pseudo-time used in re-distancing, 𝜙 is the 

distance field that needs to be restored from the advection in Equation (5), and sign(𝜙) is given 

by the following equation: 
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 sign(𝜙) =  

{
 
 

 
 
                               −1 ,           𝜙 <  −𝜖𝑑

 

 [
𝜙

𝜖𝑑
+
1

𝜋
sin (

𝜋𝜙

𝜖𝑑
)] ,

 
                           1 ,          𝜙 > 𝜖𝑑

                            

 |𝜙| < 𝜖𝑑     

}
 
 

 
 

 (9) 

where 𝜖𝑑 is the interface half-thickness and can differ from the 𝜖 used to smooth fluid properties 

in Equation (7).  

2.1.4 Relevant Past Uses of PHASTA  

PHASTA has been used and validated in the study of various physical phenomena, such 

as: i) bubble formation through an injection port [33], ii) bubble deformation and breakup 

[119,120], iii) bubbly flows [121–123], iv) multiple droplets crashing into an obstacle [45]. Since 

this work will investigate very similar phenomena, i.e.: i) bubble formation through submerged 

orifices, ii) bubble detachment at these orifices, iii) bubbles rising through a stagnant fluid, and iv) 

bubbles crashing into electrodes, PHASTA is an excellent choice for this study. 

2.1.4.1 Bubble Formation Through an Injection Port 

Guillen et. al. [33] investigated bubbling in a glass melter – looking at the formation of air 

bubbles inside liquid glass. The study involved the use of two codes – STAR-CCM+ and PHASTA 

– addressing the same problem. In the setup for the PHASTA simulations, there were two injection 

sites for the air that took the shape of a simple pipe with a diameter of 6.35 mm inserted into the 

liquid (Figure 8), much like that in Figure 3B. The injection nozzles fed air into the domain at a 

rate of 6.7 standard liters per minute (SLPM). It is important to note here that liquid glass is about 

5000x more viscous than water, and so will resist the flow much more severely. Thus, while at a 

flow rate of 6.7 SLPM into water one is likely to see a chaotic air jet, in the case with liquid glass, 
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individual bubbles are formed. The bubbles start off with a spherical shape, which slowly elongates 

until there is a very thin air channel (or neck), roughly matching the diameter of the inflow nozzle. 

Then, once there is a sufficient volume of air in the bubble such that the buoyant force can 

overcome the capillary force holding the neck together, the bubble is “pinched off” by an 

undercurrent of liquid and then the process repeats with the formation of a new bubble. The 

average radius of the formed bubbles was 25.1 ± 6.2 mm in the PHASTA case, which closely 

matched the average radius of 25.2 ± 4.5 mm in the Star-CCM+ case. The average terminal rise 

velocities also showed good agreement (0.937 m/s in STAR-CCM and 0.883 m/s in PHASTA). 

Upon looking at a full set of data from the two codes, including some time-averaged velocities and 

bubble shapes at various points in the simulation, the authors made the following conclusive 

statement - “With this comparison completed, further studies of the waste glass melter can be 

completed with the confidence that the numerical solutions produced by the STAR-CCM+ model 

can accurately predict the bubbling phenomenon [33].” This suggests that results from the 

PHASTA study were used as validation of the behavior seen in the STAR-CCM+ model.     

Figure 8: An image of bubble formation observed in Guillen et. al. [33].  
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2.1.4.2 Bubbly Flow 

Fang et. al [121] investigated bubbly flow in a subchannel between four cylindrical fuel 

rods in a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). The authors first ran the simulation in the domain 

with a spherical barrier in the center to introduce turbulence. Then the barrier was removed, and 

the single-phase simulation was allowed to continue until the turbulence was sustained. At this 

point, spherical bubbles with a diameter of 0.65 mm were introduced into the domain (see Figure 

9) such that the total void fraction was 1%, and the flow was resumed after adjusting the pressure 

gradient slightly to account for the new total domain mass.  

2.1.4.3 Droplets Crashing into an Obstacle 

Saini and Bolotnov [45] investigated the interaction of several droplets interacting with an 

obstacle, simulating the aftermath of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in a PWR in which the 

void fraction is very high, and so the dispersed phase is the liquid while the continuous phase is 

the gas. The surface area of the droplets in the flow plays an important role in heat transfer, and so 

the authors paid particular attention to the solution of the level-set field, as any small 

inconsistencies would escalate very quickly and cause the simulation to diverge.  

Figure 9: A picture taken from Fang et. al [121] showing the initialization of 262 bubbles in 

a turbulent flow field.  
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The authors used an innovate scheme for the re-distancing equation [i.e., Equation (8)] 

wherein the pseudo-timestep (𝜏) was locally reduced near the interface to be able to properly 

restore the distance field after the abrupt collision events. The pseudo-timestep for the re-

distancing equation in regions outside of the interfacial region was set to a higher value such that 

the information from the interface would be able to propagate through (and thus act on restoring 

the distance field to) the entire domain after every fluid timestep. Without this restoration, spurious 

interfaces would eventually appear at the regions of the domain away from droplets due to the 

immense distortion of the level set field that occurs as a result of the turbulence. Once these 

spurious interfaces are formed, it is very difficult to remove them, even if extra re-distancing 

iterations are applied between timesteps. This issue is prone to occur on any large domain with the 

level-set method, but especially so if there is a high amount of turbulence in the periphery away 

from the zero level set value (where the re-distancing begins) or if there are obstacles that prevent 

the proper initialization of the level-set field. 

 If there is little or no turbulence in the periphery of a large domain, the novel re-distancing 

scheme used by Saini and Bolotnov can be applied more simply. Rather than changing the pseudo 

timestep for re-distancing locally after every fluid timestep, the re-distancing can be handled 

separately from all other equations at the beginning of the simulation with an appropriate size for 

the pseudo timestep such that the level-set field can be restored throughout the domain before any 

fluid timesteps are carried out. Then, the pseudo timestep for re-distancing can be set to a value 

such that it can restore the distance field near the interface during events such as collision or 

breakup.   
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2.2 Plasma Hydrodynamics  

The code used in this work for simulating plasma formation in bubbles is nonPDPSIM, a 

two-dimensional multi-fluid hydrodynamics code developed by Dr. Mark Kushner. Various 

aspects (modules) of the code are described in detail in several publications [80,85–87,124]. The 

module used in this work is the plasma transport module, for which the governing equations are 

described in Section 2.2.2. Section 2.2.1 contains an overview of the code, and Section 2.2.3 

showcases a couple of relevant published examples of research using nonPDPSIM.   

2.2.1 An Overview of nonPDPSIM 

 

The plasma hydrodynamics code nonPDPSIM is a 2-D, vertex-centered finite-volume 

method (FVM) numerical code that can work with an unstructured mesh. This feature is very 

important for this project as using a structured mesh to study deformed bubble would result in 

many skewed cells that would not be able to optimally capture the fluxes going in and out of each 

material (e.g., glass, metal, air, etc.). Furthermore, it allows for easy selective meshing wherein 

Figure 10: Deformed droplets after hitting an obstacle. Note: the gravitational body force in 

this simulation is oriented in the negative X direction (i.e., from right to left), while the bulk flow 

is moving from left to right. Image taken from Saini and Bolotnov [35]. 
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regions of interest are more refined, while other regions where there is little interesting physics 

(such as nodes within metal electrodes) can be coarsened.  

In nonPDPSIM, Poisson’s equation is solved for along with Gauss’ Law to resolve charge 

continuity across the domain, accounting for applied voltages, surface charge accumulation and 

various mobile and immobile charged species. It does not assume uniform permittivity and can 

therefore resolve the refraction of electric potential across various material boundaries. The 

solution for electric potential and charged species density is obtained implicitly, using adaptive 

time stepping which is initiated on the order of picoseconds and is then dynamically updated to 

maximize the efficacy of the solver. These timesteps typically get smaller as the solution 

progresses and plasma begins to form, meaning that in this timescale (≈ 10−12 − 10−14 s ), 

neutral species are effectively frozen. While nonPDPSIM has the capability to solve for the 

Metal 

Bubble 

Water 

Figure 11: A sample unstructured mesh for nonPDPSIM with a bubble approaching an 

electrode surrounded by a liquid film.   
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movement of neutral species in using a separate module (the fluid module), the mesh boundaries 

for each material cannot be updated. Net bubble movement or deformation cannot be captured, 

rather it simulates the mixing of species in a larger volume of air, which is not relevant in this 

project.  

2.2.2 Governing Equations 

The following equation is solved for charge continuity: 

 𝛻 ∙ (𝜀 ∙ 𝛻𝛷) =  −(∑𝑞𝑗 ∙ 𝑁𝑗 + 𝜌M
𝑗

) (10) 

where ε is the electric permittivity, 𝛷 is the electrical potential, 𝑞𝑗 is the charge of species j (singly 

charged ion or electron), 𝑁𝑗 is the number density of species j, and 𝜌M is the charge density in 

materials and on surfaces. Simultaneously, charged particle densities are solved for using the 

following equation, 

 
𝜕𝑁𝑗

𝜕𝑡
= −∇ ∙  Γ⃗𝑗 + 𝑆𝑗 + (∑−∇ ∙ Γ⃗𝑚𝛾𝑚 + 

𝑚

∑−∇ ∙ 𝜙𝑘𝛾𝑘 

𝑘

) (11) 

where Γ⃗𝑗 is the flux of species j, 𝑆𝑗 is a source term including photoionization and radiation 

transport [80]. The terms in parenthesis are the secondary electron emission and photoemission 

terms from surfaces, where Γ⃗𝑚 is the flux of charged species m, 𝛾𝑘 is the secondary emission 

coefficient from a given surface due to that species, 𝜙𝑘 is the flux of photons of type k with 

secondary emission coefficient 𝛾𝑘 for the given surface. Charge density on and in solid materials 

𝜌M is solved for using the following equation,  
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𝜕𝜌𝑀
𝜕𝑡

= −∇ ∙ (𝜎(−𝛻𝛷)) + (∑𝑞𝑗 (−∇ ∙  Γ⃗𝑗(1 + 𝛾𝑗)) + 

𝑗

𝑗∑𝜙𝑘𝛾𝑘 

𝑘

) (12) 

where σ is the conductivity – the terms in parenthesis are only solved for on material surfaces. 

After the charged particle densities and electric potential have been simultaneously solved for and 

updated, the electron temperature 𝑇e is solved for using  

 

𝜕 (
3
2𝑛e𝑘B𝑇e)

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑒 Γ⃗e ∙ (−𝛻𝛷) − 𝛻 ∙ (

5

2
𝑘𝐵𝑇e Γ⃗e − 𝜅𝛻𝑇e) − 𝑛e∑∆𝜀𝑖𝑘𝑖𝑁𝑖

𝑖

 

 

(13) 

where 𝑘𝐵 is Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑒 is the elementary charge, 𝜅 is the electron thermal 

conductivity. The final term is summation over electron collisions with species of number density 

𝑁𝑖 with a rate coefficient 𝑘𝑖 causing changes in electron energy ∆𝜀𝑖, where 𝜀 =
3

2
𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑒. 

2.2.3 Relevant Past Uses of nonPDPSIM 

The plasma hydrodynamics code nonPDPSIM has been used before to study atmospheric 

pressure plasmas in several situations, especially those relevant to plasma medicine and tissue 

treatment [51–56]. It has also been used for 2-D axisymmetric simulations of spherical bubbles 

[85] and droplets [84], as well as 2-D Cartesian simulations of circular [87], elliptical [88], and 

arbitrarily wavy [125] bubbles immersed in water, and even a water droplet suspended in a 

bubble [126].   

A couple of different modes for streamer propagation in bubbles submerged in water have 

been observed. The first is through the middle of the bubble (Figure 12A), wherein an avalanche 

of electrons first travels upwards, building up density as it propagates towards the positive 

electrode, then a positive streamer propagates down towards the negative electrode. In the second 

mode, a positive streamer rides along the surface of the bubble (Figure 12B) regardless of the sharp 
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variations in curvature. This phenomenon was also observed experimentally by Sommers et. 

al [125].     

 

 

  

A B 

Figure 12: Predictions of electron density over time during streamer propagation in various 

bubble shapes. A. An elliptical bubble [88] B. Bubbles with a smooth (left) or wavy (right) surface 

[125]. The maximum electron density is shown in each pane, as well as the simulation time.  
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CHAPTER 3: FOUNDATIONAL GEOMETRY & DESIGN 

3.1 Geometrical Setup 

The original experimental setup was designed to produce scaling information for a wire-

to-cylinder plasma discharge, where the wire is a capillary (tube) that allows gas flow into the 

water, and the cylinder is a grounded electrode wrapped around a glass cylinder [4]. The glass 

cylinder serves as dielectric barrier between driven (wire) and grounded (cylinder) electrode. The 

wire-to-cylinder geometry is favorable for the distribution of electric field lines, which will be 

centered with high electric field strength around the driven electrode, i.e., the outlet of the gas 

flow. The capillary that serves as driven electrode has an inner diameter of 1 mm and is composed 

of stainless steel, with five equidistant orifices serving as openings for bubbles to form. Varying 

bubble shapes and sizes offer the possibility to adjust the required voltage for the plasma 

breakdown and will have an impact on the resulting chemistry in the bubble-liquid mixture. 

Furthermore, it allows the fundamental investigation of plasma breakdown mechanisms in bubbles 

in liquids dependent on the bubble size and shape, which were identified as critical parameters in 

Section 1.3.3. Thus, a detailed understanding of the bubble formation and the impact of the 

capillary, the hole geometry, as well as the gas flow dynamics on the bubble formation is 

investigated in a simpler setup with flat glass panes forming a cuboid as that will allow for better 

optical analysis of the bubbles (see Figure 13). 

The setup for the simulations mirrors the aforementioned experimental setup, which is 

essentially a regular cuboidal tank with water filled up to 50 mm above the air inflow tube. The 

air inflow tube is a cylindrical metal pipe with five orifices drilled into it, each 0.5 mm in diameter 

and 10 mm apart (center-to-center). The tube itself has a 1 mm I.D. and an O.D. of 1.5875 mm 

(1/16 in.). Air flows horizontally into the tube and vertically upwards into the tank (see Figure 14).  
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Having a small vent rather than an open top tremendously saves on computation costs as it 

results in a much smaller interface to resolve, allowing more computational elements to be 

allocated to areas where fluid dynamics is critical, i.e., at and above each orifice. Thus, there is a 

small air vent (10x10x20 mm) at the top of the tank directly above the first two orifices in the pipe. 

The vent is off the center of the domain (i.e., not directly above the third orifice) so as not to 

artificially interfere with phenomena at and around the orifices.   

Figure 13: Experimental Setup. Bubble characterization data is experimentally collected 

by controlling airflow with an Alicat Scientific MC-series mass flow controller (MFC) 

through 1/16" PEEK capillary tubing that terminates with the designated 5-orifice "flute" 

under investigation. Bubbles are backlit by a Cree LMH2 LED module and acrylic diffuser 

plate. A precision ruler is held in-plane with the capillary tubing for spatial analysis.  

Images are captured with a Canon EOS6D (DSLR) [Lens: EF 24-105mm f/4L IS USM] 

aligned at its Closest Focusing Distance (0.45 m) and triggered remotely. 
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Figure 14: Computational domain. A. 3-D model B. Zoom in on inner air tube. 

3.1.1 Computational Mesh Design 

The computational domain (Figure 14) was filled with unstructured mesh elements 

(tetrahedra) of various sizes depending on the proximity to the orifices (Figure 15). The mesh was 

refined in cylindrical regions leading into each orifice, with much larger refinement regions present 

around orifices where bubble formation is expected. For the base case with air flow at 50 mL/min, 

this was only the first orifice (Table 1).  
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Table 1: Mesh parameters. 

Parameter 
Single Phase Mesh 1 

(Flute-SP) 

Multiphase Mesh 1 

(Flute-MP1) 

Multiphase Mesh 2 

(Flute-MP2) 

Total number of mesh elements 5,793,710 4,197,675 147,921,341 

Air Inflow Rate 200 mL/min 50 mL/min 500 mL/min 

Number of Parts when Split b 256 256 16,384 

Number of nozzles with 

enhanced mesh 
N/A c 1 3 

Elements across orifices 18 18 27 

Elements across inner pipe 8 12 18 

Region 1a 

Elements across 

diameter 
22 144 180 

Element Size 166.7 μm 166.7 μm 83.3 μm 

Vertical Height 

(above nozzle) 
2,700 μm 24,000 μm 32,400 μm 

Region 2a 

Elements across 

diameter 
24 42 96 

Element Size 83.3 μm 83.3 μm 41.7 μm 

Vertical Height 

(above nozzle) 
1,900 μm 3,400 μm 4,400 μm 

Region 3a 

Elements across 

diameter 
29 22 48 

Element Size 41.7 μm 41.7 μm 20.8 μm 

Vertical Height 

(above nozzle) 
1,500 μm 150 μm 1,800 μm 

a See Figure 15 
b This is equivalent to the number of CPU cores that the case is run on 
c  All five nozzles have the same mesh as described in the table 

 

3.1.2 Mesh Verification 

While these mesh parameters were based on iterative testing to strike a balance between 

having enough resolution to capture bubble departure and being small enough to run at a 

reasonable pace on a local cluster, a grid convergence study has also been conducted to show the 

potential impact of further refinement or coarsening of the mesh on the bubble volume 

representation. These simulations were setup in a reduced version of the domain maintaining the 

water height (and thus, the hydrostatic pressure) and the dimensions of the pipe, but with only one 

orifice. Five cases were setup, wherein the size of each of the elements in the focus area around 
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the nozzle (i.e., the view seen in Figure 15), were multiplied by a fraction of the base value (0.63, 

0.79, 1.00, 1.26 and 1.59).  

 

Figure 15: Slice of computational mesh showing three critical successive cylindrical 

refinement regions. A. Front View (vertical slice across the midplane of the pipe) B. Top View 

(horizontal slice 1 mm above the center of the pipe, shown by the white dotted line in A). 

These numbers were chosen so that the relative volume of the average tetrahedra formed 

would be 25%, 50%, 100%, 200% and 400%, respectively. Simulations were run with the same 

air inflow rate as the two-phase simulations in Section 4 (50 mL/min) until a few hundred time 

steps after the point of detachment of the first bubble. These results are presented in Table 2 and 

Table 3.  

One aspect that was investigated is how the mesh resolved the gas volume under both static 

and dynamic conditions (Table 2). The static condition was simply the initial condition and the 

volume of gas at the first timestep of each simulation was measured. The dynamic gas volume 

growth was determined by looking at the ability of the mesh to mitigate the numerical volume loss 

that results from an imperfect discretization of Equation (9) (a well-known issue in the level set 

method) during the bubble injection process [45,127]. To do so, the difference between the total 

gas volume 500 timesteps after breakup occurred and the total gas volume 500 timesteps after the 

initialization was completed was taken (spanning several thousand timesteps depending on the 
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mesh, or 30-45 milliseconds of simulation time). The number of timesteps was held constant rather 

than the simulation time because the volume loss is directly related to the number of timesteps run 

(specifically re-distancing timesteps).    

Table 2: Static and Dynamic Gas Volume Resolution based on Grid Volume. 

Relative 

Element 

Volume 

Start 

Volume 

[mm3] 

Volume Added 

(Theory) [mm3] a 

Volume Added 

(Practice) [mm3] 
% Difference 

Effective Flow 

Rate [mm3/s] 

400% 7.92 33.28 17.95 -46.1% 436.5 

200% 7.96 37.89 27.00 -28.7% 578.5 

100% 7.97 30.14 23.38 -22.4% 630.1 

50% 7.98 27.82 21.96 -21.0% 644.7 

25% 7.98 25.15 21.83 -13.2% 712.8 
aBased on the inflow rate numerically measured near the inlet 

 

Due to the multi-tiered nature of the mesh (see Figure 15) and the physics involved, simply 

looking at mass conservation is not enough. In addition, the bubble departure volume was 

examined as a parameter more heavily based on physics. A closer look at detachment times shows 

bubbles steadily departing earlier the finer the mesh resolution (excepting the case seen in the 

coarsest mesh). However, since the bubbles detach earlier in the fine mesh cases, those bubbles 

end up being smaller. The most likely reason for this is that the finer mesh is able to more quickly 

resolve the undercurrent of water that pinches the bubble to cause detachment.  

Table 3: Effect of Mesh Resolution on Initial Bubble Formation. 

Relative 

Element 

Volume a 

Bulk Element 

Edge Size [mm] 

Relative 

Element Edge 

Size a 

Detachment 

Time [ms] 

First Bubble 

Volume [mm3] 

Number of 

Elements b 

400% 8.46 1.59 54.20 24.23 653,933 

200% 6.72 1.26 59.95 33.20 1,149,194 

100% 5.33 1.00 50.36 31.58 1,937,951 

50% 4.23 0.79 47.07 30.79 3,236,166 

25% 3.36 0.63 43.73 30.67 5,751,417 
aRelative to the main mesh used in this study (shown in Figure 4) in a truncated version of the domain described in 

Table 1.   
bDue to the way the far-field elements were created (outside of the interest area), the number of elements does not 

scale exactly with relative element volume. 
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As seen in the results shown in Table 3, the volume of the first bubble formed slowly 

converges to a value around 30.7 mm3. In fact, the diameter of the bubble in the most-refined mesh 

(3.88 mm) is only about 10% greater than that predicted (3.51 mm) using the model developed by 

Gaddis & Vogelpohl based on a force balance at the orifice [128]. While close, this is certainly not 

an exact result. This minor difference is attributed to a combination of three factors: i) Gaddis & 

Vogelpohl based their theory on a nozzle shaped like that in Figure 3B with negligible nozzle 

thickness, but the simulations presented herein  (Figure 3C) have considerable surface area for the 

interface to slide on; ii) Gaddis & Vogelpohl assumed that there would be no residual gas at the 

nozzle after bubble detachment (i.e. that the nozzle would be nearly flush), which is not the case 

in these simulations (Figure 16); iii) Gaddis & Vogelpohl assumed that spherical bubbles would 

form, but in these simulations non-spherical bubbles are seen.  

A mesh sensitivity study, including the computation of the grid convergence index (GCI) 

[129] has been performed using the middle three meshes from the above tests (Table 4) – one 

courser than that used in Section 4, and one finer. The GCI can be thought of as the percentage 

deviation from ideal asymptotic convergence, so the lower the percentage is, the more ideal the 

convergence will be. This study showed monotonic asymptotic convergence with GCIfine
12 =  5.79% 

and GCIfine
23 =  2.98%. 

Table 4: Mesh Sensitivity of Initial Bubble Volume. 

  Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3 

Total Number of Elements 1,149,194 1,937,951 3,236,166 

First Bubble Volume [mm3] 33.2 31.6 30.8 

Relative Error |ε|  4.88% 2.50%  

GCIfine  5.79% 2.96%  

Order of Convergence, p 3.11 
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Figure 16: First bubbles to depart at various mesh sizes going from coarsest (left) to finest 

(right). Detailed parameters are presented in Table 3.   

3.2 Validation  

3.2.1 Experimental Data Collection 

The setup described in Section 3.1 and illustrated in Figure 13 was used to obtain 

quantitative experimental results to provide validation for the simulations [4]. As described in 

Section 1.3.3 and illustrated in Figure 4, obtaining and manipulating bubble shapes are critical to 

this study. Thus, experimental data collection also focused on capturing bubble profiles. 

Images were taken using a DSLR camera (Canon EOS 6D) and evaluated using a custom 

MATLAB script. The DSLR is placed at the lens’ closest focusing distance (45 cm) away from 

and centered on the capillary. To capture bubble shape with as little blurring as possible the DSLR 

is set to the quickest shutter speed (1/4000 s) and largest aperture (f/4). To illuminate the bubbles 

an 800 lumen LED backlight (CREE LMH2) is positioned behind the apparatus with a diffuser. 

To process the images several frames of the experimental setup are captured without bubbles 

flowing. These images are used as a pseudo-flat-field image to correct for intensity reduction 

around the perimeter of the LED backlight and to subtract the capillary. To ensure consistent 

framing of each image the DSLR is controlled remotely and triggered to shoot in continuous mode 
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– capturing an image every 220 ms (4.5 fps). All images are loaded into MATLAB where they are 

cropped, subtracted from the “flat-field-frames”, converted to binary (black & white), and filled 

to capture the geometry (Figure 17). Each bubble in each image can then be fitted to an ellipse to 

extrapolate major and minor axes, area (total number of pixels), axis-tilt, and position in the image. 

Area is calculated assuming an elliptical shape with the measured axes and compared to the 

observed area in pixels to determine bubble deviation away from ellipticity. Likewise, volume 

must be extrapolated under the assumption of azimuthal symmetry and oblate ellipsoidal bubbles. 

 

Figure 17: Processing of experimental bubble trains with an air inflow of 50 mL/min. A. The 

original image. B. The result after subtracting the original image from a biasing image. C. The 

processed image, converted to binary and inverted. D. Artificial holes are filled in by MATLAB 

and bubbles are colored for identification. 

For time resolved data, an Apple iPhone XS camera is used to capture slow-motion video 

of the bubbles at the 240 fps capture setting. Due to the variable frame rate (VFR) of the video 

encoder used for this device the average, minimum, and maximum framerates must be determined 

from the metadata of each file. On average this device captures 240.19 ± 26.60 fps, or 4.1634 ± 

0.4621 ms between frames\average framerate and error were calculated for each video.  The lower 

image resolution of the video (720p) as compared to the DSLR, results in a loss of spatial data. At 

the distance of image capture (45 cm), this results in a reduction in resolution from roughly 25 μm 

per pixel (Canon EOS 6D) to 110 μm per pixel (iPhone XS). Each frame of the video can be 
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exported as an image file and run through MATLAB in the same manner as the still images. To 

calculate differential volume of bubble formation the MATLAB output data for each frame can 

extract the bubble at the nozzle position (minimum y-position) and used to plot the calculated 

volume at each time-step between frames.  As such, the slow-motion feature must be used when 

capturing time-resolved behavior at flows greater than 5 mL/min, otherwise, the spatial resolution 

captured through the DSLR is used to determine cross-sectional area, ellipticity deviation, position, 

and calculated volume (Table 5). From the spatially resolved data the major/minor diameters and 

eccentricity of the fitted ellipse of each bubble can be plotted as a function of distance from the 

nozzle (Figure 18, Figure 19).  The eccentricity is a parameter of an ellipse that characterizes its 

shape,  

 𝑒 = √1 − 𝑏
2

𝑎2⁄  (14) 

where a is the major-axis radius, and b is the minor-axis radius. A circle has an eccentricity of e = 

0 and a straight line (b = 0) has an eccentricity of e = 1.   

Table 5: Spatial Data Generated by Bubble Imaging. 

positiona [mm] 
ab 

[mm] 

bc 

[mm] 
Ameas

d [mm2] Acalc
e
  [mm2] Vcalc

f
 [mm3] 

Ellipse Deviation 

[% difference] 

(4.896 , 2.874) 1.544 1.281 6.113 6.212 12.788 1.601 

(4.765 , 7.817) 1.923 1.064 6.331 6.428 16.477 1.513 

(4.555 , 17.05) 2.005 0.914 5.758 5.758 15.388 0.864 

(4.199 , 27.69) 2.292 0.825 5.722 5.941 18.156 3.687 

(1.797, 38.55) 2.148 1.091 7.307 7.358 21.068 0.685 
a ((z,y) positions from the first orifice) 
b (major axis of ellipse imposed over bubble) 
c (minor axis of ellipse imposed over bubble) 
d (area calculated by pixel count of filled section of bubble) 
e (area calculated for axes, A=πab) 
f (volume of bubble calculated assuming azimuthally symmetric oblate ellipsoid V = (4/3) a·Ameas) 
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Figure 18: Plot of major and minor diameters of the fitted ellipse of individual bubbles as a 

function of distance from the nozzle. The detachment region is highlighted in green. Bubble 

images are superimposed at the distances at which they appear in a single frame. 

 

3.2.2 Comparison with Simulations 

For the purposes of this project, as discussed in Section 1.3.3, the bubble shape is a critical 

parameter to resolve in the simulations. The bubble shape and size are affected by the surface 

tension, buoyancy, and drag forces as well as orifice size and gas flow rate. In particular, the bubble 

rise velocity depends on the drag force which, in turn, depends on the liquid viscosity and bubble 

shape, which is affected by the surface tension force. The bubble size and shape data from the 

experiments and simulations are compared in Figure 18 & Figure 19.  

The shape of the bubbles from the experiments shows a consistent evolution and size from 

formation to detachment and as they traverse to the surface. During formation, bubble size 

increases linearly with a ≈ b, while after detachment major (a) and minor (b) radii diverge, and 

eccentricity reaches a constant value around e = 0.9.  While there is some discrepancy in the initial 
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absolute values of the major (a) and minor (b) bubble axes between the experiments and 

simulations (Figure 18), it is clear from Figure 19 that the bubbles in the simulations not only 

follow the same trend as those in the experiments, but also converge to the same shape – 

corresponding to an eccentricity of about 0.9.  

 

Figure 19: Plot of the eccentricity of a fitted bubble as a function of vertical distance from 

the nozzle. The detachment region is highlighted in green. The shape of an ellipse is illustrated 

next to the corresponding eccentricity. 
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CHAPTER 4: UNDERWATER FLUTE SIMULATIONS  

As discussed in Section 1.2.1.1, simulating air inflow through orifices is a challenging 

endeavor and the particular geometry used in this project – that resembling an underwater flute 

(Figure 3C) – has never been investigated before using 3-D CFD. Thus, we expect to see some 

novel behavior. This chapter is split into three parts corresponding to results from one case in each 

of the three meshes built in Table 1. The first case (nicknamed “Flute-SP”) was designed to look 

at the flow distribution across the nozzles without any capillary forces impeding the flow, and thus 

the simulation was performed with air in the tank and air coming in through the nozzles. The 

second case (“Flute-MP1”) had air flowing from the nozzles into water at 50 mL/min. This case 

was designed with a flow rate slow enough that air would bubble only out of one nozzle, allowing 

for more focus on the bubble formation process. The third case (“Flute-MP2”) had air flowing 

from the nozzles into water at 500 mL/min. During experimentation, a total air inflow rate of 500 

mL/min would eventually result in air coming out of all five nozzles, but initially air is only seen 

to flow out of two or three of the five nozzles [4]. Flute-MP2 was designed to look into that 

transient behavior to produce a deeper insight into what initiates air flow through the latter nozzles 

(also referred to herein as nozzle activation).  

4.1 Single Phase Air Flow [200 mL/min] 

In order to gain an enhanced understanding of how this orifice configuration may affect 

the fluid dynamics of the system, a single-phase simulation with air inflow at 200 mL/min was 

conducted, allowing the air to pass through the entire domain several times before capturing 

results. Before entering any orifices, the air velocity in the pipe formed a parabolic profile (Figure 

20, Figure 21a). However, the air directly following the first orifice was biased towards the top 

side of the tube (Figure 21b). This can be explained by the localized pressure build-up at the 
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bottom-right side of the first orifice (Figure 22). This behavior is consistently noted at all five 

orifices (Figure 21, Figure 22), albeit to lesser extents as the flow escapes through the orifices. A 

trend in flow attenuation across the orifices can be seen in Table 6 – where 50% of the flow ejects 

through the first two orifices and only 0.07% of the flow remains as recirculation past the fifth 

orifice.  

Closer examination of Figure 20 reveals that the jets produced from the orifices do not 

follow a trajectory that is fully perpendicular to the inflow axis. Instead, a slight deviation towards 

the inflow direction (i.e., the positive z axis) is observed. This deviation in jet flow is most 

pronounced in the first orifice, where the pressure buildup is also most pronounced (Figure 22), 

and regresses slowly towards a vertical line as the flow escapes through the orifices and the 

pressure effect is less pronounced. This effect also comes into play in the two-phase simulations.  

 

Figure 20: Single phase flow distribution along the pipe. 
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Table 6: Single Phase Flow Distribution Within the Pipe. 

za [m] <v> [m/s] Re Flow Rate [ml/min] Flow Rate [% of inflow] 

-0.025 4.14 269.75 200.00 100.00% 

-0.015 2.99 195.04 144.61 72.31% 

-0.005 2.03 132.31 98.10 49.05% 

+0.005 1.23 80.36 59.58 29.79% 

+0.015 0.57 37.48 27.79 13.90% 

+0.025 0.00 0.19 0.14 0.07% 
a (where z = -0.02 is the position of the first orifice, and z = +0.02 is the position of the fifth orifice) 
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Figure 21: Single phase flow distribution at various cross-sections. From top to bottom, left to 

right, the cross-section positions are: z = -0.021, -0.019, -0.015, -0.011, -0.009, -0.005, -0.001, 

+0.001, +0.005, +0.009, +0.011, +0.015, +0.019, +0.021. 
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Figure 22: Gauge pressure at each orifice during single phase flow. 

4.2 Bubble Formation Through One Nozzle [Air Inflow of 50 mL/min] 

4.2.1 Bubble Formation 

The bubble formation process with air inflow of 50 mL/min was found to be remarkably 

consistent (Figure 23), except for the formation of the first two bubbles. This can be accounted for 

by noting that: i) the initialization process may have been sufficient to fully stabilize the first 

bubble to depart; ii) the first bubble to depart has no wake above it; iii) the second bubble to depart 

experiences the wake of the first departed bubble, which is unsteady because the first bubble has 

no wake above it. By the time the third bubble departs, the wake stream has stabilized enough such 

that repetitive behavior can be observed, which is seen quantitatively in Table 7. Close 

examination of the bubbles that trail departure events 1-8 (Figure 24) shows successive leaning, 

like the phenomena observed in Figure 20, but to a much lesser extent.  

 

Figure 23: Bubble Departure for eight successive bubbles at 50 mL/min 
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Table 7: Bubble Formation Characteristics at 50 mL/min. 

  Bubble Number 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Formation Time 

[ms] 101.7 55.9 47.8 49.1 48.6 48.8 48.5 47.7 

Expected Volumea 

[mm3] 84.8 46.6 39.8 40.9 40.5 40.7 40.4 39.8 

Simulation Volume 

[mm3] 36.3 36.3 33.4 33.6 33.3 33.6 33.2 33.3 

Volume defect (%) -57% -22% -16% -18% -18% -17% -18% -16% 
a Assuming that all of the air inflow contributes to the volume of the bubble at the first orifice 

 

4.2.2 Bubble Shape Evolution  

As the bubbles form and rise, there is a clear trend in the bubble shape: an increase in the 

eccentricity of the bubbles. Since eccentricity is typically defined for a 2D ellipse, and the bubbles 

herein represent oblate spheroids (a > b, a ≈ c) (Figure 18), a modified form of Equation (14) is 

used to represent the 3D bubble eccentricity,  

 𝑒𝑏𝑢𝑏 = √1 − (
2𝑏

𝑎 + 𝑐
 )
2

 (15) 

where a is the major-axis radius, and b is the minor-axis radius, and c is the secondary major axis 

(perpendicular to b). Note at the radii a, b, and c are calculated along the co-ordinate axes X, Y, 

and Z respectively.  

 

Figure 24: Progressive leaning of remnant bubbles after departure events 1-8 (from left to 

right). The dotted line is parallel to the outermost edge of the nozzle in this plane. Each subsequent 

bubble progressively leans further to the right so while the tip of bubble #1 is nearly above the 

center of the nozzle, the tip of bubble #8 is just over the outermost edge of the nozzle. 
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In order to capture imperfections in the bubble shape with respect to the co-ordinate axes, the 

following equation was used: 

 𝑅imperfect =
𝑉simulation

(
4
3 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑎𝑏𝑐)

 (16) 

where a value of unity for 𝑅imperfect represents a perfect ellipsoid, whose axes are aligned along 

co-ordinate axes. As the bubbles rise, there is an overall decreasing trend in 𝑅imperfect (Figure 25). 

The greatest decrease in this parameter is seen within the first ten milliseconds of departure (after 

the bubbles have travelled on average 2 mm vertically), which is when the bubbles experience the 

greatest increase in eccentricity and are thus undergoing the most deformation.  

 

Figure 25: Plot showing the decrease in alignment along cartesian axes during bubble 

ascension. Data points for each bubble are extracted every 10 milliseconds of simulation time. 
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4.2.3 Variation of Momentum within the Bubbles 

It is important to note that as the local vertical velocity within the rising bubbles is not 

homogenous (Figure 26); instead, oscillations can be observed between locally higher velocities 

on the edges with lower velocities in the midframe (frames 2,4, and 6 of Figure 26), and higher 

velocities in the midframe (frames 1, 3, and 5 of Figure 26). When a bubble forms, the bulk velocity 

is in the bubble midframe, pushing it upward until it experiences increased resistance due to drag. 

At this point, the momentum of the bubble is diverted to the edges, which then rise above the bulk 

bubble mass subsequently causing them to experience more drag, and slow down, allowing the 

bulk mass to carry the bubble momentum once again.  

 

 

Figure 26: Successive snapshots of a rising bubble. The velocity scale has been selected to 

highlight the local velocity changes within and around the bubble, thus the velocity gradient at the 

nozzle is not visible. This figure tracks the position of bubble #3 for 60 ms, with 10 ms passing in 

between each frame. Bubble # 2 is visible in the first 2 frames, and the formation and departure of 

bubble #4 can also be seen in the final frame. 
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The same oscillations can be seen for all bubbles in Figure 27, which is generated by 

splitting each bubble into approximate thirds linearly, which by volume averages out to be 24.6 ± 

1.2 % for the first section, 49.5 ± 0.9 % for the second section, and 25.9 ± 0.9% for the third 

section. Figure 27 also show that initially most of the bubble momentum (𝑝 = 𝑚 ∙ 𝑣Y) is at the 

center of the bubble, which spreads slowly out to the sides over time but does not fully even out 

despite the oscillations. 

 

Figure 27: Vertical momentum fraction of the sides (green) and center (blue) of bubbles 3-7 

over time. Each portion of the bubbles (both sides or center) has a roughly equal volume, and an 

example of the zones for splitting the bubbles can be seen on a bubble near the top of the figure.   
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4.2.4 Bubble Drift from Main Orifice Axis 

The bulk of the bubble velocity is directed in the vertical direction (Figure 28), with 1-5% 

of the bubble velocity in the tangential directions (Figure 29). While the bubbles do not quite reach 

terminal velocity, each successive bubble is slightly faster on average – this is due to the increased 

development of the wake region, allowing the bubble to flow upward more easily. While the 

variations in the X direction (normal to the slice in Figure 14B) appear stochastic, there is a 

noticeable trend in the Z velocities (Figure 29). In particular, the Z velocities increase in the -Z 

direction (to the left looking at the plane in Figure 14B or Figure 26). This deviation did not occur 

as a direct result of the flow bias in the system (due to the inflow being in the +Z direction, or to 

the right in Figure 14B & Figure 26), but rather, it occurs due to a stochastic result exacerbated by 

stabilization in the bubble wake. That is, when one bubble departs significantly in a certain 

direction, it is easier for other bubbles to follow the established path than deviate from it. This is 

clearly seen in Figure 30, which shows the bubble positions relative to the nozzle in the X and Z 

directions. For the first 10 millimeters of rising, the bubbles follow a very consistent trajectory, 

where the wake is most well-established, and the bubbles are more spherical. In Figure 19, one 

can see that until the bubbles reach a distance of about 10 mm from the nozzle their eccentricity is 

slowly increasing as the bubbles transform from slightly deformed spheres to well-defined oblate 

spheroids.  The ellipsoidal bubbles have a much larger surface area, and thus float erratically 

upward in the same way that leaves drift downward (but on a much smaller scale). One can also 

see two trends in rise velocity in Figure 28 – one up to 10 mm from the nozzle and for distances 

greater than 10 mm. This change in behavior can also be attributed to the way the bubble shape 

changes over time. After a distance of about 10 mm from the nozzle, the bubble eccentricity 

changes very little. 
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While we are mainly interested in dimensional parameters for comparison with 

experiments and to setup plasma simulations, we recognize that others may benefit from looking 

at non-dimensional results. Thus, the velocities presented in Figure 28 were used to calculate some 

dimensionless numbers often used to parametrize multiphase flows. For bubbles in this simulation 

after pinch-off, the Weber number ranged from 0.0019 to 0.0061, the Froude number ranged from 

0.86 to 1.89, and the Capillary number ranged from 0.0021 to 0.0042.   

 

 

 

Figure 28: Increase in bubble rise velocity during bubble ascent. 
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Figure 29: Variation in tangential components of bubble velocity (X - blue and Z - green) 

about the nozzle center. 
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Figure 30: Tangential deviation in bubble center of mass about the nozzle center. 
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4.3 Bubble Formation Through Three Nozzles [Air Inflow of 500 mL/min] 

An enhanced mesh for the case nicknamed Flute-MP2 in Table 1 was used to further study 

the behavior of the submerged “flute” domain shown in Figure 14, with the mesh structure shown 

in Figure 15 and details provided in Table 1. The air inflow was raised to 500 mL/min with the 

goal of studying the fluid dynamics of bubble formation though more than one nozzle at a time 

and looking into the transient behavior of nozzle activation. Experimentally, under the same 

conditions, it has been observed that: i) bubbles form at the first three nozzles nearly instantly, ii) 

bubbles start forming at the fourth nozzle after about a one second delay, and iii) bubbles start 

forming at the fifth nozzle after about one minute of flow [4].  

Due to the higher computational cost of the simulation for Flute-MP2, it was only run for 

a simulation time of 73.5 ms, and throughout that time, bubbles were only seen to form through 

the first three nozzles. The evolution of the bubbles at the first three nozzles can be seen in Figure 

31. The fact that the bubbles were only formed in the first three nozzles during this time period is 

best explained by the flow going into each nozzle (Figure 32). While there is a small amount of 

flow (up to 10 mL/min) going to the fourth nozzle initially, this value drops to nearly zero for the 

rest of the simulation (Figure 33). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

70 ms 60 ms 50 ms 40 ms 

0 ms 10 ms 20 ms 30 ms 

Figure 31: Snapshots of bubbles forming at three nozzles over time in intervals of 10 

milliseconds. The simulation time for each picture is shown in the top-right.    

10 mm 
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Time =10 ms 

Figure 32: Velocity profile of flow in the capillary before and after each nozzle in the pipe 

at t = 10 ms.  

Figure 33: Instantaneous horizontal flow rates of air going into the first four nozzles of 

the pipe. 
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4.3.1 Flow Distribution Across the Nozzles 

It is apparent that in this transient simulation, all of the air flows out of the first three 

nozzles. This is because the simulation begins with a completely static air-filled pipe with 

completely static water above it. The amount of flow that arrives at the fourth and fifth nozzles 

initially is not sufficient to overcome the surface tension of the interface at those locations, which 

results in a self-sustaining issue: the curvature of the interface remains sharp enough to prevent 

flow going through them, and thus the lack of flow cannot overcome the surface tension at those 

interfaces.   

Moreover, the flow allocated to each nozzle was not steady over time. Any pinch-off event 

(typically bubble departure events) at one nozzle would result in flow being temporarily redirected 

to other nearby nozzles. The result of this is a few transient fluctuations in the measured flow rate 

at each nozzle (Figure 34), which matches with the transient fluctuations observed in the pipe 

(Figure 33). For example, the first pinch-off event occurs at the second nozzle just before twenty 

milliseconds of simulation time. This results in increased flow coming out of the first (from just 

over 50% to 70%) and third (from about 10% to nearly 25%) nozzles. These increases are 

accompanied by a sharp decrease in the flow coming out of the second nozzle, which decreases 

from about 35% to nearly 0%.      

The bulk of the air flow, especially initially, is directed towards the first nozzle – and this 

is clearly seen in Figure 34. This concentration of the air flow results in the formation of very 

large, deformed bubbles, which can be seen above the first nozzle in Figure 31.  
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4.3.2 Volume Conservation 

While not critical to this study, it is worth looking at the volume defect of the air in this 

simulation. The cause for this is explained briefly in Section 3.1.2, and is well known as a 

significant (arguably the most significant) drawback to using the level set method for interface 

tracking [45,127]. First, the overall volume conservation can be evaluated by comparing the total 

measured volume of air input into the domain with the expected amount (Figure 35), given the 

consistent known value of total airflow of 494 mL/min (Figure 33), and the amount of simulation 

time that has passed. The total air inflow rate is not exactly 500 mL/min due to the numerical 

representation of the inflow plane, which is not perfectly circular. 

Figure 34: The instantaneous proportion of flow allocated to each nozzle over time. Pinch-off 

events (typically bubble departure events) are indicated by shaded regions (red for nozzle 1 at t = 

0.026,0.039,0.056 & 0.060 s), orange for nozzle 2 at t = 0.019, 0.046 and 0.073 s), yellow for 

nozzle 3 at t = 0.035 & 0.072 s ). 
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 The volume conservation in the domain (Figure 35) is very poor initially which is expected 

for the very beginning of the simulation where the solver needs to resolve a sudden inflow into a 

domain with otherwise static fluids. This effect is also related to under-resolved sharp curvatures 

of the initially formed bubble interfaces. After that the incremental volume conservation (♦ in 

Figure 35) is very good for a short period, peaking at nearly 100%, while the total volume 

conservation (■ in Figure 35) peaks at nearly 90%, before also trending downward. This spike in 

volume conservation occurs in the period where the interface is travelling the fastest (as the 

numerical method is designed to better handle moving bubbles rather than steady conditions during 

the re-distancing operation), and thus the small amount of numerical interface shrinking is far 

Figure 35: A plot of the ratio of the measured air volume in the domain to the expected 

value, given the constant air inflow rate (■ - total, ♦ - piecewise).  The piecewise measured 

volume is defined as the difference between that measured in the current data acquisition point 

from that measured in the previous data acquisition point. Data acquisition points were 1000 

timesteps apart.  
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outpaced by the speed of the interface. The consistent decline thereafter is due to the fact that over 

time, the total surface area of the interface increases, and that the volume loss is proportional to 

that surface area, so the greater the surface area, the greater the volume loss. It should be noted 

here that the total volume conservation caps at about 80% at the end of the simulation, which is 

not that bad, meaning that by the end of the simulation, the volume of the bubbles suggests that 

the inflow of air was at 400 mL/min, rather than 494 mL/min. This affect disproportionately affects 

bubbles that are detached from the nozzles and would therefore cause more significant issues with 

several bubbles rising in a fluid – so a fix has been implemented for that type of case, which is 

discussed in Chapter 5.  

The volume of air above each nozzle is shown in Figure 36. It is important to note that 

while there are local spikes in the airflow at each nozzle (Figure 34), the total air volume appears 

to be steadily increasing across time, with about 60% of the air being above the first nozzle, 30% 

of the air being above the seconds nozzle, and 10% above the third. This matches with the 

approximate average flow distribution that can be seen in Figure 34. The relative consistency of 

the growth of the total measured volume across time  (Figure 36) indicates that there are no major 

volume losses during breakup events, but a closer look does reveal a mild temporary reduction in 

slope that aligns with the timing of some of the departure events seen in Figure 34. 
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A measure of local volume conservation (which would be most critical to bubble 

formation) can be obtained by comparing the piecewise measured volumes above each nozzle with 

the instantaneous flow at each nozzle. In the ideal case, one would expect to see the trend in 

piecewise measured volume above each nozzle to follow, but slightly lag the trend in the 

instantaneous flow at each nozzle. To highlight this trend, the instantaneous flow and volume can 

be normalized against the sum of the flow into or volume above each nozzle respectively. This is 

done in Figure 37, where the expected ideal trend is followed near all the time, with a few notable 

exceptions marked by these three shaded regions. The local effects of bubble departure on the 

measured volume can be observed in these shaded regions. During and after the first highlighted 

departure event the time lag between the instantaneous flow and piecewise measured volume is 

Figure 36: Volume of air above each nozzle over time.  Shaded regions highlight the a 

temporary reduction in the slope of the measured volume due to departure events above nozzle 2 

(orange) at t = 0.019 s and 0.046 s and nozzle 3 (yellow) at t = 0.035 s.  
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most exaggerated, suggesting that the departure event exacerbated the time lag. During and after 

the second highlighted departure event, there is a noticeable disparity in the two quantities, with a 

slight increase in the piecewise measured volume above nozzle one and a slight decrease in the 

piecewise measured volume above nozzle three relative to the instantaneous flow at each nozzle. 

This same effect is noted during and after the third departure event, but with quantities relating to 

nozzle two rather than nozzle three. It is also worth noting that after the second departure event, 

negative piecewise volumes are measure at the third nozzle, suggesting that at this stage air was 

flowing back into the pipe rather than into the water.  

Figure 37: A plot comparing normalized instantaneous flow (green) at nozzles 1-3 with the 

piecewise measured volume (blue) above nozzles 1-3. The flow and volume are normalized 

against the sum of the flow into or volume above the three nozzles respectively. The shaded 

regions highlight minor discrepancies to due departure events above nozzle 2 (orange) at t = 0.019 

s and 0.046 s and nozzle 3 (yellow) at t = 0.035 s.   
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4.3.3 Flow Bias at Each Nozzle  

As with case Flute-MP1, there is a bias in the airflow going into the nozzles, namely that 

there is more airflow on the right (or +Z) side of each nozzle (Figure 38). The velocities at the 

inflow plane for the first three nozzles are presented in Figure 39, showing a significant amount of 

Z velocity at the first two nozzles. The trend in the Z velocities (Figure 39A) matches that seen in 

the distribution of flow above each nozzle (Figure 34), which has been thoroughly discussed 

already. The X velocities (Figure 39B), however, cannot be differentiated from random noise, 

except that there are larger velocity spikes at the first nozzle, indicating that there is more 

turbulence there.  

 

 

 

Figure 38: The distribution of airflow going into each of the five nozzles. The white dotted 

lines indicate where each nozzle cross-section is taken.  

Time =10 ms 
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A 

B 

Figure 39: Velocities averages across the inflow plane of the first three nozzles. A. Z 

component. B. X-component.  
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CHAPTER 5: BUBBLES CRASHING INTO AN OBSTACLE 

One of the goals of this project was to look at what happens when these bubbles collide 

into either one of a pair of pin-shaped electrodes, which are placed roughly 50 mm above the 

inflow pipe experimentally [4]. The simulation for the third large scale bubble formation case 

(Flute-MP2 – described in Section 4.3) took several months to run on the supercomputer Theta at 

ANL. Of course, the continuous wall time (i.e., time running on the supercomputer) was on the 

order of 200-300 hours, but since the simulation could only be run for 6 hours at a time, several 

jobs had to be submitted to Theta, each with a queue time of a few days. Since the highest bubble 

in Flute-MP2 was about 15 mm above the nozzles, it became clear that it would take an 

exceedingly large amount of time for the bubbles in such a simulation to rise very far into the 

liquid. It would thus be impractical to resolve the bubble formation process while also simulating 

the bubbles rising through the liquid, since the timesteps for the simulation would be gated by the 

former, whereas the timesteps could be over ten times bigger if the latter process was simulated 

independently. Thus, a new domain and mesh were designed to simulate the bubbles rising through 

the water and then hitting the electrodes.      

5.1   Mesh Scale Up & Revised Domain  

5.1.1 Experimental Basis  

The initial bubble sizes and positions for these simulations were drawn from aggregated 

experimental results [4,5]. The experimental images (such as Figure 40) were cropped and pre-

processed by other lab members to produce basic data for each bubble, such as its position and 

area. Ellipses were also fitted to each bubble to provide a value for the major (a) and minor (b) 

axes of the bubble. This ellipse fitting and general data calculation procedure has been described 

in section 3.2.1. Figure 17 shows the overall process with bubbles coming out of one nozzle.  
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The experimental data was then subjected to further processing through a MATLAB script 

(provided in Appendix C.4). It should be noted that the equivalent radius of each bubble can be 

calculated using two methods, and that one is far more accurate than the other (see Figure 41). The 

first uses a simple equation using the area of the bubble to get the radius of an equivalent circular 

bubble (𝑟eq,2D) with the same area: 

 

𝑟eq,2D = √
𝐴

𝜋
 

2

  (17) 

The second equation simply corrects this radius with the knowledge that the bubble shape 

is three-dimensional, and with the assumption that the bubble is an oblate spheroid, i.e., that the 

value of its third axis (into and out of the plane of the page), c, is the same as the value of the major 

axis a, which is bigger than the minor axis, b. With that assumption, the following equation can be 

derived for the equivalent radius (𝑟eq,3D) of a spherical bubble given an oblate spheroid projected 

onto a two-dimensional plane (the details for which are present in Appendix A.1): 

 
 𝑟eq,3D = 𝑟eq,2D ∗ √

𝑎

𝑏
 

6
 (18) 

A B 

Figure 40: Example experimental images used for seeding initial conditions. A. Original Image. 

B. A cropped image focusing on the area of interest. Images produced by other lab members [4,5].  
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The effect of this correction can be seen in Figure 41, where the corrected equivalent 

diameter does not change as the bubbles rise, but the uncorrected equivalent diameter does. An 

explanation for this is that as the bubbles deform into ellipsoids, their apparent area on the 

projected plane decreases, but the true bubble volume does not. Since the camera only sees the 

apparent area for the projected plane, a correction must be made for this, hence Equation (18). 

First, the data for each bubble were sorted into several bins based on the number of bubbles 

between it and the first nozzle and the most likely nozzle the bubble originated from. For the 

simulations in this chapter, the final bins took the form of a 3x5 matrix, with one column for each 

nozzle, and one row for each of the first three departed bubbles from the nozzle (bubbles still 

attached to the nozzle were flagged separately and discarded). Once the bubbles were in the bins, 

Figure 41: A plot of conventional equivalent radius, 𝒓𝐞𝐪,𝟐𝐃 (▲) and a corrected version,  

𝒓𝐞𝐪,𝟑𝐃 (⬤) against the vertical distance the bubbles have travelled.  
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some parameters were set to discard outliers, such as bubbles that were too small due to being still 

attached to the nozzles or bubbles that were too large due to early coalescence. This sorting showed 

that bubbles formed at the first two nozzles were typically larger (and had a tighter size interval) 

than those formed at the last three nozzles (Figure 42).   

After the bubbles were sorted into bins and had the correct equivalent radii calculated, the 

mean and standard deviation were generated for the bubble size and position data in each bin. 

Rather than using the raw Y position data in the top two bins (i.e., bubbles furthest from the 

nozzle), the data were generated such that the average bubble-to-bubble distance was conserved. 

This data was then used to generate pseudorandom initial conditions for the bubbles (Figure 43). 

Figure 42: Corrected equivalent bubble diameter values after sorting the bubbles into bins 

and removing outliers.  
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5.1.2 Final Domain Parameters 

The process for the mesh design for the cases presented in this chapter very closely aligned 

with the process outlined in Section 3.1. The main differences were as follows: i) the domain 

dimensions were reduced slightly (to match the newly built experimental setup), ii) a set amount 

of bubbles were seeded (14 or 15) and there was no air inflow (but a solid version of the version 

remained in the simulations, as seen in Figure 43), and iii) there were two pin shaped electrodes 

added as obstacles for the bubbles (also in Figure 43). The mesh was designed such that the bubbles 

would remain in the well-meshed area during the entire simulation (with tetrahedral elements of 

edge length 83.3 μm, as seen between the electrode in Figure 44. Some other attributes of the mesh, 

especially those pertaining to the boundary layers, are present in Table 8. 

 

Figure 43: An example of the initial bubble conditions (bubble sizes and positions) for 

simulations in this chapter. In the image on the right, each bubble is assigned a different 

identification number, which is used for bubble tracking. These numbers are visualized using 

discrete positions on a color scale. The same colors are used to identify the bubbles throughout 

this chapter. 
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Table 8. Mesh Parameters for Pin-to-Pin Cases.  

Parameter Bubbles to Electrodes 

Total number of mesh elements 682,068,729 

Air Inflow Rate  700 mL/mina 

Number of Parts when Split b 65,536 

Approximate Dimensions of Well-Meshed Volume 50,000 μm x 24,000 μm x 10,000μm  

Typical Element Size 83.3 μm 

Starting Boundary Layer Size 10.0 μm 

Number of Boundary Layer Elements – Nozzle Body 8 

Total Boundary Layer Size – Nozzle Body 457.4 μm 

Number of Boundary Layer Elements – Nozzle Tip 5 

Total Boundary Layer Size – Nozzle Tip 297.7 μm 
a Preliminary cases were seeded at slightly different experimental conditions with a flow rate of 500 mL/min 
b  This is equivalent to the number of CPU cores that the case is run on. 

 

 

 

Figure 44: Mesh around the electrodes.  
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5.2 Multi-Orifice Behavior Validation  

One of the overall objectives for this Ph.D. was to set up reliable simulations using DNS 

that can be validated using experimental results (Objective 3). While this was done for bubbles 

coming out of one nozzle in Section 3.2.2, it must also be done for bubbles streaming out of 

multiple nozzles. The only experimental data available were once again pertaining to bubble 

shapes & positions [4,5], and so those data will be compared with simulations in this section.  

The data collected by PHASTA’s bubble tracking algorithm does not include values for 

major or minor axes of an ellipsoid, and so those data must be extracted from two parameters that 

are tracked and calculated from the bubbles – the bubble deformability factor, 𝐵deform, which is 

simply the ratio of the minimum value of the level set-function in the bubble, and the equivalent 

radius, 𝑟eq,3D, which is the radius that a spherical bubble of the same volume would have. Using 

those relations, and the assumption that the bubbles in these simulations are oblate spheroids 

(which was proved to be a good assumption in Section 5.1.1, with the point well-illustrated in 

Figure 41), the following equations were derived (in Appendix A.2) for the major (a) and minor 

(b) axes of an oblate spheroid:  

 𝑎 =
𝑟eq,3D

√𝐵deform
 (19) 

 𝑏 = 𝐵deform × 𝑟eq,3D (20) 

The evolution of major (a) and minor (b) axes seen in experiments [4,5] can then be 

compared with those in simulations in Figure 45, which shows very good agreement. The two 

apparent outliers (shown in yellow and olive green at the top of Figure 45) are oversized bubbles 

formed due to coalescence. 
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In both the experiments and simulations, the bubbles start with spherical shapes (i.e., a = 

b), but as the bubbles rise, they slowly deform into oblate spheroids with clearly distinguishable 

major and minor axes. However, there is a peak eccentricity value of about 0.9 observed for both 

experiments and simulations. After bubbles reach this peak, they start to behave more 

independently, with some bubbles changing their shape and losing their eccentricity faster than 

others (Figure 46).  

Figure 45: The evolution of major (♢,○○○○) and minor (△,• • • •) axes of bubbles formed in 

experiments and simulations. Data for experiments are shown in black (♢) and grey (△), while 

data for simulations (○○○○,• • • •, etc.) are shown in a unique color for each of fifteen individually 

tracked bubbles. The air inflow rate for this case was 700 mL/min and bubbles were produced out 

of all five nozzles.   
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Figure 46: The evolution of bubble eccentricity of bubbles in experiments (□) and simulations 

(• • • •, etc.)  respectively. Data for simulations are shown in a unique color for each of fifteen 

individually tracked bubbles. The air inflow rate for this case was 700 mL/min and bubbles were 

produced out of all five nozzles.   
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5.3 Rising Bubbles Formed through Five Nozzles (Total Air Inflow of 700 mL/min) 

The primary case of interest for looking at free flow behavior was the case described in 

Section 5.1, and validated in Section 5.2. This case was the most interesting both computationally 

and experimentally because the experimental analog (which was used to seed the simulations) was 

performed in the same domain (with the same dimensions, and the electrodes in the water). 

5.3.1 Bubble Trajectories and Coalescence 

Figure 43 shows the bubble initial conditions in the YZ plane, and Figure 47 shows the 

trajectories of the bubbles in that plane. Two coalescence events occurred in this case, both of 

which can be seen in Figure 47. One event (highlighted by the gold box in the top left of Figure 

47) occurs when the top of the teal bubble (•) hits the bottom of the gold bubble (•). Another event 

occurs when the dark green bubble (•) crashes sideways into the olive-green bubble (•), which is 

highlighted in the olive box in Figure 47. Since the bubbles do not start on the same plane as each 

other (Figure 43), it is also worth looking at bubble positions in the XZ plane (Figure 48). In this 

figure, the coalescence of the teal and gold bubbles is far more obvious, as one can see the 

trajectory of the teal bubble intersect with the trajectory of the gold bubble, at which point the 

coalescence occurs and the teal bubble becomes part of the gold bubble. In the XZ plane, the 

motion of the bubbles is fairly erratic, and from looking at both Figure 47 and Figure 48, it is not 

clear whether bubbles necessarily follow the bubbles above them or not.  The clearest example of 

one bubble following another is when the teal bubble coalesces with the gold bubble above it.    
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Figure 47: Bubbles rising through the YZ plane. Different colors represent each of fifteen 

individually tracked bubbles. Two coalescence events are highlighted via shaded boxes, with the 

teal bubble (•) colliding into the gold bubble (•) in the top-left (gold box), and the dark green 

bubble (•) colliding into the olive green bubble (•) in the middle-right area (olive green box) .  
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Figure 48: Bubble Trajectories in the XZ Plane. Different colors represent each of 

fifteen individually tracked bubbles. Initial positions are marked by unfilled circles. Two 

coalescence events are highlighted via shaded boxes, with the teal bubble (•) colliding 

into the gold bubble (•) in the top-left (gold box), and the dark green bubble (•) colliding 

into the olive green bubble (•) in the middle-right area (olive green box) . 
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5.3.2 Bubble Velocities 

The evolution of bubble rise velocity over time is interesting because the bubbles appear 

to reach a terminal velocity, and then the rise velocities begin fluctuating (Figure 49, Figure 50A). 

This is best explained by the fact that the bubbles do not have a consistent shape over time (Figure 

50B) or space (Figure 46). In Figure 50, the bubbles reach a peak eccentricity value of 0.9 at after 

0.060 seconds of simulation time (marked by the dotted black line). At this time, the bubbles also 

reach an apparent terminal velocity of about 0.25 m/s before both the velocities and eccentricity 

start to fluctuate. This trend of apparent convergence followed by fluctuation behavior was also 

seen with the bubble shapes in experiments (Figure 45 and Figure 46). It should be noted that this 

Figure 49: Bubble rise velocities plotted against their vertical positions. Different colors 

represent each of fifteen individually tracked bubbles. The grey shaded region represents the 

position of the electrodes.  
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fluctuation behavior starts to occur several millimeters before the bubbles interact with the 

electrodes (Figure 49).   
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B 

Figure 50: The evolution of bubble velocity and shape with time. A. Bubble rise velocity B. 

Eccentricity. Different colors represent each of fifteen individually tracked bubbles. A black dotted 

line at time = 0.06 s marks a transition point after which the bubble shape and velocity behavior is 

erratic. 
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The Z and X velocities (both lateral directions) also show similar behavior of wherein a 

short period of minor fluctuations sharply transitions into a period with large fluctuations. This 

can be observed both in the evolution of the Z and X velocities over space (Figure 51) and time 

(Figure 52). When looking at the spatial evolution of Z and X velocities, one can see that there is 

some amount of jagged behavior at the very beginning (while the bubbles are deforming into 

ellipsoids) before the bubbles gain a substantial amount of Z or X velocities. This jagged behavior 

appears to be more pronounced in the Z direction. While there appears to be a slight bias initial 

bias towards negative Z and X velocities, that bias evens out over time.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 51: The evolution of Z (left) and X (right) velocities as the bubbles rise toward the 

electrodes. Different colors represent each of fifteen individually tracked bubbles. The grey 

shaded region represents the position of the electrodes. 
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Figure 52: The evolution of Z (top) and X (bottom) velocities across time. Different colors 

represent each of fifteen individually tracked bubbles. A black dotted line at time = 0.06 s marks 

a transition point after which the bubble shape and velocity behavior is markedly more erratic. 
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5.3.3 Volume Conservation 

As with previous cases, it is worth looking at the volume conservation of the bubbles in 

this case. This is done by looking at the total volume in the domain (Figure 53) and the equivalent 

diameter of each bubble (Figure 54) as timestep progress. As explained in Section 3.1.2, the 

numerical reduction in bubble volume that occurs as a result of the numerical discretization of the 

re-distancing equation is directly related to the number of timesteps that have passed (rather than 

simulation time. Furthermore, the difference in pressure between the start and end position of the 

bubbles is about 500 Pa, which is dwarfed by the starting initial pressure of the bubbles 

(atmospheric pressure – 100,000 Pa) – so we would expect any volume changes due to changes in 

hydrostatic pressure to be negligible, which is used as part of the justification for treating the fluids 

as incompressible in the simulations (Section 2.2.2). So, in the ideal case, the total volume (or void 

fraction) of bubbles would stay the same throughout the simulation, which is exactly what is seen 

in  Figure 53 (except for minor perturbations at the very beginning of the simulation). The 

Figure 53: The total bubble volume in the domain as a fraction of total domain volume (i.e., 

the void fraction ) plotted over time, along with the starting void fraction.  
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equivalent diameter for each bubble should also stay the same throughout the domain (excepting  

the initial perturbations mentioned earlier, and growth due to coalescence, which is covered in 

Section 5.3.1), which is exactly what is seen in Figure 54. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 54: The equivalent diameter of each bubble over time. Different colors represent each 

of fifteen individually tracked bubbles. Two coalescence events occur, one with the teal bubble (•) 

colliding into the gold bubble (•), and another with the dark green bubble (•) colliding into the 

olive green bubble (•). 
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CHAPTER 6: PLASMA HYDRODYNAMICS 

The ultimate goal of this Ph. D. is to design and use a Multiphysics framework that can use 

the results of DNS to obtain more realistic plasma hydrodynamics simulations (Objective 1 – 

Section 1.5.1). Since the main parameter of interest was the size and shape of the bubbles formed 

(especially upon collision with electrodes), the Multiphysics framework centered on preserving 

and transferring that shape information.  

6.1 Using Precise Real Bubble Shapes for Plasma Simulations 

Information from PHASTA simulations was transferred to nonPDPSIM via a five-step 

process shown in Figure 55. The five steps are: i) select a 2D snapshot from a PHASTA simulation 

with at least one bubble to investigate (Figure 55A); ii) visualizing the distance field (𝜙) in that 

2D plane with a visualization tool (Paraview) convert that snapshot to a greyscale image with 

bubbles in light grey (negative values of 𝜙), solid domain in dark grey (non-fluid regions), and 

liquid in black (positive values of 𝜙) (Figure 55B); iii) use the code shared in Appendix B.1 to 

trace and obtain the co-ordinates of the bubble and solid domain shapes (Figure 55C); iv) use the 

script in Appendix B.2 to convert the point arrays into a useable mesh for nonPDPSIM (Figure 

55D; and v) use the freshly generated mesh to run a simulation in nonPDPSIM, providing 

parameters of interest such as the potential (Figure 55E) or electric field (Figure 55F) around the 

bubbles.  
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Figure 55: Information Transfer from PHASTA to nonPDPSIM A. PHASTA Image B. 

Greyscale slice of PHASTA simulation C. Points collected along phase boundary for Pointwise 

mesh. D. Pointwise mesh. E. Potential distribution in nonPDPSIM (red = 30 kV, green = 15 kV, 

white = 0 kV). F. Electric field in nonPDPSIM (red = 50 kV/cm, green = 25 kV/cm, white = 0 

kV/cm). 

 

6.2 Investigating Various Setups for Streamer Formation Within a Bubble 

The second major objective was to use the Multiphysics framework to: i) design an 

air/liquid plasma reactor that could reliably produce ellipsoidal bubbles, and ii) configure and test 

electrode positions that can be reliably used in physical experiments to produce plasma within the 

air bubbles (Objective 2 - 1.5.2). The procedure outlined in the previous section was used to look 

into how various electrode geometries (Figure 56) would affect the bubble pair seen in Figure 55. 

All of these simulations were performed in 2D cartesian geometry and initialized with neutral 

humid air with an electron density of 108 cm3 and an ion density of 108 cm3.  

While the goal of this analysis was to look at how three different electrode setups might 

affect the same bubble pair (that in Figure 55), preliminary simulations in the geometry shown in 

Figure 56A showed no plasma activity in the upper bubble – this makes sense as Figure 55F shows 

an electric field strength of less than 10 kV/cm in the upper bubble, but field strengths upwards of 
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50 kV/cm on the lower bubble that is in contact with the electrode. Given that information, the 

upper bubble was removed from the domain (to ease the computational burden) and two 

simulations were conducted with the electrode charged either negatively (Figure 57A), or 

positively (Figure 57B).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 56: Overview of Geometries to Investigate Plasma Formation with nonPDPSIM A. 

Wire-to-cylinder (charged pipe) B. Wire-to-cylinder (submerged electrode) C. Pin-to-pin. Note: 

the water is treated here as a solid dielectric. The air/plasma region simulations were initialized 

with neutral humid air with 𝐧𝐞 =  𝐧𝐢 = 108 cm3.   
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Figure 57: Negative and Positive Streamers Forming on a Bubble Attached to the 

Electrode. A. Negative streamer (electrode charged at -30 kV). B. Positive Streamer (electrode 

charged at +30 kV). Results are shown from a snapshot after 3.0 ns of simulation time. (2.0 ns 

after the voltage was fully ramped). 

These simulations show something akin to a diffuse volume discharge when the electrode 

is negatively charged with the electrons moving away from the electrode in a diffuse linear path. 

More interestingly, when the electrode is positively charged, the positive streamer takes a curved 

path to the bubble surface. While these results are interesting, their implications on 

experimentation is unsafe, as in a 3D experiment, the plasma could shoot down the air inflow tube. 

Preliminary experiments  with this setup showed that exact phenomena [4], and thus this setup was 

abandoned. However, two other setups (Figure 56B, C) showed promise for plasma formation in 

the upper bubble (Figure 58). It is important to note here that the electrodes were artificially 

superimposed on the bubble data from PHASTA; in Section 6.3, data are used from the simulations 

in Chapter 5 that will show what the bubbles look like when they approach the electrodes.  

The simulation snapshot from the modified wire-to-cylinder setup (Figure 58A) shows two 

nearly symmetric positive streamers falling away from the electrode, while the simulation snapshot 

from the pin-to-pin setup (Figure 58B) shows a positive streamer running along the surface of the 

bubble. That result motivated a new experimental setup with a pin-to-pin geometry [130], from 
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which a time-lapse (Figure 59) shows enhanced plasma activity when a bubble passes between the 

electrodes.  

 

 

Figure 58: Various streamer formation modes. A. Positive streamer falling from a submerged 

Electrode. The electrode was charged at +30 kV (ramped linearly over 1.0 ns). This result is 

shown from a snapshot after 2.0 ns of simulation time. (1.0 ns after the voltage was fully 

ramped). The nearest point between the electrode and bubble is 77 μm. B. Surface ionization 

wave. The electrode on the right was charged at +30 kV (ramped linearly over 1.0 ns). The 

electrode on the left was grounded. The electrodes are spaced 4.6 mm apart. This result is shown 

from a snapshot after 5.0 ns of simulation time. (1.0 ns after the voltage was fully ramped). The 

nearest point between each electrode and bubble is 0.3 mm. 

 

 

 

Figure 59: Experimental time-lapse showing enhanced plasma activity in bubbles [130].  
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6.2.1 Wire-to-Cylinder Preliminary Case 

Since the first wire-to-cylinder simulation showed promise (Figure 58A), another 

simulation with more realistic conditions was set up, with the powered electrode set to about half 

the voltage (+14 kV) of the prior case. Also, the following radiation/photoionization reaction pairs 

were accounted for (each with a cross-section of 1 × 10−17 cm2): 

 N2
∗  → N2 + ℎ𝑣 O2 + ℎ𝑣  → O2

+ + 𝑒−  

 N2
∗  → N2 + ℎ𝑣 H2O + ℎ𝑣  → H2O

+ + 𝑒−  

These reactions were only considered for pairs of nodes within 0.1 mm of each other (see 

Figure 60). This case was also initialized with neutral humid air with an electron density of 108 

cm3 and an ion density of 108 cm3. The voltage profile for the powered electrode is shown in Figure 

61 (a 1 ns ramp up to +14 kV, 89 ns at +14 kV, 10 ns ramp down to 0 kV). 

 

 

Figure 60: (Left) Mesh showing a Bubble Approaching an Electrode. (Right) Enlarged View 

of the Mesh in the Bubble. The blue circle shows the radius (0.1 mm) within which 

radiation/photoionization reaction pairs are considered for the central blue node.  

1 mm 
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The formation and evolution of the streamers formed in this bubble is shown in Figure 62. 

Like in Figure 58A, two streamers are initially formed through the bubble. Once the streamers hit 

the other surface of the bubble, they each form two surface ionization waves - one in either 

direction. The middle two surface ionization waves eventually meet, while the other two surface 

ionization waves stop propagating once they are slightly past the poles of the bubble.

Figure 61: Voltage profile for the powered electrode. The absolute maximum voltage in this 

plot reflect that used for the wire-to-cylinder test case in Section 6.2.1, but the shape of the profile 

(1 ns ramp up to maximum/minimum voltage, 89 ns at max/min voltage, 10 ns ramp down to 

0 kV) is the same for all the following cases in this chapter.  
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Figure 62: Evolution of electron density (3 decade log plot) in a bubble near an electrode. 

The electrode was charged at +14 kV (ramped up from 0 linearly over 1.0 ns). The maximum 

electron density is shown at the top of each pane (in cm-3), and the simulation time is shown at 

the bottom right of each pane.  
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The electron density then slowly decreases for most the remainder of the simulation. As the 

electron density continues to decrease, the electric field at the head of the streamers (or where the 

streamers stopped moving) slowly starts to increase from a value of close to zero (at t = 20 ns) to 

over 70 kV/cm (which is above the scale, at t = 90 ns) (Figure 63). These large electric fields are 

high enough for secondary streamers to form (Figure 64).     

   

E ቂ
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Figure 63: Increase in electric field over time as the electron density depletes. 
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Two surface ionization waves are formed, which are essentially a continuation of the 

surface ionization waves that briefly halted at the end of Figure 62. One more streamer travels 

upwards through the bulk of the left side of the bubble, and lands just ahead of the surface 

ionization wave on the left. The two surface ionization waves meet at the top of the bubble. 

 

1 mm 

𝑛𝑒,max = 3.13 × 1014 cm−3 

Time = 90 ns 

Min Max 
10−4 

3.8 × 1015 

9.8 × 1015 
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10−0 

Figure 64: Streamer evolution as the voltage linearly ramps down from +14 kV to 0 kV from 

𝒕 = 90 ns to 𝒕 = 100 ns. This simulation is a continuation of that in Figure 62. The maximum 

electron density is shown at the top of each pane (4-decade, in cm-3), and the simulation time is 

shown at the bottom right of each pane.  
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6.2.2 Pin-to-Pin Preliminary Cases – Circular vs Elliptical Bubble 

Two cases were utilizing the pin-to pin geometry and an image obtained from experiments. 

The first (Figure 65B) was based on an experimental image (Figure 65A), and the second was 

based on a circular bubble (Figure 65C) with the same equivalent radius as the bubble in the 

experimental image (two dimensional shapes are described because the simulations herein are 

conducted in 2-D).  The domain for the pin-to-pin simulations is shown in Figure 66.  

 

 

  

Figure 65: A. Experimental picture of a bubble between two electrodes. B. Mesh generated 

using shape data from the picture. C. Mesh generated with the same electrodes as in A&B, 

with a spherical bubble that has the same equivalent radius as the bubble in Mesh B.  
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The evolution of electron density in the case with the bubble from the experimental photo 

(Figure 65A) is shown in Figure 67, and the results are unsurprisingly very similar to that seen 

before in the elliptical bubble obtained from DNS (Figure 58A). While the DNS case did not 

include the electrodes, it is interesting to see that the bubble shape observed experimentally is not 

too different, suggesting that the bubble does not deform very much when it is between the two 

electrodes.  

 

Powered Electrode Ground  

Glass  

Water (Solid Dielectric)  

Air/Plasma 
Bubble 

Figure 66: Assignment of materials for pin-to-pin simulations. The units for the axes are 

centimeters. The electrodes are spaced 5 mm apart. The ground electrode is extended to the top to 

provide easier boundary conditions for the solver to work with. 
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Figure 67: Evolution of electron density (3 decade log plot) in a bubble between two 

electrodes. The electrode was charged at +12kV (ramped up from 0 linearly over 1.0 ns). The 

maximum electron density is shown at the top of each pane (in cm-3), and the simulation time is 

shown at the bottom right of each pane. 
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The evolution of electron density in the case with the circular bubble (with its radius equal 

to the equivalent radius of the bubble in Figure 65A) is shown in Figure 68. There were two seed 

charges used in this simulation because a priori, it was unclear where the initial electron avalanche 

would develop from. As it was very likely that it would start near the tip of one of the two 

electrodes, two seed charges were positioned.  

An electron avalanche starts with the seed charge closer to the grounded electrode, which 

eventually meets the electrons from the other seed charge and splits off slightly before diffusing 

into the surroundings. Meanwhile, when the first electron avalanche hits the left side of the bubble, 

two surface ionization waves (SIWs) start to form on the right side of the bubble. One SIW moves 

towards the top of the bubble, while the other moves toward the bottom, symmetrically. However, 

after the SIWs reach the position they are in on the final pane of Figure 68, the electron density 

throughout the bubble starts to subside.   

While most of the bubbles seen in experiments and simulations thus far have tended toward 

an ellipsoidal shape, spherical bubbles can be produced by using much smaller orifices and lower 

flow rates (i.e., targeting the creation of smaller bubbles). Thus, the behavior seen in Figure 68 

could be targeted experimentally if it is shown to have practical benefits at a later stage. Since the 

bubble is in between the two electrodes and not above or below one of them, the electric field in 

an ellipsoidal bubble will be slightly less than that in a spherical bubble [88]. However, since the 

bubble is so close to both electrodes, this effect is minimal. 
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Figure 68: Evolution of electron density (4 decade log plot) in a circular bubble between 

two electrodes. Two seed charges were initially present (top-left pane). The powered electrode 

(outside of each pane, to the left) was charged at +12 kV (ramped up from 0 linearly over 1.0 

ns). The maximum electron density is shown at the top of each pane (in cm-3), and the 

simulation time is shown at the bottom right of each pane. 
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6.3 Simulations Inspired by High-Resolution DNS 

While the largest fluid simulations were run in a single domain, one can imagine two 

different ways of configurating the electrodes given the same internal geometry – one with both 

inner electrodes powered and an external grounded copper mesh – functionally representing a 

wire-to-cylinder (technically wire-to-box) geometry, and the second with one inner electrode 

powered while the second is grounded, creating a pin-to-pin setup. Simulations have been designed 

and run in these two configurations using bubble shapes from the high-resolution DNS in 

Chapter 5.   

6.3.1 Wire-to-Box 

One of the main reasons for the design and implementation of the Multiphysics framework 

in Section 6.1 was to look into electric field enhancement in deformed bubbles. Some of the 

deformed bubbles seen near the electrodes in the DNS in Chapter 5 were passed through the 

Multiphysics framework for such examination, with the results shown in Figure 69. It should be 

noted that while the existence of a liquid film between the bubbles and the electrode is a physical 

phenomenon, the precise width of the liquid film may not have been fully resolved through DNS. 

However, the width of the liquid film is unlikely to affect the shape of the bubbles near the 

electrodes.  

  The highest electric field observed in Figure 69 occurs in the bubble closest to the 

electrode, which is unsurprising. A more interesting phenomena is that there is greater electric 

field enhancement on the shorter side of an asymmetric bubble, which is most clearly visible in 

the bubble on the top-right of Figure 69 as the top of the bubble is impressed against the bottom 

of the electrode such that the curvature of the top of the bubble matches the curvature of the bottom 

of the electrode.  
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The evolution of electron density in the bubble in the top-left pane of Figure 69 is shown 

in Figure 70. It is interesting to see the initial electron avalanche curve upward toward the bubble 

surface rather than travelling directly to the other side of the bubble as seen in Figure 62 and Figure 

68. This implies that there is some balance between the tendency of the electron avalanche to travel 

through the bulk of the bubble and the tendency of the electrons to ride on the bubble surface as a 

surface ionization wave, which is determined at least in part by the bubble shape.     
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Figure 69: Electric field enhancement in deformed bubbles approaching the sides of 

electrodes. Bubble shapes obtained from DNS.  
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The evolution of electron density in the bubble in the top-right pane of Figure 69 is shown 

in Figure 71. In this bubble, the electron avalanche first travels to the other side of the bubble rather 

than curving toward a nearby surface as in Figure 70. Two surface ionization waves then propagate 

from the position on the far side of the bubble where the electron avalanche landed.  
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Figure 70: Evolution of electron density (4 decade log plot) in a bubble travelling around an 

electrode. The electrode was charged at +24 kV (ramped up from 0 linearly over 1.0 ns). The 

maximum electron density is shown at the bottom right of each pane (in cm-3), and the simulation 

time is shown at the top left of each pane. 
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Figure 71: Evolution of electron density (4 decade log plot) in a bubble impressed against the 

side of an electrode. The electrode was charged at +12 kV (ramped up from 0 linearly over 1.0 

ns). The maximum electron density is shown at the top of each pane (in cm-3), and the simulation 

time is shown at the bottom right of each pane. 
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6.3.2 Pin-to-Pin 

While a lot of bubbles collided with the sides of the electrodes in the simulations shown in 

Chapter 5, only one bubble approached the electrode pins uniquely. The electric field enhancement 

in this bubble is shown along with that of a representative bubble rising around the electrodes in 

Figure 72. The distribution of electric field strength in each bubble is about the same, but the 

bubble in the right pane is next to an electrode at a higher voltage. The refraction of the electric 

field lines due to the difference in permittivity between water and air results in the extension of a 

stronger electric field through the water and into the bubble. 

The evolution of electron density in the bubble in the left pane of Figure 72 is shown in 

Figure 73. In this figure, the electron avalanche first propagates towards the grounded electrode 

before two surface ionizations waves continues from the point of impact of the electron avalanche 

on the other side of the bubble. 
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Figure 72: Electric field enhancement in deformed bubbles approaching two pin-shaped 

electrodes.  Bubble shapes obtained from DNS. 
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Figure 73: Evolution of electron density (3 decade log plot) in a bubble impressed against a 

pin electrode. The electrode was charged at +12 kV (ramped up from 0 linearly over 1.0 ns). The 

maximum electron density is shown at the top of each pane (in cm-3), and the simulation time is 

shown at the bottom right of each pane. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1 Conclusions 

This dissertation has shown an investigation of bubble formation in a novel variation of the 

conventional orifice problem: through a cylindrical pipe submerged in water with 0.5 mm holes 

drilled into it with air injected into through the side at 50 mL/min (Figure 14B) and 500 mL/min 

(Figure 31). At the lower flow rate (50 mL/min), bubbles only came out of the first of the five 

nozzles in both experiments and simulations. Bubble eccentricity sharply rose as soon as each 

bubble departed and approached an asymptote around e = 0.9. As the bubbles rose, imperfections 

also grew, causing the bubbles to deviate slightly away from a perfect ellipsoidal shape. Though 

the bubbles did not reach terminal velocity, there was a distinct flapping of the bubble edges 

throughout their ascent, due to periodic variations in the local velocities inside the bubble. Bubble 

wakes were seen to influence subsequent bubbles by i) allowing them to reach slightly higher 

vertical velocities and ii) stabilizing paths not necessarily perpendicular to the orifice. The initial 

distribution of flow among the first three nozzles was looked into in the simulation at the higher 

flow (500 mL/min). The bulk of the flow was typically directed to the first nozzle, with pinch-off 

events such as departure temporarily directing flow to other nozzles (Figure 34).  

A computationally intensive large-scale simulation was set up and discussed in Chapter 5. 

Most critically, data from this simulation were used to validate the ability of the DNS code 

PHASTA to reproduce the behavior seen experimentally at large flow rates, as discussed in Section 

5.2. Other purposes of this large-scale simulation were: i) to capture the behavior of bubbles rising 

after being formed at all five orifices simultaneously; ii) to look into the effect of bubble 

coalescence before and after hitting the electrodes. iii) to provide data regarding the interaction of 
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the formed bubbles with the electrode pins; iv) to capture realistic bubble shapes that are at or near 

the electrodes for further investigation in nonPDPSIM.  

Plasma hydrodynamics simulations using bubbles shapes from DNS in Chapter 5 have 

been shown in Chapter 6 with plasmas forming in realistic bubble shapes imported from DNS. The 

simulations showed two different modes for streamer formation in the pin-to-pin setup, depending 

on the bubble shape. In the circular bubble, an electron avalanche first travelled through the middle 

of the bubble before two surface ionization waves began to propagate from the point that the 

avalanche originated from (Figure 68). In the elliptical bubble, a very short avalanche triggered a 

surface ionization wave very close to the origin of the avalanche, and thus the vast majority of the 

plasma propagated along the surface of the bubble (Figure 67). The wire-to-cylinder cases 

typically showed an electron avalanche going from the side of the bubble near the powered 

electrode to the opposite side of the bubble. The length of the path taken by the avalanche was 

dependent on the local shape of the bubble where the avalanche originated – if the bubble surface 

was convex, the avalanche would travel further away from its origin (Figure 71), but if  the bubble 

surface was concave, the avalanche would only briefly leave the surface of the bubble before 

crashing back into it and forming a surface ionization wave (Figure 70).    

The results from Section 6.2 have been used to steer the companion experiments away from 

old geometries (in which plasma formation was either not seen in simulations, or seen in an unsafe 

area, such as within the air inflow nozzle), and to motivate design for new experiments, whose 

apparatuses have recently been built [130] . Experiments with the newest apparatus – the pin-to-

pin setup – show good agreement with behavior seen in simulations [130].  
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7.2 Restatement and Summary of Accomplished Objectives 

Overall, the objectives of my research are: 

 1) Develop a Multiphysics framework to execute high-resolution simulations able to 

capture the transient electrostatics leading to plasma formation in realistic bubble shapes found 

through interface-resolved multiphase fluid dynamics. 

2) a) Design an air/liquid plasma reactor able to reliably produce ellipsoidal bubbles (that 

experience electric field enhancement due to refraction) 

b) Use the Multiphysics framework to test and configure a feasible setup for the electrodes 

such that plasma formation can be reliably produced experimentally. 

3) Use experimental data provided by a collaborator to validate the capability of Direct 

Numerical Simulation to model the resurgent fluid dynamics in the air/liquid plasma reactor with 

bubbles streaming through multiple injection sites within the parametric range of interest. 

All objectives have been completed. The framework for the first objective is discussed in 

Chapter 6, and the high-resolution simulations are discussed in Chapters 4 & 5. The preliminary 

results from using the framework have already been used to extensively guide experiments [130]. 

Finally, validation for the DNS results is provided in Section 3.2.2 and 5.2.  

7.3 Future Work 

Suggested avenues for future work have been divided into three categories: i) expanded 

analysis into currently presented systems – this would include running DNS at higher flow rates 

or modified geometries, as well as looking at plasma hydrodynamics effects in new 

geometries/power levels using nonPDPSIM; ii) improvements of the DNS code PHASTA to 

enhance the simulation and data analysis of the bubbles as they rise and collide with obstacles; iii) 

investigating how plasma formation and propagation affects the multiphase fluid dynamics. This 
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work set out to pave the way for the long-term goal of building a single three-dimensional, multiple 

timescale transient simulation code that can simultaneously resolve two-phase fluid dynamics and 

plasma physics. This would be able to investigate streamer formation within the bubbles along 

with the bubble instabilities caused by the high electric fields and temperatures in the plasma – 

with the use of time-varying boundary conditions, mesh adaptation, and dynamic time-stepping as 

required.       

7.3.1 Expansion of Systems Presented Herein  

So far, multiphase DNS has been performed with air inflow at 50 mL/min and 500 mL/min 

(single phase at 200 mL/min) and analyzed in detail in Section 4. Another set of large-scale 

simulations were set up (in Chapter 5) to look at bubbles rising in water and colliding with 

electrodes, but the main interest with respect to bubble collisions was the shape of the bubbles as 

they approached and or hit the electrodes. With more computational time, these simulations could 

be extended to look at how the bubbles behave after collision with the electrodes. New simulations 

could also be designed for investigating bubble destruction upon collision with thin wire 

electrodes.   

In addition, in order to investigate systems with intermediate meshing requirements more 

readily, a lot of work has been done to test and setup the DNS code PHASTA for use on a university 

level cluster – Henry2.  

With regard to plasma hydrodynamics, there are a lot of avenues to explore such as: varying 

water conductivity, varying the gas composition, varying the positioning of the electrodes, or 

further iterating upon parameters in current cases (such as the voltage ramp profile).  
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7.3.2 DNS Code Improvements 

Three aspects of PHASTA have been identified that could augment its use – two for the 

type of case presented in Chapter 4 and one for more general use. The first is proper bubble 

reseeding – the current bubble tracking algorithm was not designed with air-filled pipes in mind, 

and thus has some trouble dealing with mass of air in the underwater flute. The second is volume 

loss attenuation – while there is a current feature available to attenuate volume loss (that was used 

in Chapter 5) – it was designed for use with a static total bubble volume (and no free surface). This 

feature could be modified to account for the volume of gas being added at inlet(s) and ignore the 

free surface. Further analysis of how the bubbles lose volume as they rise upward could yield more 

novel ways of adapting this portion of the code. The third aspect, designed for more general use, 

is the automated tracking of bubble parameters (e.g., volume, velocity) within pre-determined 

bubble portions (e.g., that manually extracted and discussed in 4.2.3) that can more easily 

investigate phenomena such as recirculation within the bubbles.  

7.3.3 Multiphysics Analysis 

As described in detail in Chapter 1, the combination of multiphase fluid dynamics and 

plasma dynamics is a ripe area for research that has not yet been tackled in 3D. The targeted 

overarching workflow that can be developed from this work, involving information transfer 

between experiments, PHASTA, and nonPDPSIM is well detailed in Figure 74. The workflow for 

specific, one-way information transfer that has already been accomplished is outlined in Figure 

55. The following equations by Hayati et. al. [131] were developed to show the effects of tangential 

and normal electric stress due to surface charges accumulating on an interface subject to an electric 

field, 

 𝛥𝑃normal =  𝜏n =
1

2
𝜖0𝐸n

2 (21) 
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𝛥𝑃tangential = 𝜏t =  𝜖0𝐸t𝐸n 

 
(22) 

 

where 𝜖0 is the permittivity of free space, 𝐸𝑡 is the tangential component of the electric field, and 

𝐸𝑛 is the normal component of the electric field. 

The final aspect of Figure 74, implementation of electrohydrodynamic (EHD) forces in a 

DNS code such as PHASTA has not been completed yet but is an excellent goal to work towards 

as doing so will provide greater understanding of how EHD forces impact fluid dynamics (Figure 

75). Foster et. al [81,125,132,133] have constructed several experimental setups looking at plasma 

formation in underwater gas bubbles, including one featuring bubble disintegration [81]. 

Multiphase simulations in three dimensions incorporating fluid dynamics and EHD forces could 

provide real time data and novel insights into the bubble disintegration that Sommers & Foster 

[81] observed. As PHASTA is already a well-established,  highly scalable flow solver, scaling well 

in parallel on up to 786,432 cores [114], it is possible to implement the equations listed in Section 

2.2.2 along with Equation (21) and Equation (22) into the PHASTA framework. While this will 

be a massive undertaking, it will open up a new world of research in the field of plasma-liquid 

interactions. 
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Figure 74: Schematic Relating PHASTA, nonPDPSIM and Experiments A. Bubble geometry 

and positions obtained with PHASTA serve as input for nonPDPSIM, where the electric 

breakdown and streamer propagation is studied with voltage input from the experiment. B. 

Experiments are used to validate initial bubble shapes seen in PHASTA. C. Representative bubble 

shapes will be identified in PHASTA to study the impact of the bubble shape on the plasma under 

these conditions experimentally. D. Conditions for communicating streamers (between bubbles) 

are simulated in nonPDPSIM and tested experimentally. Bubble interactions with the electric field 

are studied in nonPDPSIM with geometric input from PHASTA as well as experimentally. E. The 

electric stress is fed back into PHASTA as pressure changes to simulate electrohydrodynamic 

instabilities along adding to mix of forces acting on bubbles due to fluid dynamics.    
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Figure 75: Graphic illustrating the complex mix of forces that would act on a bubble 

containing plasma. 
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Appendix A: Miscellaneous Calculations 

A.1 Estimating Bubble Equivalent Diameter From 2-D Slices   

 

The equation for an ellipsoid is  

 

 

 
𝑉ellipsoid =

4

3
𝜋𝑎𝑏𝑐 (23) 

 

where a, b, and c are the distances from the center to the edge of the ellipsoid in the X, Y, and Z 

directions (i.e., the ellipsoid axes). For an oblate spheroid, that is, an ellipsoid with two equivalent 

major axes (a) that are large than the minor axis (b), the volume is given by  

 

 
𝑉oblate spheroid =

4

3
𝜋𝑎2𝑏 (24) 

where a is the major axis and b is the minor axis. Both of these equations would return the equation 

for the volume of a sphere if all radii were equal (with a value of 𝑟). The equation for the volume 

of a sphere is  

 
𝑉sphere =

4

3
𝜋𝑟3 (25) 

 

The equation for the area of an ellipse is as follows, 

 

 𝐴ellipse = 𝜋𝑎𝑏 (26) 

 

which would once again return the equation of the area of a circle if the radii were equal:  

 

 𝐴circle = 𝜋𝑟2 (27) 
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We can rearrange Equations (25) & (27)  to get two equations for equivalent radius – one 

conserving volume (𝑟eq,3D), and one conserving area (𝑟eq,2D): 

 

𝑟eq,3D = √
3𝑉

4𝜋
 

3

  (28) 

 

𝑟eq,2D = √
𝐴

𝜋
 

2

  (29) 

Assuming perfect ellipsoidal geometry in a 2-D slice of a 3-D object that is in fact an oblate 

spheroid, we expect the volume extrapolated from an equivalent radius calculation in 2D to be as 

follows: 

 

𝑉extrapolated,2D =
4

3
𝜋 × (𝑟eq,2D)

3
= 
4

3
𝜋 × (√

(𝜋𝑎𝑏)

𝜋
 

2

)

3

= 
4

3
𝜋 (𝑎𝑏)3/2  (30) 

If we simply estimate the volume assuming the object is an oblate spheroid, we can 

calculate its volume from Equation (24). Assuming that the oblate spheroid assumption is accurate, 

a correction factor will be required to get a more accurate equivalent radius calculated in 2D for a 

3D oblate spheroid. That correction factor would be such that:    

 𝑟eq,2D ∗ 𝐶𝐹 =  𝑟eq,3D 

 
(31) 

The equation for the correction factor, CF, would then follow from Equation (24), Equation 

(30), & Equation (31), 

  

 

𝐶𝐹 = √
𝑉oblate spheroid

𝑉extrapolated,2D

3

= √

4
3𝜋𝑎

2𝑏

4
3𝜋 

(𝑎𝑏)3/2

3

 =  √
𝑎

𝑏
 

6
  

 

(32) 
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A.2 Using Data in PHASTA’s Bubble Tracking to Get Bubble Axis Lengths  

The bubble tracking algorithm in PHASTA uses the minimum value of the distance 

function (𝜙min) to calculate a parameter for the bubble deformability (𝐵deform) according to the 

following equation: 

 
𝐵deform =

𝜙min
𝑟eq,3D

 (33) 

This information can be used to calculate the major (a) and minor (b) axes of a bubble, 

assuming it’s approximate shape as an oblate spheroid.  First, the minor axis length is assumed to 

be equal to the minimum value of the distance function in the bubble (which is true oblate 

spheroids). Since the equivalent radius of the bubble is also calculated (𝑟eq,3D), it will be easy to 

retrieve the minor axis (b) of the bubble: 

 𝑏 = 𝜙min = 𝐵deform × 𝑟eq,3D (34) 

Finding the major axis of the bubble is a little trickier but can still be found using the data 

gathered by PHASTA. First, we can combine equations (24)& (28) to get:  

 

𝑟eq,3D = 
√3 (

4
3𝜋𝑎

2𝑏)

4𝜋
 

3

= √
𝑎2

𝑏
 

3

 (35) 

This equation can be rearranged to form an expression for the major bubble axis (a) of the bubble: 

 

 

𝑎 = √
(𝑟eq,3D)

3

𝑏
= √

(𝑟eq,3D)
3

𝐵deform × 𝑟eq,3D
=

𝑟eq,3D

√𝐵deform
 (36) 
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Appendix B: Scripts for the Multiphysics Framework 

B.1 Code to Read in and Cleanup 2D Bubble Pictures into Coherent Outlines 

1     % Read, clean, and ship (relatively) binary images into mesh (able) files 

2     % (c) Naveen Pillai 2020 

3      

4     clearvars 

5     close all 

6      

7      

8     pixel_size= 0.001; %mm 

9     onlyfinal=0; % Only have the final picture printed 

10     

11    % Clean-up Inputs 

12    invert=1; %The cleaner assumes white bubbles and a black background 

13    clean_image =0; % Turn on cleaning up patches in the image 

14    maxrefine = 150; % number of times to cycle through bubble filling 

15    set = 6; %Static Size of Patch to Clean 

16     

17     

18    every_x = 1; % coarsen x direction 

19    every_y = 1; % coarsen y direction 

20    set_non_essential = 1; %remove non-essential points 

21     

22    nlayers =0; % number of boundary layers 

23     

24     

25    %z = [4,4]; 

26    %% Image Math 

27     

28    mm=0.28*2; 

29    scale=1/(10*mm); 

30     

31    cent=[ ((19.17+19.71)/2) 23.71]; 

32    %% 

33     

34    %A=imread('Bubbles.tif'); 

35    %I = RGB(A); 

36    %C=imread('aug13_nozzle1_side.png'); 

37    C=imread('Nick_Sept_clean.png'); 

38    %C=imread('aug13_side_nozzle2_rotate90.png'); 

39    %imshow(C) 

40    I=rgb2gray(C); 

41    %imshow(I) 

42    BW=im2bw(I,0.50); 

43    %if onlyfinal == 0 

44    simple_plot=1; 

45    figure(1) 

46     

47    imshowpair(C,BW,'montage') 

48    title('Black and White Conversion') 

49    %end 

50     

51    if invert == 1 

52        BW=imcomplement(BW); 

53        if onlyfinal == 0 

54     %       figure(2) 

55      %      imshow(imcomplement(I)) 

56        end 

57    end 

58     

59    %% Cleaner 

60     

61    if clean_image == 1 

62        maxrefine = 50; % number of times to cycle through bubble filling 

63        set = 5; %Static Size of Patch to Clean 

64         
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65        for io = 1:maxrefine 

66            for i = 1:size(BW,1) %rows 

67                if sum(BW(i,:)) == 0 

68                    continue 

69                end 

70                for j = 1+set:size(BW,2)-set-io %columns 

71                     

72                    if sum(BW(i,j-set:j-1)) == set && sum(BW(i,j+1+io:j+set+io)) == set 

73                        BW(i,j) = 1; 

74                    end 

75                end 

76            end 

77        end 

78         

79        if onlyfinal == 0 

80            figure(3) 

81            imshow(BW) 

82        end 

83         

84    end 

85    % 

86    %% Find Points 

87     

88    clear xpixelx xpixely ypixelx ypixely list newlist 

89    %horizontal 

90    for i = 1:size(BW,1) %rows 

91        ic = 0; 

92        for j = 2:size(BW,2) %columns 

93            if BW(i,j) == 1 && BW(i,j-1) == 0 %white to black 

94                ic=ic+1; 

95                xpixelx(i,ic)= j; % Storing the x-coordinate of the boundary (while row 

searching) 

96                ypixelx(i,ic)=i; % Storing the y-coordinate of the boundary (while row 

searching) 

97            elseif BW(i,j) == 0 && BW(i,j-1) == 1 %black to white 

98                ic=ic+1; 

99                xpixelx(i,ic)= j; % Storing the x-coordinate of the boundary (while row 

searching) 

100               ypixelx(i,ic)=i;  % Storing the y-coordinate of the boundary (while row 

searching) 

101           end 

102       end 

103   end 

104    

105   %vertical 

106   for j = 1:size(BW,2) %columns 

107       ic = 0; 

108       for i = 2:size(BW,1) %rows 

109           if BW(i,j) == 1 && BW(i-1,j) == 0 

110               ic=ic+1; 

111               xpixely(j,ic)= j; 

112               ypixely(j,ic)=i; 

113           elseif BW(i,j) == 0 && BW(i-1,j) == 1 

114               ic=ic+1; 

115               xpixely(j,ic)= j; 

116               ypixely(j,ic)=i; 

117           end 

118       end 

119   end 

120    

121   %% Collect Points 

122    

123   npoints=0; 

124    

125   for i = 1:size(xpixelx,1) 

126       for ic = 1:size(xpixelx,2) 

127           if xpixelx(i,ic)~=0 

128               npoints=npoints+1; 

129               list(npoints,1) = xpixelx(i,ic); 

130               list(npoints,2) = ypixelx(i,ic); 
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131           end 

132       end 

133   end 

134    

135   xlist = list; 

136   ystart=npoints+1; 

137    

138   for j = 1:size(xpixely,1) 

139       for ic = 1:size(xpixely,2) 

140           if xpixely(j,ic)~=0 

141               npoints=npoints+1; 

142               list(npoints,1) = xpixely(j,ic); 

143               list(npoints,2) = ypixely(j,ic); 

144           end 

145       end 

146   end 

147    

148   ylist = list(ystart:length(list),:); 

149    

150   %% Coarsen 

151    

152    

153   ic =0; 

154   for i = 1:every_x:length(xlist) 

155       ic = ic+1; 

156       newxlist(ic,:) = xlist(i,:); 

157   end 

158    

159   ic =0; 

160   for i = 1:every_y:length(ylist) 

161       ic = ic+1; 

162       newylist(ic,:) = ylist(i,:); 

163   end 

164    

165   %% Reshaping for Plots 

166    

167   newlist=[newxlist;newylist]; % all collected points 

168    

169    

170   for i =1:length(newlist) 

171       newlist(i,2) = abs(size(BW,1)-newlist(i,2))+1; % inverts y points so they match with 

the image 

172   end 

173    

174   % figure(2) 

175   % plot(list(:,1),list(:,2),'.') 

176   % axis equal 

177   % xlim([1,size(BW,2)]) 

178   % ylim([1,size(BW,1)]) 

179   % 

180   % result = sort(list,2); 

181   % 

182   % figure(3) 

183   % plot(result(:,1),result(:,2),'.') 

184   % axis equal 

185   % xlim([1,size(BW,2)]) 

186   % ylim([1,size(BW,1)]) 

187    

188   figure(4) 

189   plot(newlist(:,1),newlist(:,2),'.') 

190   axis equal 

191   xlim([1,size(BW,2)]) 

192   ylim([1,size(BW,1)]) 

193    

194   %% Sort to Minimize Points 

195    

196   presort = sortrows(newlist,1,'ascend'); 

197   result1 = sortrows(presort,2,'ascend'); %after first round of x,y sorting 

198    

199   %% 
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200   % figure(5) 

201   % plot(result1(:,1),result1(:,2),'.') 

202   % axis equal 

203   % xlim([1,size(BW,2)]) 

204   % ylim([1,size(BW,1)]) 

205   % 

206   % hold on 

207    

208   %% Average consecutive points 

209    

210    

211   %% x_averaging 

212    

213   clear x_averaged 

214    

215   Tol = 1; 

216   n_series = 0; 

217   n_opt = 1; 

218   x_averaged(n_opt,1) = result1(1,1); 

219   x_averaged(n_opt,2) = result1(1,2); 

220    

221   for i = 2:length(result1)-1 %- (length(result1)-1-12) ##FunctionAvg 

222       x_loc = result1(i,1); 

223       next_x_loc = result1(i+1,1); 

224        

225       if next_x_loc - x_loc <= Tol && 0<= next_x_loc - x_loc 

226           n_series = n_series +1; 

227            

228       elseif x_loc + 1 ~= next_x_loc && (x_loc - 1 == result1(i-1,1) || x_loc  == result1(i-

1,1)) % series concluded 

229           start_series = i - n_series; 

230           n_series = n_series +1; 

231           n_opt = n_opt +1; 

232           x_averaged(n_opt,1) = mean2(result1(start_series:i,1)); 

233           x_averaged(n_opt,2) = result1(i,2); 

234           n_series = 0; 

235       elseif x_loc + 1 ~= next_x_loc && x_loc - 1 ~= result1(i-1,1) % single point 

236           n_opt = n_opt +1; 

237           x_averaged(n_opt,1) = result1(i,1); 

238           x_averaged(n_opt,2) = result1(i,2); 

239       end 

240        

241   end 

242    

243    

244    

245   compare_result2 = sortrows(x_averaged,2,'ascend'); 

246   result2 = sortrows(x_averaged,1,'ascend'); % x-averaging complete 

247    

248   % figure(6) 

249   % plot(result2(:,1),result2(:,2),'.') 

250   % axis equal 

251   % xlim([1,size(BW,2)]) 

252   % ylim([1,size(BW,1)]) 

253   %% y - averaging 

254    

255   clear xy_averaged 

256    

257   n_series = 0; 

258   n_opt = 1; 

259   xy_averaged(n_opt,1) = result2(1,1); 

260   xy_averaged(n_opt,2) = result2(1,2); 

261    

262   for i = 2:length(result2)-1 %- (length(result2)-1-66) ##FunctionAvg 

263       y_loc = result2(i,2); 

264       next_y_loc = result2(i+1,2); 

265        

266       if y_loc + 1 == next_y_loc || y_loc == next_y_loc 

267           n_series = n_series +1; 

268            
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269       elseif y_loc + 1 ~= next_y_loc && (y_loc - 1 == result2(i-1,2) || y_loc  == result2(i-

1,2)) % series concluded 

270           start_series = i - n_series; 

271           n_series = n_series +1; 

272           n_opt = n_opt +1; 

273           xy_averaged(n_opt,2) = mean2(result2(start_series:i,2)); 

274           xy_averaged(n_opt,1) = result2(i,1); 

275           n_series = 0; 

276       elseif y_loc + 1 ~= next_y_loc && y_loc - 1 ~= result2(i-1,1) % single point 

277           n_opt = n_opt +1; 

278           xy_averaged(n_opt,1) = result2(i,1); 

279           xy_averaged(n_opt,2) = result2(i,2); 

280       end 

281        

282   end 

283    

284   % Getting that last Point (##Sort using a ##Function) - ##FunctionAvg 

285   i = length(result2); 

286    

287   y_loc = result2(i,2); 

288   next_y_loc = result2(1,2); 

289    

290   if y_loc + 1 == next_y_loc || y_loc == next_y_loc 

291       n_series = n_series +1; 

292        

293   elseif y_loc + 1 ~= next_y_loc && (y_loc - 1 == result2(i-1,2) || y_loc  == result2(i-1,2)) 

% series concluded 

294       start_series = i - n_series; 

295       n_series = n_series +1; 

296       n_opt = n_opt +1; 

297       xy_averaged(n_opt,2) = mean2(result2(start_series:i,2)); 

298       xy_averaged(n_opt,1) = result2(i,1); 

299       n_series = 0; 

300   elseif y_loc + 1 ~= next_y_loc && y_loc - 1 ~= result2(i-1,1) % single point 

301       n_opt = n_opt +1; 

302       xy_averaged(n_opt,1) = result2(i,1); 

303       xy_averaged(n_opt,2) = result2(i,2); 

304   end 

305    

306    

307    

308    

309    

310   result3 = sortrows(xy_averaged,2,'ascend'); % x&y-averaging complete 

311   result3(:,3) = 0; 

312   main_set = result3; 

313    

314   %% 

315   figure(5) % checking what we've done to the points 

316    

317   plot(result1(:,1),result1(:,2),'xb') 

318   hold on 

319   plot(result3(:,1),result3(:,2),'.r') 

320    

321   axis equal 

322   xlim([1,size(BW,2)]) 

323   ylim([1,size(BW,1)]) 

324    

325   title('What have we done to the points?') 

326   legend('Initial Points','Colinear Points Removed') 

327   legend('location','se') 

328    

329   if simple_plot ~= 0 

330    

331   final_list=result3; 

332    

333    

334   else 

335        

336       %% Sort Bubbles into Separate arrays 
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337        

338       % Detect Bubbles 

339       gap = 100; %hardcoded gap for bubble tracking 

340       n_bub = 1; 

341       k=1; 

342        

343       ID_points(:,:,k) = main_set; 

344        

345       ID_points(1,3,k) = n_bub; 

346        

347       for i = 2:length(main_set)-1 

348           y_loc = main_set(i,2); 

349           next_y_loc = main_set(i+1,2); 

350            

351            

352            

353           ID_points(i,3) = n_bub; 

354            

355           if next_y_loc - y_loc > gap 

356               n_bub = n_bub +1; 

357           end 

358       end 

359        

360       i = i+1; 

361       ID_points(i,3,k) = n_bub; 

362        

363       % Split Bubbles 

364        

365       i=1; 

366       npoints = zeros(n_bub,1); 

367       for ib = 1:n_bub 

368            

369           while ID_points(i,3,k) == ib 

370                

371               Array(i,1,ib) = ID_points(i,1,k); 

372               Array(i,2,ib) = ID_points(i,2,k); 

373               i=i+1; 

374               npoints(ib) = npoints(ib) + 1; 

375               if i > size(ID_points,1) 

376                   break 

377               end 

378           end 

379           if ib == 1 

380               cumulative_points(ib) = npoints(ib); 

381           elseif ib>1 

382               cumulative_points(ib) = cumulative_points(ib-1) + npoints(ib); 

383           end 

384       end 

385        

386       %% Set boundary layer length 

387        

388       for ib=1:n_bub 

389            

390           for i = 1:nlayers 

391               if ib == 1 

392                   z_layer(i,ib) = 4*i; % boundary layer length (in points) 

393               else 

394                    

395                   z_layer(i,ib) = 2*i; % boundary layer length (in points) 

396                    

397               end 

398           end 

399            

400       end 

401       %% Order Bubble Points in Clockwise order 

402        

403       [freshorderedpoints] = clockwise_order(npoints,n_bub,cumulative_points,Array); 

404       orderedpoints=freshorderedpoints; 

405        

406        
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407       %% Remove nonessential points 

408       n_removed = zeros(1,ib); 

409        

410       if set_non_essential ==1 

411            

412           clear essential 

413           point_space = 3; % min distance between points 

414           numskip = 3; %Every nth point to arbitrarily keep. 

415            

416           for ib = 1:n_bub 

417                

418               ikeep = 1; 

419               essential(ikeep,1,ib) = orderedpoints(1,1,ib); 

420               essential(ikeep,2,ib) = orderedpoints(1,2,ib); 

421                

422                

423                

424                

425               for i = 2:length(orderedpoints)-1 

426                    

427                   previous_point = orderedpoints(i-1,:,ib); 

428                   current_point = orderedpoints(i,:,ib); 

429                   next_point = orderedpoints(i+1,:,ib); 

430                   point_dist(i,ib) = 

min(pdist([previous_point;current_point],'euclidean'),pdist([next_point;current_point],'euclidean

')); 

431                    

432                    

433                   if mod(i,numskip)== 0 || point_dist(i,ib) > point_space 

434                       if orderedpoints(i,1,ib) ~= 0 && orderedpoints(i,2,ib) ~= 0 

435                           ikeep = ikeep+1; 

436                           essential(ikeep,1,ib) = orderedpoints(i,1,ib); 

437                           essential(ikeep,2,ib) = orderedpoints(i,2,ib); 

438                       end 

439                   else 

440                       n_removed(ib) = n_removed(ib) +1; 

441                   end 

442                    

443               end 

444                

445               i=i+1; 

446               ikeep = ikeep+1; 

447               essential(ikeep,1,ib) = orderedpoints(i,1,ib); 

448               essential(ikeep,2,ib) = orderedpoints(i,2,ib); 

449                

450           end 

451            

452           figure(17) % checking what we've done to the points now 

453            

454            

455            

456           plot(result3(:,1),result3(:,2),'xb') 

457           hold on 

458            

459           for ib = 1:n_bub 

460               plot(essential(:,1,ib),essential(:,2,ib),'.r','MarkerSize',8) 

461           end 

462            

463           axis equal 

464           xlim([1,size(BW,2)]) 

465           ylim([1,size(BW,1)]) 

466            

467           title('Removing More Points') 

468           legend('Sorted Points','Final Result') 

469           legend('location','se') 

470            

471           orderedpoints=essential; 

472            

473       end 

474        
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475       % Potentially ##Optimizeable (saving the main boundary) 

476       final_list=[]; 

477       for ib = 1:n_bub 

478           final_list=[final_list; orderedpoints(:,:,ib)]; 

479       end 

480       %% Finite Differences 

481        

482        

483       for ib = 1:n_bub 

484            

485           if set_non_essential ==1 

486               npoints(ib)=length(nonzeros(orderedpoints(:,1,ib))); 

487           end 

488            

489           gradient(1,ib) = (orderedpoints(2,2,ib) - 

orderedpoints(npoints(ib),2,ib))/((orderedpoints(2,1,ib) - orderedpoints(npoints(ib),1,ib))); 

490           perpendicular(1,ib) = -1/(gradient(1,ib)+1e-4); 

491           for i = 2:npoints(ib)-1 

492               %x(i) = orderedpoints(i,1,ib); 

493               %y(i) = orderedpoints(i,2,ib); 

494                

495               gradient(i,ib) =  (orderedpoints(i+1,2,ib) - orderedpoints(i-1,2,ib))/(1e-4 

+(orderedpoints(i+1,1,ib) - orderedpoints(i-1,1,ib))); 

496               perpendicular(i,ib) = -1/(gradient(i,ib)+1e-4); 

497           end 

498           gradient(npoints(ib),ib) = (orderedpoints(1,2,ib) - orderedpoints(npoints(ib)-

1,2,ib))/((orderedpoints(1,1,ib) - orderedpoints(npoints(ib)-1,1,ib))); 

499           perpendicular(npoints(ib),ib) = -1/(gradient(npoints(ib),ib)+1e-4); 

500       end 

501        

502       % Add New Points 

503        

504       for k = 1:nlayers 

505           for ib = 1:n_bub 

506               % ib=1 ; 

507               for i = 1:npoints(ib) 

508                   %i=1; 

509                   x = orderedpoints(i,1,ib); 

510                   y = orderedpoints(i,2,ib); 

511                   m = perpendicular(i,ib); 

512                   c = y - m*x; 

513                    

514                   A = m^2 +1; 

515                   B = 2*(m*c-m*y-x); 

516                   C = c^2 - 2*y*c + y^2 +x^2 - z_layer(k,ib)^2; 

517                    

518                    

519                   x1 = (-B + sqrt(B^2 - 4*A*C))/(2*A); 

520                   x2 = (-B - sqrt(B^2 - 4*A*C))/(2*A); 

521                    

522                   y1 = m*x1+c; 

523                   y2 = m*x2+c; 

524                    

525                   check(i,ib) = sqrt((y2-y)^2+(x2-x)^2); 

526                    

527                   if i == npoints(ib) 

528                        

529                       [newpoint(i,1,ib),newpoint(i,2,ib)]= 

set_point(i,ib,gradient,orderedpoints(1,1,ib),orderedpoints(i,1,ib),orderedpoints(i-

1,1,ib),orderedpoints(1,2,ib),orderedpoints(i,2,ib),orderedpoints(i-1,2,ib),x1,x2,y1,y2); 

530                        

531                   elseif i == 1 

532                        

533                       [newpoint(i,1,ib),newpoint(i,2,ib)]= 

set_point(i,ib,gradient,orderedpoints(i+1,1,ib),orderedpoints(i,1,ib),orderedpoints(npoints(ib),1

,ib),orderedpoints(i+1,2,ib),orderedpoints(i,2,ib),orderedpoints(npoints(ib),2,ib),x1,x2,y1,y2); 

534                        

535                   else 

536                        
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537                       [newpoint(i,1,ib),newpoint(i,2,ib)]= 

set_point(i,ib,gradient,orderedpoints(i+1,1,ib),orderedpoints(i,1,ib),orderedpoints(i-

1,1,ib),orderedpoints(i+1,2,ib),orderedpoints(i,2,ib),orderedpoints(i-1,2,ib),x1,x2,y1,y2); 

538                        

539                        

540                   end 

541                   orderedarray(i,1,ib,k) = newpoint(i,1,ib); 

542                   orderedarray(i,2,ib,k) = newpoint(i,2,ib); 

543               end 

544                

545               final_list= [final_list; orderedarray(:,:,ib,k)]; 

546           end 

547            

548            

549            

550            

551           %     figure(8) 

552           % 

553           % for ib = 1:n_bub 

554           % 

555           % 

556           % 

557           %     for i = 1:npoints(ib) 

558           % 

559           %         plot(orderedpoints(i,1,ib),orderedpoints(i,2,ib),'.b') 

560           %         hold on 

561           %         plot(newpoint(i,1,ib),newpoint(i,2,ib),'.r') 

562           %         hold on 

563           %         axis equal 

564           % 

565           %         %filename=sprintf('__bctest_%d_%d_%d',k,ib,i); 

566           %       %  saveas(gcf,filename,'png') 

567           %     end 

568           % 

569           % end 

570            

571           figure(12) 

572            

573           for ib = 1:n_bub 

574                

575                

576                

577               plot(orderedpoints(:,1,ib),orderedpoints(:,2,ib),'.b') 

578               hold on 

579               plot(newpoint(:,1,ib),newpoint(:,2,ib),'.r') 

580                

581               axis equal 

582               xlim([1,size(BW,2)]) 

583               ylim([1,size(BW,1)]) 

584                

585               title('Final Result') 

586               legend('Outer Boundary','Inner Boundary Layers') 

587               legend('location','se') 

588                

589                

590           end 

591       end 

592        

593       % Potentially ##Optimizeable 

594       ic = 0; 

595       for i = 1:length(final_list) 

596           if final_list(i,1) && final_list(i,2) ~= 0 

597               ic = ic+1; 

598               end_list(ic,:) = final_list(i,:); 

599           end 

600       end 

601       %% 

602       final_list=end_list; 

603       final_list(:,3)=0; 

604        
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605       for ib=1:n_bub 

606           final_npoints(ib)=length(nonzeros(essential(:,2,ib))); 

607       end 

608        

609       idone = 0; 

610       temp_sum=1; 

611       clear PW_cum_loop 

612        

613       for il = 1:(nlayers+1) 

614           for ib = 1:n_bub 

615               idone = idone +1; 

616               PW_loop(idone)=final_npoints(ib); 

617               PW_cum_loop(idone,1)= temp_sum; 

618               temp_sum = temp_sum + final_npoints(ib); 

619               PW_cum_loop(idone,2)= temp_sum; 

620           end 

621       end 

622        

623   end 

624   %[1,147;147,253;253,399;399,505;505,651;651,757] 

625   %% 

626   %         newpoint1(i,1,ib) = x1; 

627   %         newpoint2(i,1,ib) = x2; 

628   %         newpoint1(i,2,ib) = y1; 

629   %         newpoint2(i,2,ib) = y2; 

630   % Checker 

631    

632   % figure(8) 

633    

634   % for ib = 1:n_bub 

635   % 

636   %     for i = 1:npoints(ib) 

637   % 

638   %         plot(orderedpoints(i,1,ib),orderedpoints(i,2,ib),'.b') 

639   %         plot(newpoint(i,1,ib),newpoint(i,2,ib),'.r') 

640   %         hold on 

641   %         pause(0.00001) 

642   %         axis equal 

643   % 

644   % 

645   %     end 

646   % end 

647    

648   %% 

649   %debug = gradient; 

650   % debug(:,3) = orderedpoints(:,1,1); %bub1x 

651   % debug(:,4) = orderedpoints(:,2,1);  %bub1y 

652   % debug(:,7) = orderedpoints(:,1,2); %bub2x 

653   % debug(:,8) = orderedpoints(:,2,2); %bub2y 

654   % debug(:,5) = newpoint(:,1,1); 

655   % debug(:,6) = newpoint(:,2,1); 

656    

657   function [innerx,innery] = 

set_point(i,ib,gradient,xnextpoint,xcurrentpoint,xprevpoint,ynextpoint,ycurrentpoint,yprevpoint,x

1,x2,y1,y2) 

658    

659   %Very Very ##Optimizeable - this should be changed to a case, switch statement, wherein the 

cases are better understood 

660   if  ynextpoint > ycurrentpoint && ycurrentpoint < yprevpoint 

661       innerx = x2; 

662       innery = y2; 

663        

664   elseif ynextpoint < ycurrentpoint && ycurrentpoint > yprevpoint && xnextpoint < 

xcurrentpoint 

665       innerx = x2; 

666       innery = y2; 

667       fprintf('x = %d ; y = %d\n',xcurrentpoint,ycurrentpoint) 

668   elseif [abs(gradient(i,ib)) < 0.001] && ynextpoint <= ycurrentpoint 

669       innerx = x1; 

670       innery = y1; 
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671       % fprintf('i = %4.2f, \n grad =%4.4f \n',i,gradient(i,ib)) 

672   elseif  ynextpoint == ycurrentpoint && xnextpoint < xcurrentpoint 

673       innerx = x2; 

674       innery = y2; 

675   elseif [abs(gradient(i,ib)) < 0.001] && ynextpoint >= ycurrentpoint 

676       innerx = x2; 

677       innery = y2; 

678       %     fprintf('i = %4.2f, \n grad =%4.4f \n',i,gradient(i,ib)) 

679        

680   elseif ynextpoint >= ycurrentpoint 

681       innerx = x1; 

682       innery = y1; 

683        

684   else 

685        

686       innerx = x2; 

687       innery = y2; 

688        

689   end 

690   end 

691    

692   function [orderedpoints] = clockwise_order(npoints,n_bub,cumulative_points,Array) 

693    

694   i=1; 

695   orderedpoints = zeros(max(npoints),2,n_bub); 

696   %Split into left and right 

697   for ib = 1:n_bub 

698       ileft = 0; 

699       iright = 0; 

700       if ib == 1 

701           mainpoint(:,:,ib) = Array(1,:,ib);%Point 1 - for centering 

702           for i = 2:cumulative_points(ib) 

703                

704               if Array(i,1,ib) < mainpoint(1,1,ib) %|| Array(i,2,ib)>Array(i-1,2,ib)   % left 

point 

705                   ileft = ileft+1; 

706                   leftpoints(ileft,:,ib) = Array(i,:,ib); 

707                    

708               elseif Array(i,1,ib) > mainpoint(1,1,ib) % right point 

709                   iright = iright+1; 

710                   rightpoints(iright,:,ib) = Array(i,:,ib); 

711                    

712               end 

713                

714           end 

715       elseif ib > 1 

716           mainpoint(:,:,ib) = Array(cumulative_points(ib-1)+1,:,ib); %Point 1 - for centering 

717            

718           for i = cumulative_points(ib-1)+2:cumulative_points(ib) 

719                

720                

721               if Array(i,1,ib) < mainpoint(1,1,ib)   % left point 

722                   ileft = ileft+1; 

723                   leftpoints(ileft,:,ib) = Array(i,:,ib); 

724                    

725               elseif Array(i,1,ib) > mainpoint(1,1,ib) % right point 

726                   iright = iright+1; 

727                   rightpoints(iright,:,ib) = Array(i,:,ib); 

728                    

729               end 

730                

731           end 

732            

733       end 

734        

735        

736        

737       % Stack Points - first x left points, then nearest points 

738       io = 1; 

739       orderedpoints(io,:,ib) = mainpoint(:,:,ib); 
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740        

741       nsafestack = 20; 

742        

743       for il = 1:nsafestack 

744           io = io+1; 

745           orderedpoints(io,:,ib) = leftpoints(il,:,ib); 

746       end 

747        

748        

749       point_stack(:,:,ib) = [leftpoints(nsafestack+1:end,:,ib);rightpoints(:,:,ib) ]; 

750       dynamic_stack=point_stack(:,:,ib); 

751        

752       ihere=0; 

753       for is = nsafestack+2:npoints(ib) 

754           ihere = ihere+1; 

755           index=dsearchn(dynamic_stack,orderedpoints(is-1,:,ib)); 

756           orderedpoints(is,:,ib) = dynamic_stack(index,:); 

757           dynamic_stack(index,:) = []; 

758       end 

759        

760       %         for ir_1 = 1:iright 

761       %             io = io+1; 

762       %             ir = iright -ir_1 +1; 

763       %             orderedpoints(io,:,ib) = rightpoints(ir,:,ib); 

764       %         end 

765       % 

766        

767        

768   end 

769    

770   end 

 

B.2 Converting Bubble Outlines into a Useable Mesh for nonPDPSIM 

1     filename = 'Nick_Sept_Humid.dba'; 

2     clear Points minz 

3     Date = char(datetime('now','TimeZone','local','Format','d-MMM-y HH:mm:ss Z')); 

4     Points = [2 0 0;-1 2 0; 0 4 0; 3 8 0; 7 7 0;6 2 0; 0 0 0; 2 3 0; 0 6 0]; 

5     Points = final_list/100; 

6     file_id = fopen(filename,'w'); 

7     npoints = length(Points); 

8     minx=min(Points(:,1)); 

9     miny=min(Points(:,2)); 

10    maxx=max(Points(:,1)); 

11    maxy=max(Points(:,2)); 

12    minz=min(Points(:,3)); 

13    maxz=max(Points(:,3)); 

14    seems_special = 1024; 

15     

16    %Printing 

17     

18    fprintf(file_id,'PWI Gridgen DB Av6 (Pointwise V17.3R5)\n'); 

19    fprintf(file_id,'%d\n',npoints); 

20    fprintf(file_id,'%d\n',npoints); 

21    fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

22    fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

23    fprintf(file_id,'%1.11e %1.11e %1.11e\n',minx,miny,minz); 

24    fprintf(file_id,'%1.11e %1.11e %1.11e\n',maxx,maxy,maxz); 

25    fprintf(file_id,'24\n'); 

26    fprintf(file_id,'116\n'); 

27    fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

28    fprintf(file_id,'1\n'); 

29    fprintf(file_id,'1\n'); 

30    fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

31    fprintf(file_id,'8\n'); 

32     

33    for i = 1:length(Points)-1 

34        fprintf(file_id,'point-%d\n',i); 
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35        fprintf(file_id,'%1.11e %1.11e %1.11e\n',Points(i,1),Points(i,2),Points(i,3)); 

36        fprintf(file_id,'%1.11e %1.11e %1.11e\n',Points(i,1),Points(i,2),Points(i,3)); 

37        fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

38        fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

39        fprintf(file_id,'1\n'); 

40        fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

41        fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

42        fprintf(file_id,'1 1\n'); 

43        fprintf(file_id,'2 2\n'); 

44        fprintf(file_id,'1\n'); 

45        fprintf(file_id,'-1\n'); 

46        fprintf(file_id,'116\n'); 

47        fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

48        fprintf(file_id,'%d\n',i+1); 

49        fprintf(file_id,'1\n'); 

50        fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

51        if i <=8 

52            fprintf(file_id,'8\n'); 

53        elseif i<=98 

54            fprintf(file_id,'9\n'); 

55        elseif i<=998 

56            fprintf(file_id,'10\n'); 

57        elseif i<=9998 

58            fprintf(file_id,'11\n'); 

59        elseif i<=99998 

60            fprintf(file_id,'12\n'); 

61        elseif i<=99998 

62            fprintf(file_id,'13\n'); 

63        elseif i<=999998 

64            fprintf(file_id,'14\n'); 

65        elseif i<=9999998 

66            fprintf(file_id,'15\n'); 

67        end 

68    end 

69     

70    i = length(Points); 

71    fprintf(file_id,'point-%d\n',i); 

72    fprintf(file_id,'%1.11e %1.11e %1.11e\n',Points(i,1),Points(i,2),Points(i,3)); 

73    fprintf(file_id,'%1.11e %1.11e %1.11e\n',Points(i,1),Points(i,2),Points(i,3)); 

74    fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

75    fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

76    fprintf(file_id,'1\n'); 

77    fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

78    fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

79    fprintf(file_id,'1 1\n'); 

80    fprintf(file_id,'2 2\n'); 

81    fprintf(file_id,'1\n'); 

82    fprintf(file_id,'-1\n'); 

83    fprintf(file_id,'%d\n',seems_special); 

84    fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

85     

86    for j = 1:seems_special 

87        fprintf(file_id,'1\n'); 

88        fprintf(file_id,'1\n'); 

89        fprintf(file_id,'\n'); 

90    end 

91     

92    fprintf(file_id,'0\n'); 

93    fprintf(file_id,'DATA_HEADER 0\n'); 

94    fprintf(file_id,'ge-4.8.4 %s\n',Date); 

95     

96    for i = 1:length(Points) 

97        fprintf(file_id,'POINT %d\n',i); 

98        fprintf(file_id,'%.*f %.*f %.*f\n',13,Points(i,1),13,Points(i,2),13,Points(i,3)); 

99    end 

100   fprintf(file_id,'END_OF_DATA 0\n'); 

101    

102   fclose(file_id); 
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B.3 Converting v17 Pointwise files to v18 

# Script to convert Pointwise v17 files to v18 files with the UMCPSEG solver and then export an 

nlist file 

 

package require PWI_Glyph 2.18.2 

 

# Full Reset Commands 

pw::Application setUndoMaximumLevels 5 

pw::Application reset 

pw::Application markUndoLevel {Journal Reset} 

 

pw::Application clearModified 

 

pw::Application reset -keep Clipboard 

 

# Key Variables 

 

set directory "C:/Users/jkruze/Desktop/TEMP/TEMP_PW/" ;#full directory where files are created 

and/or read - the final "/" is crucial 

 

set nfiles 5 ;# number of files to convert 

set base_filename "Bubble_LeftLean" ;#base for the v17 filename & nlist file output 

 

array set ndomains [list 1 8 2 8 3 8 4 8 5 8] ;#alternates between array index and array value 

array set nmaterials [list 1 5 2 5 3 5 4 5 5 5] ;#alternates between array index and array value 

 

# set ndomains(1) 8 ; #number of domains to export (will start at 1 and go to this number) 

# set nmaterials(1) 7 ; #including plasma 

 

#Variable manipulation because tcl is a pain 

set nfile_loop  [expr {$nfiles + 1}] ; 

set v18_suffix "_V18"  

set pw_extension ".pw" 

set nlist_extension ".nlist" 

 

 

for {set z 1} {$z<$nfile_loop} {incr z} { 

 

# Clear all old domains, etc 

 pw::Application reset -keep Clipboard 

 

set file_index "_$z" 

 

#More variable manipulation because tcl is still a pain 

set ndomain_loop($z) [expr {$ndomains($z) + 1}] ; 

set nmaterial_loop($z)  [expr {$nmaterials($z) + 1}] ; 

 

set v17_filename "${directory}${base_filename}${file_index}${pw_extension}" 

set v18_filename "${directory}${base_filename}${v18_suffix}${file_index}${pw_extension}" 

set nlist_filename "${directory}${base_filename}${file_index}${nlist_extension}" 

 

puts $v17_filename 

 

 

# Load File 

set _TMP(mode_1) [pw::Application begin ProjectLoader] 

  $_TMP(mode_1) initialize ${v17_filename} 

  $_TMP(mode_1) setAppendMode false 

  $_TMP(mode_1) setRepairMode Defer 

  $_TMP(mode_1) load 

$_TMP(mode_1) end 

unset _TMP(mode_1) 

pw::Application resetUndoLevels 

pw::Application setCAESolver {UMCPSEG} 2 

pw::Application markUndoLevel {Select Solver} 

 

 

# Store domains as variables 
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for {set x 1} {$x<$ndomain_loop($z)} {incr x} { 

 set _DM($x) [pw::GridEntity getByName dom-$x] 

} 

 

 

# set _TMP(PW_1) [pw::BoundaryCondition getByName {Unspecified}] 

 

for {set x 0} {$x<$nmaterials($z)} {incr x} { 

 set y [expr {$x + 2}] 

 puts "bc-${y}" 

 set _TMP(PW_$y) [pw::BoundaryCondition getByName bc-$y] ;# It is confusing that this starts at 2 

 $_TMP(PW_$y) setPhysicalType -usage CAE Material-$x 

 $_TMP(PW_$y) setId {1} 

 unset _TMP(PW_$y) 

 

 puts "vc-${y}" 

 set _TMP(PW_$y) [pw::VolumeCondition getByName "vc-${y}"] 

 $_TMP(PW_$y) setPhysicalType Material-$x 

 $_TMP(PW_$y) setId 1 

 unset _TMP(PW_$y) 

} 

 

# unset _TMP(PW_1) 

 

pw::Application save ${v18_filename} 

 

# I'm pretty sure this is an unneccesary repeat 

# for {set x 1} {$x<$ndomain_loop($z)} {incr x} { 

# set _DM($x) [pw::GridEntity getByName dom-$x] 

# } 

 

#Setting up to export to an nlist file (making a super string) 

 

set autolist "" 

set x 1 

set autolist "${autolist}$_DM(${x})" 

 

for {set x 2} {$x<$ndomain_loop($z)} {incr x} { 

set autolist "${autolist} $_DM(${x})" 

} 

 

set _TMP(mode_1) [pw::Application begin CaeExport "$autolist"] 

#set _TMP(mode_1) [pw::Application begin CaeExport [pw::Entity sort [list $_DM(1) $_DM(2) $_DM(3) 

$_DM(4) $_DM(5) $_DM(6) $_DM(7) $_DM(8) $_DM(9) $_DM(10) $_DM(11)]]] 

 

  $_TMP(mode_1) initialize -strict -type CAE ${nlist_filename} 

  $_TMP(mode_1) verify 

  $_TMP(mode_1) write 

$_TMP(mode_1) end 

unset _TMP(mode_1) 

 

for {set x 1} {$x<$ndomain_loop($z)} {incr x} { 

 unset _DM($x) 

} 

 

puts $nlist_filename 

} 

 

B.4 Rapidly Implementing Boundary Layers around Bubbles in Pointwise  

 
package require PWI_Glyph 2.17.3 

 

pw::Application setUndoMaximumLevels 5 

pw::Application reset 
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pw::Application markUndoLevel {Journal Reset} 

 

pw::Application clearModified 

 

#Set Solver 

pw::Application setCAESolver {CGNS} 2 

 

#Set Dimension 

pw::Application markUndoLevel {Set Dimension 2D} 

 

#Set Unstructured Grid 

pw::Application setGridPreference Unstructured 

 

#Import the File 

 

set _TMP(mode_5) [pw::Application begin DatabaseImport] 

  $_TMP(mode_5) initialize -type Automatic 

{C:/Users/Naveen/Desktop/Research/Matlab/LaunchTest2_Simplified.dba} 

  $_TMP(mode_5) read 

  $_TMP(mode_5) convert 

$_TMP(mode_5) end 

unset _TMP(mode_5) 

pw::Application markUndoLevel {Import Database} 

 

#Pre-Setting variables 

 

set num_bubbles 2 

set num_layers 3 

 

set npoints(0) 146 ;#points in the first bubble 

set npoints(1) 106 ;#points in the second bubble 

 

set curve_id -1 

set sumpoints 1 

 

for {set il 0} {$il<$num_layers} {incr il} { ;#loop through layers 

 

for {set ib 0} {$ib<$num_bubbles} {incr ib} { ;#loop through bubbles 

 

set sumpoints [expr {$sumpoints + $npoints($ib)}] ;#point id of the first point in the loop 

set startpoint [expr {$sumpoints - $npoints($ib)}] ;#point id of the last point in the loop 

#puts $startpoint 

 

set curve_id [expr {$curve_id + 2}] ;#curve id of the large curve 

#Connect Main Arc 

set _TMP(mode_6) [pw::Application begin Create] 

  set _TMP(PW_4) [pw::SegmentSpline create] 

    for {set x $startpoint} {$x<$sumpoints} {incr x} { 

   

 

    set y "point-$x" 

    set _DB($x) [pw::DatabaseEntity getByName $y] 

} 

 

 

 for {set x $startpoint} {$x<$sumpoints} {incr x} { 

   

     

    $_TMP(PW_4) addPoint [list 0 0 $_DB($x)] 

} 

 

  $_TMP(PW_4) setSlope Akima 

  set _TMP(con_3) [pw::Connector create] 

  $_TMP(con_3) addSegment $_TMP(PW_4) 

  $_TMP(con_3) calculateDimension 

  unset _TMP(PW_4) 

$_TMP(mode_6) end 

unset _TMP(mode_6) 

pw::Application markUndoLevel {Create Connector} 
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#Connect Last Two Points 

unset _TMP(con_3) 

set _TMP(mode_7) [pw::Application begin Create] 

  set _TMP(PW_5) [pw::SegmentSpline create] 

  set _CN(1) [pw::GridEntity getByName "con-${curve_id}"] 

  $_TMP(PW_5) addPoint [$_CN(1) getPosition -arc 1] 

  $_TMP(PW_5) addPoint [$_CN(1) getPosition -arc 0] 

  $_TMP(PW_5) setSlope Akima 

  set _TMP(con_4) [pw::Connector create] 

  $_TMP(con_4) addSegment $_TMP(PW_5) 

  $_TMP(con_4) calculateDimension 

  unset _TMP(PW_5) 

$_TMP(mode_7) end 

unset _TMP(mode_7) 

pw::Application markUndoLevel {Create Connector} 

 

} 

} 

 

 for {set x 1} {$x<$sumpoints} {incr x} { 

 pw::Entity delete [list $_DB($x)] 

  

} 

pw::Application markUndoLevel {Delete} 
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Appendix C: Various Scripts 

C.1 Mesh Generation Script 

1     % Making attributes.inp files for the multi-orifice case 

2      

3     % In this script you will generally specify number of refinements, the size of the 

4     % smallest refinement, and the bulk refinement resolution; the code will 

5     % handle transitions 

6     %% Basic Stuff 

7     clearvars 

8      

9     %% Options 

10     

11    single_phase_only = 0; %use the preset single-phase (non-nozzle-discriminating) mesh 

12     

13    custom_nozzle_refine = 1; %turn bonus custom refinements at the end on or off. 

14     

15    Factor = 4; 

16    %% 

17    RegionID = [1]; 

18    Bulk_Res = [5.3333e-3]*Factor; 

19    filename = 'Theta_145M_ELEC_NOV2020_Attributes.inp'; 

20     

21    file_id = fopen(filename,'w'); 

22     

23    fprintf(file_id,'version 1:\n\n'); 

24    for i=1:length(RegionID) 

25        fprintf(file_id,'3 %d 1 0\n',RegionID(i)); 

26        fprintf(file_id,'%1.3E \n',Bulk_Res(i)); 

27        fprintf(file_id,'\n'); 

28    end 

29     

30     

31    % % Printing Boxes 

32     

33    %Setup 

34    i=0; 

35    i=i+1; 

36     

37    box_name{i}='Exit'; 

38    box_origin(i,:) = [0.000 0.085 0.000]; 

39    nrefines(i) = 5 ; % number of refinements from the bulk mesh 

40    final_refine_dims(i,:) = [0.008 0.008 0.008]; 

41     

42    i=i+1; 

43    box_name{i}='Bubble Cross Flow'; 

44    box_origin(i,:) = [0.000 0.0132 0.000]; 

45    nrefines(i) = 6 ; % number of refinements from the bulk mesh 

46    final_refine_dims(i,:) = [0.005 0.012 0.020]; 

47     

48    if single_phase_only == 1 

49        box_origin(1,:) = [0.000 0.0575 -0.015]; 

50        nrefines(1) = 4; 

51        final_refine_dims(1,:) = [0.01 0.0025 0.01]; 

52    end 

53     

54    n_transition=5; %number of transition elements between levels 

55    elem_transition = ones(1,nrefines(1))*n_transition; 

56    %% 

57     

58    % Making the refinements 

59     

60    for i = 1:length(box_name) 

61        for k = 1:nrefines(i) 

62            j = nrefines(i)-k+1; 

63             

64            xcent(i,j) = box_origin(i,1); 
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65            ycent(i,j) = box_origin(i,2); 

66            zcent(i,j) = box_origin(i,3); 

67            res(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^j); 

68             

69            if j ~= nrefines(i) 

70                xsize(i,j) = xsize(i,j+1)+res(i,j)*elem_transition(j); 

71                ysize(i,j) = ysize(i,j+1)+res(i,j)*elem_transition(j); 

72                zsize(i,j) = zsize(i,j+1)+res(i,j)*elem_transition(j); 

73            else 

74                xsize(i,j) = final_refine_dims(i,1); 

75                ysize(i,j) = final_refine_dims(i,2); 

76                zsize(i,j) = final_refine_dims(i,3); 

77            end 

78             

79        end 

80         

81        % 

82        for j=1:nrefines(i) % i is refinement type rumber 

83            fprintf(file_id,'# %s Refinement %d \n',char(box_name{i}),j); 

84            fprintf(file_id,'-1 3 2 %1.4f %1.4f %1.4f %1.4f 0 0 0 %1.4f 0 0 0 

%1.4f\n',xcent(i,j),ycent(i,j),zcent(i,j),xsize(i,j),ysize(i,j),zsize(i,j)); 

85            fprintf(file_id,'%1.3E \n',res(i,j)); 

86            fprintf(file_id,'\n'); 

87        end 

88         

89    end 

90    %% 

91    % % Cylindrical Refinements 

92    n_transition_cyl=5; %number of transition elements between levels 

93    z_loc = [-0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02]; 

94     

95    clear elem_transition 

96     

97    if single_phase_only==1 

98        for i = 1:5 

99             

100           cyl_name{i}=sprintf('Nozzle %d',i); 

101           cyl_origin(i,:) = [0.0000 0.00125 z_loc(i)]; 

102           nrefines_cyl(i) = 7; % Number of transition regions from bulk to fine 

103           final_refine_rad(i,:) = 0.00055; 

104           final_refine_half_length(i,:) = 0.001; 

105           % elem_transition(i,:) = ones(1,nrefines_cyl(i))*n_transition_cyl; %number of 

transition elements between levels [matrix] 

106           for j = 1:nrefines_cyl(i) 

107               elem_transition(i,j) = n_transition_cyl; %the number of transition elements 

between levels 

108           end 

109           %  elem_transition(nrefines_cyl(i)) = 0; 

110            

111       end 

112   else 

113        

114       %     maxtransitions = 7; % Max number of transition regions from bulk to fine 

115       %     number_refines =5; % Number if focus refinement regions (i.e. nozzles here) 

116       %    elem_transition = zeros(number_refines,maxtransitions); 

117        

118       i=1; 

119       cyl_name{i}='Nozzle 1'; 

120       cyl_origin(i,:) = [0.0000 0.0105 -0.0200]; 

121       nrefines_cyl(i) = 6; % Number of transition regions from bulk to fine 

122       final_refine_rad(i,1) = 0.008; 

123       final_refine_half_length(i,1) = 0.032; 

124       cyl_origin(i,2) =    0.0012 + final_refine_half_length(i); 

125        

126       for j = 1:nrefines_cyl(i) 

127           elem_transition(i,j) = 5; %the number of transition elements between levels 

128       end 

129       %  elem_transition(nrefines_cyl(i)) = 0; 

130        

131       i=2; 
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132       cyl_name{i}='Nozzle 2'; 

133       cyl_origin(i,:) = [0.0000 0.0105 -0.0100]; 

134       nrefines_cyl(i) = 6; % Number of transition regions from bulk to fine 

135       final_refine_rad(i,1) = 0.007; 

136       final_refine_half_length(i,1) = 0.032; 

137       cyl_origin(i,2) =    0.0012 + final_refine_half_length(i); 

138        

139       for j = 1:nrefines_cyl(i) 

140           elem_transition(i,j) = 5; %the number of transition elements between levels 

141       end 

142       %  elem_transition(nrefines_cyl(i)) = 0; 

143       i=3; 

144       cyl_name{i}='Nozzle 3'; 

145       cyl_origin(i,:) = [0.0000 0.0105 0.0000]; 

146       nrefines_cyl(i) = 6; % Number of transition regions from bulk to fine 

147       final_refine_rad(i,1) = 0.007; 

148       final_refine_half_length(i,1) = 0.032; 

149       cyl_origin(i,2) =    0.0012 + final_refine_half_length(i); 

150        

151       for j = 1:nrefines_cyl(i) 

152           elem_transition(i,j) = 5; %the number of transition elements between levels 

153       end 

154       %  elem_transition(nrefines_cyl(i)) = 0; 

155        

156       i=4; 

157       cyl_name{i}='Nozzle 4'; 

158       cyl_origin(i,:) = [0.0000 0.0010 0.0100]; 

159       nrefines_cyl(i) = 6; % Number of transition regions from bulk to fine 

160       final_refine_rad(i,1) = 0.007; 

161       final_refine_half_length(i,1) = 0.032; 

162       cyl_origin(i,2) =    0.0012 + final_refine_half_length(i); 

163        

164       for j = 1:nrefines_cyl(i) 

165           elem_transition(i,j) = 5; %the number of transition elements between levels 

166       end 

167       %  elem_transition(nrefines_cyl(i)) = 0; 

168        

169       i=5; 

170       cyl_name{i}='Nozzle 5'; 

171       cyl_origin(i,:) = [0.0000 0.0010 0.0200]; 

172       nrefines_cyl(i) = 6; % Number of transition regions from bulk to fine 

173       final_refine_rad(i,1) = 0.008; 

174       final_refine_half_length(i,1) = 0.032; 

175       cyl_origin(i,2) =    0.0012 + final_refine_half_length(i); 

176        

177       for j = 1:nrefines_cyl(i) 

178           elem_transition(i,j) = 5; %the number of transition elements between levels 

179       end 

180       %  elem_transition(nrefines_cyl(i)) = 0; 

181        

182   end 

183    

184   % Making the refinements 

185   for i = 1:length(cyl_name) 

186       for k = 1:nrefines_cyl(i) 

187           j = nrefines_cyl(i)-k+1; % reversing the loop 

188            

189           xcent(i,j) = cyl_origin(i,1); 

190           ycent(i,j) = cyl_origin(i,2); 

191           zcent(i,j) = cyl_origin(i,3); 

192           res_cyl(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^j); 

193            

194           if j ~= nrefines_cyl(i) 

195               cylrad(i,j) = cylrad(i,j+1)+res_cyl(i,j)*elem_transition(i,j); 

196               cyl_halflength(i,j) = cyl_halflength(i,j+1)+res_cyl(i,j)*elem_transition(i,j); 

197           else 

198               cylrad(i,j) = final_refine_rad(i,1); 

199               cyl_halflength(i,j) = final_refine_half_length(i,1); 

200           end 

201            
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202       end 

203        

204        

205       for j=1:nrefines_cyl(i) 

206           fprintf(file_id,'# %s Refinement %d \n',char(cyl_name{i}),j); 

207           fprintf(file_id,'-1 3 1 %1.4f %1.4f %1.4f %1.4f %1.4f 0 1 

0\n',cylrad(i,j),cyl_halflength(i,j),xcent(i,j),ycent(i,j),zcent(i,j)); 

208           fprintf(file_id,'%1.4E \n',res_cyl(i,j)); 

209           fprintf(file_id,'\n'); 

210       end 

211   end 

212    

213   % Extra Cylinder refinements 

214    

215   %z axis refinement 

216   j=1; 

217    

218   i=0; 

219    

220   if custom_nozzle_refine == 1 

221       j=1; 

222        

223       i=i+1; 

224       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 1 Refinement 7'; 

225       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

226       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0028; 

227       zcent_extra(i,j) = -0.0200; 

228       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^7); 

229       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.002; 

230       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.00235; 

231        

232       i=i+1; 

233       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 1 Refinement 8'; 

234       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

235       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00165; 

236       zcent_extra(i,j) = -0.0200; 

237       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^8); 

238       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

239       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0010; 

240        

241       i=i+1; 

242       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 1 Refinement 6 Lower'; 

243       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

244       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

245       zcent_extra(i,j) = -0.0200; 

246       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^6); 

247       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0025; 

248       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0015; 

249        

250       i=i+1; 

251       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 1 Refinement 7 Lower'; 

252       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

253       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00045; 

254       zcent_extra(i,j) = -0.0200; 

255       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^7); 

256       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

257       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0003; 

258        

259       i=i+1; 

260       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 1 Refinement 8 Lower '; 

261       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

262       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

263       zcent_extra(i,j) = -0.0200; 

264       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^8); 

265       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0003; 

266       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.00015; 

267               

268       i=i+1; 

269       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 2 Refinement 7'; 

270       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 
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271       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00255; 

272       zcent_extra(i,j) = -0.0100; 

273       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^7); 

274       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0015; 

275       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0021; 

276        

277       i=i+1; 

278       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 2 Refinement 8'; 

279       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

280       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00155; 

281       zcent_extra(i,j) = -0.0100; 

282       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^8); 

283       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

284       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0009; 

285        

286           i=i+1; 

287       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 2 Refinement 6 Lower'; 

288       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

289       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

290       zcent_extra(i,j) = -0.0100; 

291       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^6); 

292       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.002; 

293       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0015; 

294        

295           i=i+1; 

296       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 2 Refinement 7 Lower'; 

297       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

298       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00045; 

299       zcent_extra(i,j) = -0.0100; 

300       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^7); 

301       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

302       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0003; 

303        

304       i=i+1; 

305       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 2 Refinement 8 Lower '; 

306       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

307       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

308       zcent_extra(i,j) = -0.0100; 

309       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^8); 

310       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0003; 

311       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.00015; 

312        

313            

314       i=i+1; 

315       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 3 Refinement 7'; 

316       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

317       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00255; 

318       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

319       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^7); 

320       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0015; 

321       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0021; 

322        

323       i=i+1; 

324       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 3 Refinement 8'; 

325       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

326       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0013; 

327       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

328       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^8); 

329       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

330       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.00065; 

331           i=i+1; 

332       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 3 Refinement 6 Lower'; 

333       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

334       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

335       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

336       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^6); 

337       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.002; 

338       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0015; 

339        

340               i=i+1; 
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341       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 3 Refinement 7 Lower'; 

342       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

343       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00045; 

344       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

345       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^7); 

346       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

347       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0003; 

348        

349       i=i+1; 

350       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 3 Refinement 8 Lower '; 

351       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

352       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

353       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

354       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^8); 

355       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0003; 

356       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.00015; 

357        

358      i=i+1; 

359       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 4 Refinement 7'; 

360       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

361       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00255; 

362       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0100; 

363       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^7); 

364       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0015; 

365       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0021; 

366        

367       i=i+1; 

368       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 4 Refinement 8'; 

369       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

370       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00155; 

371       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0100; 

372       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^8); 

373       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

374       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0009; 

375        

376           i=i+1; 

377       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 4 Refinement 6 Lower'; 

378       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

379       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

380       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0100; 

381       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^6); 

382       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.002; 

383       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0015; 

384        

385           i=i+1; 

386       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 4 Refinement 7 Lower'; 

387       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

388       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00045; 

389       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0100; 

390       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^7); 

391       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

392       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0003; 

393        

394       i=i+1; 

395       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 4 Refinement 8 Lower '; 

396       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

397       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

398       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0100; 

399       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^8); 

400       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0003; 

401       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.00015; 

402        

403   i=i+1; 

404       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 5 Refinement 7'; 

405       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

406       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0028; 

407       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0200; 

408       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^7); 

409       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.002; 

410       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.00235; 
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411        

412       i=i+1; 

413       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 5 Refinement 8'; 

414       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

415       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00165; 

416       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0200; 

417       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^8); 

418       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

419       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0010; 

420        

421       i=i+1; 

422       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 5 Refinement 6 Lower'; 

423       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

424       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

425       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0200; 

426       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^6); 

427       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0025; 

428       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0015; 

429        

430       i=i+1; 

431       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 5 Refinement 7 Lower'; 

432       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

433       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.00045; 

434       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0200; 

435       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^7); 

436       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

437       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.0003; 

438        

439       i=i+1; 

440       cyl_name_extra{i}='Nozzle 5 Refinement 8 Lower '; 

441       xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

442       ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

443       zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0200; 

444       res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^8); 

445       cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0003; 

446       cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.00015; 

447        

448        

449       for i = 1:length(cyl_halflength_extra) 

450           orientx(i,j) = 0; 

451           orienty(i,j) = 1; % cylinder oriented in y direction 

452           orientz(i,j) = 0; 

453       end 

454   end 

455    

456    

457   i=i+1; 

458   cyl_name_extra{i}='Pipe Refinement Inner'; 

459   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

460   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

461   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

462   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^6); 

463   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0005; 

464   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.025; 

465   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

466   orienty(i,j) = 0; 

467   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

468    

469   i=i+1; 

470   cyl_name_extra{i}='Pipe Refinement Outer Shell 0'; 

471   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

472   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

473   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

474   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^1); 

475   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.032; 

476   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.1; 

477   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

478   orienty(i,j) = 0; 

479   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

480    
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481   i=i+1; 

482   cyl_name_extra{i}='Pipe Refinement Outer Shell 1'; 

483   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

484   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

485   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

486   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^2); 

487   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.016; 

488   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.1; 

489   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

490   orienty(i,j) = 0; 

491   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

492    

493   i=i+1; 

494   cyl_name_extra{i}='Pipe Refinement Outer Shell 2'; 

495   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

496   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

497   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

498   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^3); 

499   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0076; 

500   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.1; 

501   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

502   orienty(i,j) = 0; 

503   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

504    

505   i=i+1; 

506   cyl_name_extra{i}='Pipe Refinement Outer Shell 3'; 

507   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

508   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

509   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

510   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^4); 

511   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.0036; 

512   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.1; 

513   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

514   orienty(i,j) = 0; 

515   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

516    

517   i=i+1; 

518   cyl_name_extra{i}='Electrode Outer Shell 0'; 

519   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

520   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0514; 

521   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

522   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^1); 

523   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.055; 

524   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.05; 

525   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

526   orienty(i,j) = 0; 

527   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

528    

529   i=i+1; 

530   cyl_name_extra{i}='Electrode Outer Shell 1'; 

531   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

532   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0514; 

533   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

534   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^2); 

535   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.036; 

536   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.05; 

537   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

538   orienty(i,j) = 0; 

539   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

540    

541   i=i+1; 

542   cyl_name_extra{i}='Electrode Outer Shell 2'; 

543   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

544   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0514; 

545   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

546   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^3); 

547   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.021; 

548   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.05; 

549   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

550   orienty(i,j) = 0; 
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551   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

552    

553   i=i+1; 

554   cyl_name_extra{i}='Electrode Outer Shell 3'; 

555   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

556   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0514; 

557   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

558   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^4); 

559   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.013; 

560   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.05; 

561   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

562   orienty(i,j) = 0; 

563   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

564    

565   i=i+1; 

566   cyl_name_extra{i}='Electrode Outer Shell 4'; 

567   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

568   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0514; 

569   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

570   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^5); 

571   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.009; 

572   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.04; 

573   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

574   orienty(i,j) = 0; 

575   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

576    

577   i=i+1; 

578   cyl_name_extra{i}='Electrode Outer Shell 5'; 

579   xcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

580   ycent_extra(i,j) = 0.0514; 

581   zcent_extra(i,j) = 0.0000; 

582   res_cyl_extra(i,j) = Bulk_Res/(2^6); 

583   cylrad_extra(i,j) = 0.007; 

584   cyl_halflength_extra(i,j) = 0.025; 

585   orientx(i,j) = 0; 

586   orienty(i,j) = 0; 

587   orientz(i,j) = 1; 

588    

589    

590   for i=1:length(cyl_name_extra) 

591       fprintf(file_id,'# %s\n',char(cyl_name_extra{i})); 

592       fprintf(file_id,'-1 3 1 %1.4f %1.4f %1.4f %1.4f %1.4f %d %d 

%d\n',cylrad_extra(i,j),cyl_halflength_extra(i,j),xcent_extra(i,j),ycent_extra(i,j),zcent_extra(i

,j),orientx(i,j),orienty(i,j),orientz(i,j)); 

593       fprintf(file_id,'%1.4E \n',res_cyl_extra(i,j)); 

594       fprintf(file_id,'\n'); 

595   end 

596    

597    

598   % % Boundary Layers 

599    

600   for i=1:100 %estimated number of boundary layers  

601   prism(i)=1; 

602   end 

603    

604   i=0; 

605    

606   i=i+1; 

607   bl_name{i}='Pipe Inner Boundary Layer'; 

608   bl_ID(i)=80; 

609   bl_firstlayer(i)=3.500E-05*2; 

610   n_layers(i)=2; 

611   ratio(i)=1.69; 

612    

613   for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

614       layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

615   end 

616   bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

617   body_res(i)=8.335E-05; 

618   % Actual Exit Face ID is 920 
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619    

620   %Near Exit BLs 

621   % new_ids=[2692   2293    2559    2426]; 

622   % 

623   % for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

624   %     i=i+1; 

625   %     bl_name{i}=sprintf('Near Exit Boundary Layer %d',i_sub); 

626   %     bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

627   % 

628   %     bl_firstlayer(i)=3.200E-04; 

629   %     n_layers(i)=4; 

630   %         ratio(i)=1.2; 

631   % 

632   %     for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

633   %         layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

634   %     end 

635   %     bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

636   %     body_res(i)=2.660E-03; 

637   % end 

638    

639   % Pipe BLs 

640    

641   % Outer 

642   new_ids=[3152 2990]; %## Is this fine? 

643    

644   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

645       i=i+1; 

646       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Pipe Outer Boundary Layer %d',i_sub); 

647       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

648        

649       bl_firstlayer(i)=1.92E-04*2; 

650       n_layers(i)=2; 

651       ratio(i)=1.69; 

652        

653       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

654           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

655       end 

656       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

657       body_res(i)=3.333E-04; 

658    end 

659    

660    

661   % Between Nozzles 

662   new_ids=[2553 2521    2513    2505    2489    2465]; %## Is this fine? 

663    

664   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

665       i=i+1; 

666       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Pipe Outer Boundary Layer Transition %d',i_sub); 

667       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

668        

669       bl_firstlayer(i)=9.00E-05*2; 

670       n_layers(i)=2; 

671       ratio(i)=1.69; 

672        

673       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

674           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

675       end 

676       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

677       body_res(i)=1.666E-04; 

678   end 

679    

680   % Around Nozzles 

681   new_ids=[2545 2537    2529    2497    2481]; %## Is this fine? 

682    

683   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

684       i=i+1; 

685       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Pipe Outer Boundary Layer Around Nozzles %d',i_sub); 

686       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

687        

688       bl_firstlayer(i)=4.00E-05; 
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689       n_layers(i)=4; 

690       ratio(i)=1.2; 

691        

692       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

693           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

694       end 

695       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

696       body_res(i)=1.666E-04; 

697        

698   end 

699    

700   % Fancy Nozzle BLs 

701    

702   new_ids = [1108   1054    1099    1081    91]; 

703    

704   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

705       i=i+1; 

706       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Pipe Outer BL Nearest Nozzle %d',i_sub); 

707       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

708       bl_firstlayer(i)=1.500E-05; 

709       n_layers(i)=4; 

710       ratio(i)=1.1; 

711        

712       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

713           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

714       end 

715       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

716       body_res(i)=8.335E-05; 

717        

718   end 

719    

720   new_ids = [1135   1117    1090    1072    1063]; 

721    

722   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

723       i=i+1; 

724       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Pipe Outer BL Nearer Nozzle %d',i_sub); 

725       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

726       bl_firstlayer(i)=2.25000E-05; 

727       n_layers(i)=4; 

728       ratio(i)=1.2; 

729        

730       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

731           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

732       end 

733       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

734       body_res(i)=8.335E-05; 

735       

736   end 

737    

738   new_ids = [1250   1241    1232    1223    1126]; 

739    

740   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

741       i=i+1; 

742       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Pipe Outer BL Near Nozzle %d',i_sub); 

743       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

744       bl_firstlayer(i)=3E-05; 

745       n_layers(i)=4; 

746       ratio(i)=1.2; 

747        

748       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

749           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

750       end 

751       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

752        

753       body_res(i)=8.335E-05; 

754       

755   end 

756    

757    

758   % Actual Nozzle BLs 
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759    

760   new_ids = [124    109 160 140 105 156 136 101 152 132 113 148 128 117 144]; %Nozzles 1-5 

Upper, Mid, Lower 

761   iname = {'Upper','Mid','Lower'}; 

762   inozzle = [1 2 3 4 5]; %nozzles involved 

763   ilayers = [4 4 4]; %Upper, Mid, Lower; 

764   %ilayers = floor(ilayers/Factor); 

765   ratio = [1.1 1.2 1.1]; %Upper, Mid, Lower; 

766   ifirstlayer = [1.5E-05 1E-05 1.5E-05]; %Upper, Mid, Lower; 

767    

768   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

769       i=i+1; 

770       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Nozzle %d %s Wall 

BL',inozzle(ceil(((i_sub)/length(new_ids))*length(inozzle))),char(iname(mod(i_sub-

1,length(iname))+1))); % looping through names then nozzles 

771       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

772       bl_firstlayer(i)=ifirstlayer(mod(i_sub-1,length(iname))+1); 

773       n_layers(i)=ilayers(mod(i_sub-1,length(iname))+1); 

774       ratio(i)=ratio(mod(i_sub-1,length(iname))+1); 

775        

776       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

777           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

778       end 

779       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

780       body_res(i)=4.166E-05; 

781       prism(i)=1; 

782   end 

783    

784   %Electrode BLs 

785    

786   new_ids = [3986   3939]; 

787    

788   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

789       i=i+1; 

790       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Electrode  BL Tip  %d',i_sub); 

791       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

792       bl_firstlayer(i)=4.00E-05; 

793       n_layers(i)=5; 

794       ratio(i)=1.2; 

795        

796       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

797           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

798       end 

799       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

800       body_res(i)=8.335E-05; 

801        

802   end 

803    

804   new_ids = [4063   4029]; 

805    

806   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

807       i=i+1; 

808       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Electrode  BL Chamfer  %d',i_sub); 

809       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

810       bl_firstlayer(i)=4.00E-05; 

811       n_layers(i)=8; 

812       ratio(i)=1.1; 

813        

814       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

815           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

816       end 

817       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

818       body_res(i)=8.335E-05; 

819        

820   end 

821    

822    

823   new_ids = [4381   3934]; 

824    

825   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 
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826       i=i+1; 

827       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Electrode  BL Near  %d',i_sub); 

828       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

829       bl_firstlayer(i)=4.00E-05; 

830       n_layers(i)=8; 

831       ratio(i)=1.1; 

832        

833       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

834           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

835       end 

836       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

837       body_res(i)=8.335E-05; 

838       

839   end 

840    

841   new_ids = [3981   4357]; 

842    

843   for i_sub = 1:length(new_ids) 

844       i=i+1; 

845       bl_name{i}=sprintf('Electrode  BL Far  %d',i_sub); 

846       bl_ID(i)=new_ids(i_sub); 

847       bl_firstlayer(i)=2E-04; 

848       n_layers(i)=1; 

849       ratio(i)=1.69; 

850        

851       for i_bl = 1:n_layers(i) 

852           layer(i,i_bl)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(((ratio(i)))^(i_bl-1)); 

853       end 

854       bl_size(i) = sum(layer(i,:)); 

855       body_res(i)=1.66E-04; 

856   end 

857   %% 

858    

859    

860   % for kk =1:n_layers 

861   % bl_nth_layer(i,kk)=bl_firstlayer(i)*(1.2^(kk-1)); 

862   % end 

863   % bl_size(i)=sum(bl_nth_layer(i,:)); 

864    

865   %bl_firstlayer=bl_firstlayer*Factor; 

866   body_res=body_res*Factor; % HOW DOES THIS AFFECT THE BROKEN UR SYSTEM? (Does UR change the 

tangential length?) 

867    

868    

869   for i=1:length(bl_name) 

870       fprintf(file_id,'# %s\n',char(bl_name{i})); 

871       fprintf(file_id,'2 %d 1 1 0 0 %1.4E %1.4E %d %d 0 

0\n',bl_ID(i),bl_firstlayer(i),bl_size(i),n_layers(i),prism(i)); 

872       fprintf(file_id,'%1.4E \n',body_res(i)); 

873       fprintf(file_id,'\n'); 

874   end 

875    

876   %% Making Annuli 

877   % ntypes = 4; 

878   % ncyl = 24; 

879   % circlefrac = 1; % fraction of circle for annulus 

880   % 

881   % truecent = [0.0 6.50E-04 -0.02;0.0 6.50E-04 -0.01;0.0 6.50E-04 -0.02;0.0 6.50E-04 -0.01]; 

882   % truerad = [0.00017 0.00017 0.00025 0.00025]; 

883   % resolution = [2.0782E-05 2.0782E-05 1.0391E-05 1.0391E-05]; 

884   % cylrad = [7.0E-05 7.0E-05 5.0E-05 5.0E-05]; 

885   % cyl_halflength = [3.0E-04 3.0E-04 3.0E-04 3.0E-04]; 

886   % 

887   % for j = 1:ntypes 

888   %     fprintf(file_id,'# Annulus %d \n',j); 

889   %     for i=1:ncyl 

890   %         angle(i) = (i-1)*(((2*circlefrac)*pi())/ncyl); 

891   % 

892   %         % x-axis 

893   % 
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894   %         %         cent(i,1) = truecent(j,1); 

895   %         %         cent(i,2) = truecent(j,2)+ cos(angle(i))*truerad(j); 

896   %         %         cent(i,3) = truecent(j,3) + sin(angle(i))*truerad(j); 

897   % 

898   %         %y-axis 

899   % 

900   %         cent(i,1) = truecent(j,1) + sin(angle(i))*truerad(j); 

901   %         cent(i,2) = truecent(j,2); 

902   %         cent(i,3) = truecent(j,3) + cos(angle(i))*truerad(j); 

903   %         fprintf(file_id,'# Cylinder %d \n',i); 

904   %         fprintf(file_id,'-1 3 1 %1.1E %1.1E %1.4E %1.2E %1.4E 0 1 

0\n',cylrad(j),cyl_halflength(j),cent(i,1),cent(i,2),cent(i,3)); 

905   %         fprintf(file_id,'%1.4E \n',resolution(j)); 

906   %         fprintf(file_id,'\n'); 

907   %     end 

908   % end 

909   % 

910   % fclose(file_id); 

 

C.2 Mesh Size Estimation Script 

1     %% Let's Go 

2     clear all 

3      

4     %% Read everything in 

5     BL_elements = 2E6; %  

6     fudgefactor=0.44; % systematic error in calculation due to domain void 

7      

8      

9     filename = 'Theta_650M_Simple_Attributes.inp'; 

10    C = textread(filename, '%s','delimiter', '\n'); 

11     

12    BaseMesh = str2double(C{4}); 

13    j = 0; 

14     

15    %BaseMesh=0.02 

16    % Collect Data Line (ignoring comments, spaces) 

17     

18    for i = 5:length(C) 

19         

20        current_row = sscanf(C{i},'%f'); 

21        if ~isempty(current_row) 

22            j = j+1; 

23            for k = 1:length(current_row) 

24                D(j,k) = current_row(k); 

25            end 

26        end 

27    end 

28     

29    n_att =(size(D,1)/2); 

30    %row_info = NaN(length(C),15); 

31     

32    for i = 1:n_att 

33        row_mesh(i) = D(2*i); 

34        refine_level(i) = round(log2(BaseMesh/row_mesh(i)),0); 

35    end 

36     

37    row_mesh = row_mesh'; 

38     

39    for i = 1:(size(D,1)/2) 

40        row_info(i,:) = D(2*i-1,:); 

41       

42    end 

43     

44    for i = 1:size(row_info,1) 

45         

46        if row_info(i,1) == -1 && row_info(i,2) == 3 
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47            if row_info(i,3) == 1 %Cylindrical Refinement 

48                flag(i) = 1; %Cylindrical Refinement Flag 

49                radius(i) = row_info(i,4); 

50                half_length(i)  = row_info(i,5); 

51                xcentre(i) = row_info(i,6); 

52                ycentre(i) = row_info(i,7); 

53                zcentre(i) = row_info(i,8); 

54                orientx(i) = row_info(i,9); 

55                orienty(i) = row_info(i,10); 

56                orientz(i) = row_info(i,11); 

57                 

58            elseif row_info(i,3) == 2 %Rectangular Refinement 

59                flag(i) = 2; %Rectangular Refinement Flag 

60                xcentre(i) = row_info(i,4); 

61                ycentre(i) = row_info(i,5); 

62                zcentre(i) = row_info(i,6); 

63                halfx(i) = row_info(i,7); 

64                halfy(i) = row_info(i,11); 

65                halfz(i) = row_info(i,15); 

66                 

67            end 

68        elseif row_info(i,1) == 2 %Boundary Layer 

69            flag(i) = 3; %Boundary Layer Flag 

70            first_layer(i) = row_info(i,7); 

71            total_layer_length(i) = row_info(i,8); 

72            nlayers(i) = row_info(i,9); 

73        end 

74         

75    end 

76     

77    %row_info(:,16) = row_mesh(:); 

78     

79    %% Count The Tets 

80     

81     

82    % Use percentages to track in domain/outdomain (not point for point) 

83    % Still need a general outdomain coord... 

84     

85    % Workflow 

86     

87    % Set region boundary points 

88    % figure out cases for overlap with out domain 

89    % add/subtract as needed 

90     

91    %% Test Section 

92    %  

93    % %Nozzle 1 R6 

94    % delt = row_mesh(2); 

95    %  

96    % %orient = y 

97    % centre = [xcentre(2) ycentre(2) zcentre(2)]; 

98    % rad = radius(2); 

99    % halflength = half_length(2); 

100   %  

101   % steps=(rad/delt); 

102   %  

103   % start_circ_cent =  centre - [0 halflength 0]; 

104   % % Middle line 

105   % mid_top = start_circ_cent + [rad 0 0]; 

106   % mid_bot = start_circ_cent - [rad 0 0]; 

107   %  

108   % % March right 

109   % k = 1; 

110   % xtop(k,:) = start_circ_cent + [rad 0 0];  

111   % xbot(k,:) = start_circ_cent - [rad 0 0]; 

112   % for i = 1:floor(steps) 

113   %     march = i*delt; 

114   %     theta = asin(march/rad); 

115   %     diff = rad*(1-cos(theta)); 

116   %     k = k+1; 
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117   %     xtop(k,:) = start_circ_cent + [rad 0 march*i] - [diff 0 0];  

118   %     xbot(k,:) = start_circ_cent - [rad 0 march*i] + [diff 0 0]; 

119   % end 

120   %      

121   % % March left 

122   %  

123   % for i = 1:floor(steps) 

124   %     march = i*delt; 

125   %     theta = asin(march/rad); 

126   %     diff = rad*(1-cos(theta)); 

127   %     k = k+1; 

128   %     xtop(k,:) = start_circ_cent + [rad 0 -march*i] - [diff 0 0];  

129   %     xbot(k,:) = start_circ_cent - [rad 0 -march*i] + [diff 0 0]; 

130   % end 

131   % clear fill 

132   % for i = 1:length(xtop) 

133   %    % fill(i,:) = linspace(xbot(i,1),xtop(i,1),round((xtop(i,1)-xbot(i,1))/delt,0)); 

134   % end 

135   % %points = 0; 

136   %  

137   % %vol = ; 

138    

139   %% Hard-Coded Estimates 

140    

141   Target = 1251; % Base 1197.54   

142   Target = 107770; % With R6 105050.653425126 

143   Target = 298169; % With R5 246401.879823845 

144   Target = 897556; % With R4 784040.209055812 

145   Target = 2791959; % With R3 2841090.38086023 

146   Target = 507450; % With R2 434999.860184008 

147   Target = 85387; % With R1 38368.5253914498 

148   Target = 3713697; % With All 4450126.32123226 

149    

150   Target = 10158784; % With BL 

151   %% 

152   % Units = m (for clarity, sanity, and maintanence of standards) 

153   domainX = 0.06391; 

154   domainY = 0.08073; 

155   %domainX = 0.300; 

156   %domainY = 0.200; 

157   domainZ = 0.09061; 

158    

159   domain_Vol = domainX*domainY*domainZ; 

160    

161   %Base Mesh 

162    

163   BaseTet_Vol = (BaseMesh^3)/(6*sqrt(2)); 

164   n_basetets = domain_Vol/BaseTet_Vol; 

165   extra_counts = 0; 

166   %Refinements 

167   %% 

168    

169   for i = 1:size(row_info,1) 

170        

171        

172       if flag(i) == 1 

173          

174           %Cylindrical Refinements 

175           tet_vol(i) = ((row_mesh(i))^3)/(6*sqrt(2)); 

176           ref_vol(i) = pi()*((radius(i))^2)*(half_length(i))*2; 

177            

178            

179            

180            

181           for j = 1:refine_level 

182               factor(j) = 8^j; 

183               extra_counts(j) = ref_vol(i)/((factor(j))*tet_vol(i)); 

184           end 

185            

186           n_vol_contrib(i) = ref_vol(i)/tet_vol(i) - sum(extra_counts); 
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187            

188            

189           if orientx(i) == 1 

190                

191           elseif orienty(i) == 1 

192                                   

193           elseif orientz(i) == 1 

194                

195           end 

196            

197       elseif flag(i) == 2 

198           %Rectangular Refinements 

199           tet_vol(i) = ((row_mesh(i))^3)/(6*sqrt(2)); 

200           ref_vol(i) = halfx(i)*halfy(i)*halfz(i)*8; 

201            

202            

203            

204            

205           for j = 1:refine_level 

206               factor(j) = 8^j; 

207               extra_counts(j) = ref_vol(i)/((factor(j))*tet_vol(i)); 

208           end 

209            

210           n_vol_contrib(i) = ref_vol(i)/tet_vol(i) - sum(extra_counts); 

211            

212       elseif flag(i) == 3 

213           %Boundary Layers 

214            

215            

216       end 

217        

218   end 

219    

220   for i = 1:length(n_vol_contrib) 

221       percent(i) = n_vol_contrib(i)/(sum(n_vol_contrib)); 

222   end 

223    

224   figure(1) 

225   plot(percent,'-o') 

226   ylabel('percentage') 

227    

228   Accuracy = sum(n_vol_contrib)/Target; 

229   format long g 

230    

231   %pre_rescale=sum(n_vol_contrib) 

232   n_elements_estimated=sum(n_vol_contrib)*fudgefactor + BL_elements 

233    

234    

235    

236   n_vol_contrib = n_vol_contrib*fudgefactor; 

237    

238   figure(2) 

239   plot(n_vol_contrib,'-o') 

240   ylabel('number of elements') 

 

C.3 Reading in data from PHASTA output files 

1     clearvars 

2     %% What's in the phasta output files? 

3     % {0 1} For the fluid advection step {0 1}: 

4     % 1st Number = Timestep Number 

5     % 2nd Number = Timestep Size (s) 

6     % 3rd Number = Simulation Time (s) 

7     % 4th Number = Wall clock time (s) 

8     % 5th Number = Total residual 

9     % 6th Number = Log10 of residual reduction * 10 (-10 means 1 order of magnitude lower than 

initial; +30 means severe divergence) 
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10    % 7th Number = Maximum local change in velocity [m/s] 

11    % 8th Number = Maximum local change in pressure [Pa] 

12    % 9th Number = Element number for the maximum residual 

13    % 10th Number = Partition (or rank) number where this is observed 

14    % 11th Number = Log10 estimate of maximum to total residual ratio * 10 (20 means the ratio 

is 100; 10 means the ratio is 10) 

15    % 12th Number = Krylov vectors for the continuity equation 

16    % 13th Number = Krylov vectors for the momentum equation 

17    % 14th Number = Maximum CFL number in the domain 

18    % 15th Number = Element number on the master rank where the maximum CFL is observed (this 

number is not very helpful) 

19     

20    % {10 11} For the moving interface line {10 11}: 

21    % 1st Number = Timestep Number 

22    % 2nd Number = Timestep Size (s) 

23    % 3rd Number = Simulation Time (s) 

24    % 4th Number = Wall clock time (s) 

25    % 5th Number = ??? Total residual after advection??? 

26    % 6th Number = ??? [another residual?] OR Maximum local change in velocity [m/s]??? 

27    % 7th Number = Number of Krylov Vectors 

28    % 8th Number = ?? Some Interface CFL ?? 

29    % 9th Number = Element number where this occurs 

30     

31    % {20 21} For the moving interface line {20 21}: 

32    % 1st Number = Timestep Number 

33    % 2nd Number = Timestep Size (s) 

34    % 3rd Number = Simulation Time (s) 

35    % 4th Number = Wall clock time (s) 

36    % 5th Number = ??? Total residual after redistance??? 

37    % 6th Number = ??? [another residual?] OR Maximum local change in velocity [m/s]??? 

38    % 7th Number = Number of Krylov Vectors 

39    % 8th Number = Max redistancing CFL 

40    % 9th Number = Element number where this occurs 

41     

42    %% Revolution 

43     

44    % Categorize lines & find a way to flag said line (e.g. max value, key word in the string) 

45    % Use a massive if statement to filter by flags and treat lines accordingly 

46    % Use the replace function to get rid of predictable trash 

47    % newStr = replace(str,oldtext,newtext) 

48     

50     

51    %% 

52    jobID=42289; 

53    n_redist=25; %number of redistancing iterations 

54    flow=2; %number of flow lines {0 1} 

55    advect=2; %number of advect lines {10 11} 

56    n_extra_lines = 3; %number of extra lines after printed ish (exceeded max; redistance 

converged; void fraction;) 

57    n_per_step = flow+advect+n_redist+1; %number of lines in output per timestep (seems to be 1 

extra redist line) 

58    numstart = 500; % starting timestep 

59    voidretrieve = 0  ; % Option to retrieve void fractions from output 

60     

61     

62    n_lead = 31; % number of leading lines of data 

63     

64    filename = char({['phasta.qsub.o',num2str(jobID)]}) ; %phasta output filename 

65     

66    C = textread(filename, '%s','delimiter', '\n'); %copy data line by line into cells 

67     

68    ij=0; 

69    iv=0; 

70    store_output=zeros(length(C),15); 

71     

72    for i = n_lead+1:length(C) 

73         

74        temp0 = C{i}; 

75        if contains(temp0,'<') 

76        % 0 1     
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77             

78            place = strfind(temp0,'<'); 

79            temp_start = temp0(1:place-1); 

80            temp_end = temp0(place:end); 

81             

82            get_rid_of = [">","<","[","]","|","-"]; 

83             

84            for j = 1:length(get_rid_of) 

85                temp_end = replace(temp_end,get_rid_of(j),''); 

86            end 

87             

88            temp1 = str2num([temp_start temp_end]); 

89        else 

90        % 10 11 or 20 21 

91            temp1 = str2num(C{i}); 

92             

93        end 

94            

95        if mod(i-n_lead-1,n_per_step+3) == 0 && i>(n_lead + flow + advect) 

96            ts_digits = length(mat2str(store_output(i,1))); 

97            %ts_digits = 3; 

98            iv= iv+1; 

99            D = C{i-1}; 

100           if voidretrieve == 1 

101           void_out(iv) = str2num(D(19+ts_digits:31+ts_digits)); 

102           end 

103       end 

104        

105       if ~isempty(temp1) 

106           ij = ij+1; 

107           for k = 1:length(temp1) 

108               store_output(ij,k) = temp1(k); 

109           end 

110       end 

111        

112   end 

113    

114   %store = store(1:j,:); 

115   %% 

116   int = 1; %interval length (#timesteps) for averaging (alpha stage) 

117   n_int = (1/int)*floor((size(store_output,1)-n_lead)/(n_per_step+n_extra_lines)); 

118   newstep = n_per_step*int; %super step size, if averaging 

119    

120   sim_t = 0; %Start simulation time at 0 

121    

122   for i = 1:n_int 

123       t_int(i) = numstart+i*int; % 1 timestep number 

124       t_int(i) = store_output(1+newstep*i,1); % 1 timestep number 

125       delta_t(i) = store_output(1+newstep*i,2); % 2 timestep size 

126       sim_t(i) = store_output(1+newstep*i,3); % 3 simulation time 

127       wall_t(i) = store_output(1+newstep*i,4); % 4 wall clock time 

128       if i > 1 

129       wall_t_int(i) = store_output(1+newstep*i,4)- store_output(1+newstep*(i-1),4); % wall 

clock time for step 

130       elseif i ==1 

131       wall_t_int(i) = store_output(1+newstep*i,4); 

132       end 

133       krylov(i) = store_output(1+newstep*i,13); % 13 momentum krylov vectors 

134       elapsed_time(i) = sum(sim_t); 

135       if voidretrieve == 1 

136       void_calc(i) = void_out(1)+ elapsed_time(i)*0.026859533; %last number is from excel 

math - expected void growth rate 

137       end 

138       approx_delta_t(i) = store_output(newstep*i+1,3)-store_output(newstep*(i-1)+1,3); 

139       delta_redist(i) = store_output(newstep*i,4)-store_output(newstep*(i-1)+4,4); 

140       krylov_redist(i) = sum(store_output(newstep*(i-1)+4:newstep*i,7)/(n_redist+1)); 

141   end 

142   %% 

143   %plot(t_int,delta_ts/int,'-b') 

144   if voidretrieve == 1 
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145   plot(t_int,void_out,'-b',t_int,void_calc,'--r') 

146   end 

147   %xlabel('Timestep Number') 

148   %ylabel('Void Fraction [%]') 

149    

150   OutOut(:,1) = [t_int]; 

151   %OutOut(:,2) = [void_calc]; 

152   %OutOut(:,3) = [void_out]; 

153   OutOut(:,4) = [elapsed_time]; 

154   %% 

155   %plot(t,delta_redist,'^b','MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerSize',4) 

156    

157   %plot(t_int,krylov,'-b',t_int,wall_t,'--r') 

158    

159   figure(2) 

160   plot(krylov,wall_t_int,'^r') 

161   %% 

162   ts_digits = 5; 

163   D= C{64}; 

164   E = str2num(D(19+ts_digits:31+ts_digits)); 

 

C.4 Experimental Data Processing 

 

C.4.1 Reading in Experimental Data 

 
1     %% Code to read in experimental data pre-processed by Nick/JT 

2      

3     clearvars 

4      

5     %nfiles = 24; 

6     nfiles = 40; 

7     B = []; 

8     G = []; 

9     for i = 1:nfiles 

10       name = strjoin({'data_',num2str(i),'.xlsx'},''); 

11      %  name = strjoin({'data_',num2str(i),'.csv'},''); 

12        A = readmatrix(name); 

13        for ifix = 1:round(size(A,1)/2) 

14            A(ifix,1)=-A(ifix,1); 

15        end 

16        B = vertcat(B,A); 

17        temp_ypos = A(:,2); 

18         

19        C = sortrows(A,1); 

20        clear D 

21        for ia = 1:size(C,1) 

22            

23               D(ia,1) = find_nozzle(C(ia,1)); % nozzle ID 

24               D(ia,2) = C(ia,1); % x 

25               D(ia,3) = C(ia,2); % y 

26               D(ia,7) = (sqrt(C(ia,3)./C(ia,4))).^(1/3); % cf (for corrected D_eq) 

27               D(ia,4) = C(ia,8); % D_eq (shady) 

28               D(ia,5) = 2*sqrt(C(ia,6)/pi()); % D_eq (simple) 

29               D(ia,6) = D(ia,5)*D(ia,7); % D_eq (corrected) 

30        end 

31         

32        E = sortrows(D,[1 3]); 

33        F = E; 

34        TF = F(:,4)  < 3 ; % exclude small bubbles (bugs) 

35        F(TF,:) = [] ; 

36        TF = F(:,4)  > 5.5 ; % exclude large bubbles (coalescense) 
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37        F(TF,:) = [] ; 

38        TF = F(:,3)  < 4.5 ; % exclude early bubbles (unformed) 

39        F(TF,:) = [] ; 

40        TF = F(:,3)  > 30 ; % exclude late bubbles (bad data) 

41        F(TF,:) = [] ; 

42         

43        TF = F(:,1)  < 0.5 ; % exclude anomolous bubbles based on nozzle ID (way off-center) 

44        F(TF,:) = [] ; 

45         

46        G = vertcat(G,bubbledist(F)); 

47         

48    end 

49     

50    G = sortrows(G,[2 3]); 

51     

52    data = B; 

53    xpos(:) = data(:,1); 

54    ypos(:) = data(:,2); 

55    a_major(:) = data(:,3); 

56    b_minor(:) = data(:,4); 

57    Area_Measured = data(:,5); 

58    Area_Calculated = data(:,6); 

59    Volume_Calculated = data(:,7); 

60    D_eq_Calculated = data(:,8); 

61    Ellipse_deviation = data(:,9); 

62    eccentricity = data(:,10); 

63    angle = data(:,11); 

64    simple_Deq=2*sqrt(Area_Calculated/pi()); 

65    cf = (sqrt(a_major./b_minor)).^(1/3); 

66    corrected_Deq = simple_Deq.*cf'; 

67     

68     

69    % plot(ypos,Area_Measured,'r^',ypos,Area_Calculated,'ob') 

70    %  

71    % ylabel('Area [mm^2]','fontweight','bold') 

72    % xlabel('Distance from Nozzle [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

73    % set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on') 

74    % set(gca,'ticklength',2*get(gca,'ticklength')) 

75    % legend('Measured Area','Calculated Area (\pi*a*b)') 

76    % legend('location','best') 

77    %% Plotting 

78     

79    colorX = [0 1 1; 0 0.5 1; 0.5 0.5 1;0 0 1; 0 0 0.6]; %blues 

80     

81    colorZ = (1/256)*[100 252 223; 108 197 81;0 173 156; 9 129 74; 71 98 79]; %greens (can add 

0 1 0 between 1&3) 

82     

83    colorY = (1/256)*[255 205 46; 255 119 1; 256 0 0; 204 34 0; 132 2 0] ; %yellows and reds 

84     

85    colorK = [0.8 0.8 0.8; 0.65 0.65 0.65; 0.5 0.5 0.5;0.3 0.3 0.3; 0.1 0.1 0.1]; %blacks 

86     

87    linestyles(1) = {'-.'}; 

88    linestyles(2) = {':'}; 

89    linestyles(3) = {'--'}; 

90    %    'LineStyle',cell2mat(linestyles(mod(in,3)+1)) 

91     

92    markers(1) = {'h'}; 

93    markers(2) = {'o'}; 

94    markers(3) = {'^'}; 

95    markers(4) = {'d'}; 

96    markers(5) = {'p'}; 

97     

98    figure(1) 

99    

plot(ypos,D_eq_Calculated,'color',colorY(3,:),'LineStyle','none','MarkerFaceColor',colorY(3,:),'M

arker',cell2mat(markers(1))); 

100   hold on 

101   

plot(ypos,simple_Deq,'color',colorX(4,:),'LineStyle','none','MarkerFaceColor',colorX(4,:),'Marker

',cell2mat(markers(3))); 
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102   

plot(ypos,corrected_Deq,'color',colorZ(2,:),'LineStyle','none','MarkerFaceColor',colorZ(2,:),'Mar

ker',cell2mat(markers(2))); 

103    

104   legend('Complex D_{eq} (Nick''s Version)','Area-Based D_{eq}','Corrected D_{eq}' ) 

105    

106   ylabel('Equivalant Diameter [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

107   xlabel('Distance from Nozzle [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

108    

109   set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on') 

110   set(gca,'ticklength',2*get(gca,'ticklength')) 

111   %set(findall(gcf,'-property','FontSize'),'FontSize',15) 

112    

113   legend('location','best') 

114   title('Flow Rate = 500 mL/min, 0.5mm orifices') 

115    

116   figure(2) 

117   title('Flow Rate = 500 mL/min, 0.5mm orifices') 

118   

plot(xpos,corrected_Deq,'color',colorK(5,:),'LineStyle','none','MarkerFaceColor',colorK(5,:),'Mar

ker',cell2mat(markers(4))); 

119   ylabel('Equivalant Diameter [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

120   xlabel('Distance Along Nozzle [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

121   set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on') 

122   set(gca,'ticklength',2*get(gca,'ticklength')) 

123   %% Profiting 

124    

125   TF = data(:,2)  < 5.5 ;   % for which rows is column 2 smaller than 5.5  

126   data(TF,:) = [] ;  % remove those rows 

127    

128   TF = data(:,2)  > 14.5 ;   % for which rows is column 2 larger than 19.5  

129   data(TF,:) = [] ;  % remove those rows 

130    

131   clear xpos ypos a_major b_minor Area_Calculated Area_Measured Volume_Calculated 

D_eq_Calculated Ellipse_deviation  

132   clear eccentricity angle simple_Deq cf corrected_Deq 

133    

134   xpos(:) = data(:,1); 

135   ypos(:) = data(:,2); 

136   a_major(:) = data(:,3); 

137   b_minor(:) = data(:,4); 

138   Area_Measured = data(:,5); 

139   Area_Calculated = data(:,6); 

140   Volume_Calculated = data(:,7); 

141   D_eq_Calculated = data(:,8); 

142   Ellipse_deviation = data(:,9); 

143   eccentricity = data(:,10); 

144   angle = data(:,11); 

145   simple_Deq=2*sqrt(Area_Calculated/pi()); 

146   cf = (sqrt(a_major./b_minor)).^(1/3); 

147   corrected_Deq = simple_Deq.*cf'; 

148    

149   %% Plotting the profit 

150    

151   figure(4) 

152    

153   

plot(ypos,D_eq_Calculated,'color',colorY(3,:),'LineStyle','none','MarkerFaceColor',colorY(3,:),'M

arker',cell2mat(markers(1))); 

154   hold on 

155   

plot(ypos,simple_Deq,'color',colorX(4,:),'LineStyle','none','MarkerFaceColor',colorX(4,:),'Marker

',cell2mat(markers(3))); 

156   

plot(ypos,corrected_Deq,'color',colorZ(2,:),'LineStyle','none','MarkerFaceColor',colorZ(2,:),'Mar

ker',cell2mat(markers(2))); 

157    

158   legend('Complex D_{eq} (Nick''s Version)','Area-Based D_{eq}','Corrected D_{eq}' ) 

159    

160   ylabel('Equivalant Diameter [mm]','fontweight','bold') 
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161   xlabel('Distance from Nozzle [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

162    

163   set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on') 

164   set(gca,'ticklength',2*get(gca,'ticklength')) 

165   %set(findall(gcf,'-property','FontSize'),'FontSize',15) 

166    

167   legend('location','best') 

168   title('Flow Rate = 500 mL/min, 0.5mm orifices') 

169    

170   figure(5) 

171   title('Flow Rate = 500 mL/min, 0.5mm orifices') 

172   

plot(xpos,corrected_Deq,'color',colorK(5,:),'LineStyle','none','MarkerFaceColor',colorK(5,:),'Mar

ker',cell2mat(markers(4))); 

173   ylabel('Equivalant Diameter [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

174   xlabel('Distance Along Nozzle [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

175   set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on') 

176   set(gca,'ticklength',2*get(gca,'ticklength')) 

177    

178   function out1 = find_nozzle(xpos) 

179    

180       if xpos < -17 && xpos > -23 

181           out1 = 1;       

182       elseif xpos < -7 && xpos > -13 

183           out1 = 2;   

184       elseif xpos < 3 && xpos > -3 

185           out1 = 3;   

186       elseif xpos < 13 && xpos > 7 

187           out1 = 4;   

188       elseif xpos < 23 && xpos > 17 

189           out1 = 5;           

190       else  

191           out1 = 0; 

192       end 

193        

194   end 

195    

196   function out2 = bubbledist(array) 

197    

198   nozzles = unique(array(:,1)); 

199   nozzle_freq = histc(array(:,1), nozzles); 

200   flags = cumsum(nozzle_freq)-nozzle_freq+1; 

201   ic = 0; 

202    

203   for i = 1:size(array,1) 

204        

205       if ismember(i,flags) 

206           if nozzle_freq(nozzles==array(i,1)) > 2 

207                

208               ic = ic+1; 

209               ilocal = 1; 

210               out2(ic,1) = array(i+1,3)-array(i,3); 

211               out2(ic,2) = array(i,1); 

212               out2(ic,3) = ilocal; 

213               out2(ic,4)=array(i,6); % Lower Bubble D_eq  

214               out2(ic,5) = array(i,3); 

215               out2(ic,6) = array(i,2); % Lower Bubble x Position 

216                

217               for j = 2:nozzle_freq(nozzles==array(i,1))-1 

218                   ic = ic +1; 

219                   ilocal = j; 

220                   out2(ic,1) = array(i+j,3)-array(i+j-1,3); 

221                   out2(ic,2) = array(i,1); 

222                   out2(ic,3) = ilocal; 

223                   out2(ic,4)=array(i+j-1,6); % Lower Bubble D_eq 

224                   out2(ic,5) = array(i+j-1,3); 

225                   out2(ic,6) = array(i+j-1,2); % Lower Bubble x Position 

226               end 

227                

228                
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229           elseif nozzle_freq(nozzles==array(i,1)) == 2 

230               ic = ic+1; 

231               ilocal = 1; 

232               out2(ic,1) = array(i+1,3)-array(i,3); % Bubble Distance 

233               out2(ic,2) = array(i,1); % Nozzle ID 

234               out2(ic,3) = ilocal; % Bubble ID within Nozzle 

235               %out2(ic,4) = mean([array(i+1,7),array(i,7)]); % Avg Bubble D_eq 

236               out2(ic,4)=array(i,6); % Lower Bubble D_eq  

237               out2(ic,5) = array(i,3); % Lower Bubble y Position   

238               out2(ic,6) = array(i,2); % Lower Bubble x Position   

239           end 

240       end 

241        

242   end 

243    

244   end 

 

C.4.2 Using Summary Statistics to Seed Bubbles 

1     %% Script to generate reasonable bubble.inp files from experimental data 

2      

3     figure(7) 

4     title('Flow Rate = 500 mL/min, 0.5mm orifices') 

5     

plot(G(:,3),G(:,1),'color',colorK(5,:),'LineStyle','none','MarkerFaceColor',colorK(5,:),'Marker',

cell2mat(markers(4))); 

6     ylabel('Bubble to Bubble Distance [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

7     %xlabel('First Bubble Distance from Nozzle [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

8     xlabel('nth Bubble from Nozzle [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

9     set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on') 

10    set(gca,'ticklength',2*get(gca,'ticklength')) 

11     

12    figure(8) 

13    

plot(G(:,5),G(:,4),'color',colorK(5,:),'LineStyle','none','MarkerFaceColor',colorK(5,:),'Marker',

cell2mat(markers(4))); 

14    ylabel('Equivalent Diameter [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

15    %xlabel('First Bubble Distance from Nozzle [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

16    xlabel('Distance from Nozzle [mm]','fontweight','bold') 

17    set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on') 

18    set(gca,'ticklength',2*get(gca,'ticklength')) 

19     

20     

21    %        out2(ic,1) = array(i+1,3)-array(i,3); % Bubble to Bubble Distance 

22    %             out2(ic,2) = array(i,1); % Nozzle ID 

23    %             out2(ic,3) = ilocal; % Bubble ID within Nozzle 

24    %             out2(ic,4) = mean([array(i+1,4),array(i,4)]); % Avg Bubble D_eq 

25    %             out2(ic,5) = array(i,3); % Lower Bubble y Position   

26    %             out2(ic,6) = array(i,2); % Lower Bubble x Position 

27    %% 

28     

29     

30    clear storegroup igroup  

31    TF = G(:,3)  > 3.5 ; % exclude anomolous bubbles (way off-center) 

32        G(TF,:) = [] ; 

33    TF = G(:,1)  > 9.5 ; % exclude anomolous distances (too far apart) 

34        G(TF,:) = [] ; 

35         

36    igroup = 1; 

37     

38    startvar = [1,1]; 

39    currentvar = [1,1]; 

40    storegroup(1,:) = currentvar; 

41    for i = 1:size(G,1) 

42         

43        currentvar = [G(i,2),G(i,3)]; 

44        if isequal(startvar,currentvar) 
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45             

46        else 

47            storegroup(igroup+1,:) = [currentvar]; 

48            igroup = igroup+1; 

49        end 

50         

51        H(i,1) = igroup; 

52        H(i,2) = G(i,6)/1000; % x 

53        H(i,3) = G(i,5)/1000; % y 

54        H(i,4) = (G(i,6))/1000; % z 

55        H(i,5) = G(i,4)/2000; % D_eq 

56        H(i,6) = G(i,1)/1000; % Distance_to_next 

57         

58        startvar = currentvar; 

59    end 

60     

61     

62    UNQ = unique(storegroup(:,1)); 

63    FRQ = histc(storegroup(:,1), UNQ); 

64    FLGS = cumsum(FRQ)-FRQ+1; 

65    % 

66     

67    P_means=splitapply(@mean,H,findgroups(H(:,1))); 

68    P_std=splitapply(@std,H,findgroups(H(:,1))); 

69     

70    %% 

71     

72    %% Based on Data 

73    z_base = [-0.02 -0.01 0 0.01 0.02]; 

74    for i=1:length(P_means) 

75         

76             

77             

78            x_set_(i) = normrnd(0,2*P_std(i,2)); 

79            y_set_(i) = normrnd(P_means(i,3),P_std(i,3)); 

80            z_set_(i) = normrnd(P_means(i,4),P_std(i,4)); 

81            D_set_(i) = normrnd(P_means(i,5),P_std(i,5)); 

82         

83    end 

84     

85    figure(3) 

86    plot3(x_set_,z_set_,y_set_,'ob') 

87    grid on 

88    hold on 

89     

90    xlim([-0.025 0.025]) 

91    ylim([-0.025 0.025]) 

92     

93    %% Power Hybrid 

94    ncols = 5; 

95    nrows =3; 

96    clear y_base y_set_ 

97    for i = 1:length(FLGS) 

98    y_base(i) = normrnd(P_means(FLGS(i),3),P_std(FLGS(i),3)); 

99    end 

100    

101   nc = 0; 

102    

103    

104   for i=1:nrows 

105       for j = 1:ncols 

106          

107           nc = nc +1; 

108           if i == 1 

109           y_set_(nc) = y_base(j); 

110           elseif i == 2 

111           y_set_(nc) = y_base(j) + normrnd(P_means(FLGS(i-1),6),P_std(FLGS(i-1),6)); 

112           elseif i ==3  

113           y_set_(nc) = y_base(j) + normrnd(P_means(FLGS(i-1),6),P_std(FLGS(i-1),6)) + 

normrnd(P_means(FLGS(i-2),6),P_std(FLGS(i-2),6)); 
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114                

115           end 

116           temp(i,j) = y_set_(nc); 

117       end 

118   end 

119    

120    

121   temp = temp'; 

122   nc = 0; 

123   for i=1:ncols 

124       for j = 1:nrows 

125           nc = nc +1; 

126         y_set_(nc)=temp(i,j); 

127       end 

128   end 

129    

130   %x_set_(15) =[]; 

131   %y_set_(15) =[]; 

132   %z_set_(15) =[]; 

133    

134   y_set_ = y_set_ - 0.028; 

135   % 

136   figure(3) 

137   plot3(x_set_,z_set_,y_set_,'or') 

138   grid on 

139    

140    

141   xlim([-0.025 0.025]) 

142   ylim([-0.025 0.025]) 

143   zlim([-0.030 0]) 

144    

145    

146   %% Just doing it randomly 

147   ncols = 5; 

148   nrows =3; 

149    

150   x_base = [0 0 0 0 0];  

151   y_base = [0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007]; 

152   z_base = [-0.02 -0.01 0 0.01 0.02]; 

153    

154   nc = 0; 

155    

156   for i=1:nrows 

157       for j = 1:ncols 

158            

159           nc = nc +1; 

160           x_set_(nc) = x_base(j) + normrnd(0,0.001);  

161           y_set_(nc) = y_base(j) + 0.01*(i-1) + normrnd(0,0.001); 

162           z_set_(nc) = z_base(j) + normrnd(0,0.001); 

163            

164       end 

165   end 

166    

167   plot3(x_set_,z_set_,y_set_,'o') 

168   grid on 

169    

170    

171   xlim([-0.025 0.025]) 

172   ylim([-0.025 0.025]) 

173    
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C.4.3 Creating an Input Bubble Set for PHASTA 

1     clearvars 

2      

3     % Dummy var 

4     j = 0; 

5     %Specify bubble parameters 

6      

7     r_max = (1/16)*25.4*(1/2)*(1e-3); 

8     pipe_rad = 0.5e-3; %m - x 

9     set_r = 0.75e-3; %m (bubble radius) - r 

10     

11    pipe_start = -25e-3; 

12    pipe_end = 25e-3;  

13    pipe_length = pipe_end-pipe_start; %m 

14     

15    max_dist= sqrt(set_r^2 - pipe_rad^2); 

16    num_bubbles = pipe_length/max_dist; 

17     

18    centerz = linspace(pipe_start,pipe_end,ceil(num_bubbles)+1); 

19    %centerz = linspace(pipe_start,pipe_end,101); 

20    bub_rad = set_r; 

21     

22    %Make array 

23    for i= 1:length(centerz) 

24        centerx(i) = 0; 

25        centery(i) = 0; 

26        BubbleID(i)= 0; 

27        radius(i) = bub_rad; 

28    end 

29     

30    %% Bubbles above nozzles 

31     

32    centerz_init= [-0.02,-0.01,0,0.01,0.02]; 

33    nheights = 3; 

34    bub_rad = 0.0025; 

35    centery_init = [0.007, 0.017, 0.027]; 

36     

37    i = 0; 

38    for j = 1:nheights 

39           for ic= 1:length(centerz_init) 

40            i = i+1; 

41            centerx(i) = 0; 

42            centery(i) = centery_init(j); 

43            centerz(i) = centerz_init(ic); 

44            BubbleID(i)= i; 

45            radius(i) = bub_rad; 

46        end 

47    end 

48     

49    %% Assurance of bubbles at nozzles 

50    % for i= length(centerz)+1:length(centerz)+5 

51    %      

52    %     centerx(i) = 0; 

53    %     centery(i) = 0.0005; 

54    %     centerz(i) = -0.02 + 0.01*j; 

55    %     BubbleID(i)= 1; 

56    %     radius(i) = 4e-4; 

57    % %fprintf('%3i',i); 

58    %     j = j+1; 

59    % end 

60     

61    %% Add a free surface 

62    % BubbleID(length(centerz)+1) = 0; 

63    % radius(length(centerz)+1) = 100; 

64    % centerx(length(centerz)+1) = 0; 

65    % centery(length(centerz)+1) = 100.05; 

66    % centerz(length(centerz)+1) = 0; 

67     
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68    %% Print the things 

69     

70    for i= 1:length(D_set_) 

71        centerx(i) = x_set_(i); 

72        centery(i) = y_set_(i); 

73        centerz(i) = z_set_(i); 

74        BubbleID(i)= i; 

75        radius(i) = D_set_(i); 

76    end 

77    filename = 'bubbles.inp'; 

78     

79    file_id = fopen(filename,'w'); 

80     

81    %print away 

82    for i = 1:length(BubbleID) 

83    fprintf(file_id,'%d %1.7f %1.7f 

%1.7f%1.7f\n',BubbleID(i),centerx(i),centery(i),centerz(i),radius(i)); 

84    end 

85     

86    fclose(file_id); 

87     

88    % %% 

89    % BubbleID = [1 2 0]; 

90    % centerx = [0 0 0]; 

91    % centery = [0 0 0]; 

92    % centerz = [0.07 -0.05 100.74]; 

93    % radius = [0.0005]; 

94    %  

95    % filename = 'bubbles.inp'; 

96    %  

97    % file_id = fopen(filename,'w'); 

98    %  

99    % for i = 1:length(BubbleID) 

100   % fprintf(file_id,'%d %1.7f %1.7f %1.7f 

%1.7f\n',BubbleID(i),centerx(i),centery(i),centerz(i),radius(i)); 

101   % end 

102   %  

103   % fclose(file_id); 

 

 

C.5 Bubble Tracking Data Reader 

1     % Code to turn default PHASTA bubble tracking output into meaningful results 

2      

3     %% bubble.n 

4      

5     % Order of variables 

6      

7     %Column  1: Current time step 

8     %Column  2: Bubble ID 

9     %Column  3: bubble average x1 coordinate; x 

10    %Column  4: bubble average x2 coordinate; y 

11    %Column  5: bubble average x3 coordinate; z 

12    %Column  6: bubble equivalent radius (m); 

13    %Column  7: bubble total mass (kg); 

14    %Column  8: bubble deformability factor; 

15    %Column  9: average local liquid velocity in x1 direction; 

16    %Column 10: average local liquid velocity in x2 direction; 

17    %Column 11: average local liquid velocity in x3 direction; 

18    %Column 12: estimated local liquid shear rate; 

19    %Column 13: average bubble velocity in x1 direction; 

20    %Column 14: average bubble velocity in x2 direction; 

21    %Column 15: average bubble velocity in x3 direction; 

22     

23    %% alpha.dat 

24     

25    % Order of variables 
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26    %Column 1: time step; 

27    %Column 2: number of total bubbles; 

28    %Column 3: number of deformed bubbles; 

29    %Column 4: mass control coefficent; 

30    %Column 5: void fraction; 

31    %Column 6: simulation time (s). 

32     

33    %% 

34     

35    clc 

36    clearvars 

37    file_list = struct2cell(dir('bubble.*.dat')); 

38     

39    for i = 1:size(file_list,2) 

40        name(i)=file_list(1,i); % Extract the name from the struct 

41        test=string(name(i)); %Convert it to a string 

42        timestep(i)=str2num(extractBetween(test,'bubble.','.dat')); %Extract the timestep 

number from the name 

43    end 

44     

45    timestep = sort(timestep); 

46     

47    B = []; 

48     

49    for i =1:size(file_list,2) 

50    %for i=2 

51        name = strjoin({'bubble.',num2str(timestep(i)),'.dat'},''); 

52        A = readmatrix(name); 

53         

54        if i < size(file_list,2) 

55            start_cull=find(A(:,1)==(timestep(i+1)+1),1); 

56            if isempty(start_cull) 

57                fprintf('There is potential for missing information at the end of %s \n',name)   

58            else 

59                A = A(1:start_cull-1,:); 

60            end 

61        end 

62         

63        B = vertcat(B,A); %stacked matrix with bubble._.dat data 

64         

65    end 

66     

67    nbub = max(B(:,2)); 

68     

69    for i=1:nbub 

70        bub_indices{i} = find(B(:,2)==i); 

71        C=bub_indices{i}; 

72        D{i,1} = B(C,:); %final per bubble info 

73         

74    end 

75     

76    %% Plotting! 

77     

78    colorX = [0 1 1; 0 0.5 1; 0.5 0.5 1;0 0 1; 0 0 0.6]; %blues 

79     

80    colorZ = (1/256)*[100 252 223; 108 197 81;0 173 156; 9 129 74; 71 98 79]; %greens (can add 

0 1 0 between 1&3) 

81     

82    colorY = (1/256)*[255 205 46; 255 119 1; 256 0 0; 204 34 0; 132 2 0] ; %yellows and reds 

83     

84    colortemp = [colorX; colorZ; colorY]; 

85    colorSET = colortemp; 

86    icount=0; 

87    for i =1:5 

88        for j=1:3 

89            icount = icount +1; 

90            temp(icount) = ((j-1)*5)+i; 

91            colorSET(icount,:)=colortemp(temp(icount),:); 

92        end 

93    end 
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94     

95     

96    % Order of variables 

97     

98    %Column  1: Current time step 

99    %Column  2: Bubble ID 

100   %Column  3: bubble average x1 coordinate; x 

101   %Column  4: bubble average x2 coordinate; y 

102   %Column  5: bubble average x3 coordinate; z 

103   %Column  6: bubble equivalent radius (m); 

104   %Column  7: bubble total mass (kg); 

105   %Column  8: bubble deformability factor; = minLevelSet/r_eq 

106   %Column  9: average local liquid velocity in x1 direction; 

107   %Column 10: average local liquid velocity in x2 direction; 

108   %Column 11: average local liquid velocity in x3 direction; 

109   %Column 12: estimated local liquid shear rate; 

110   %Column 13: average bubble velocity in x1 direction; 

111   %Column 14: average bubble velocity in x2 direction; 

112   %Column 15: average bubble velocity in x3 direction; 

113    

114    

115   %% Plotting  

116    

117   % timesteps{i}= G(:,1); 

118   % xpos{i}= G(:,3); 

119   % ypos{i}= G(:,4); 

120   % zpos{i}= G(:,5); 

121   % r_eq{i}= G(:,6); 

122   % mass{i}= G(:,7); 

123   % deformability{i}= G(:,8); 

124   %  

125   % xvel{i}= G(:,13); 

126   % yvel{i}= G(:,14); 

127   % zvel{i}= G(:,15); 

128    

129   %% X,Y Position 

130    

131   for i = 1:nbub 

132       G=D{i}; 

133       xpos{i}= G(:,3); 

134       ypos{i}= G(:,4); 

135       figure(1) 

136       plot(xpos{i},ypos{i},'.','color',colorSET(i,:)) 

137       hold on 

138   end 

139    

140   ylabel('Y-Position [m]','fontweight','bold') 

141   xlabel('X-Position [m]','fontweight','bold') 

142   %xlim([-5e-3 5e-3]) 

143   ylim([0 0.07]) 

144    

145    

146    

454   %% bubble.0001 - single bubble 

455    

456   % Order of variables 

457    

458   %Column  1: bubble average x1 coordinate; 

459   %Column  2: bubble average x2 coordinate; 

460   %Column  3: bubble average x3 coordinate; 

461   %Column  4: bubble equivalent radius (m); 

462   %Column  5: bubble total mass (kg); 

463   %Column  6: bubble deformability factor; 

464    

465   %Column 11: average bubble velocity in x1 direction; 

466   %Column 12: average bubble velocity in x2 direction; 

467   %Column 13: average bubble velocity in x3 direction; 

468    

469    

470    
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471   % name2 = strjoin({'bubble.','0001','.dat'},''); 

472   %     G = readmatrix(name2); 

473   %  

474   %     i=1; 

475   %     timesteps2= linspace(1,1500,1500); 

476   %     mass2(i,:)= G(:,12); 

477   %     figure(1) 

478   %     plot(timesteps2,H(:,11),'-b',timesteps2,G(:,11),'--r') 

479   %     hold on 

480        

481     

482   %% alpha.dat stuff 

483    

484   % Order of variables 

485   %Column 1: time step; 

486   %Column 2: number of total bubbles; 

487   %Column 3: number of deformed bubbles; 

488   %Column 4: mass control coefficent; 

489   %Column 5: void fraction; 

490   %Column 6: simulation time (s). 

491    

492   name = 'alpha.dat'; 

493   E = readmatrix(name); 

494   figure(1) 

495   plot (E(:,1),E(:,5),'-b');%,F(:,1),F(:,5),'--r'); 

496    

497   ylabel('Void Fraction','fontweight','bold') 

498   xlabel('Timestep Number','fontweight','bold') 

499   set(findall(gcf,'-property','FontSize'),'FontSize',15) 

500   set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on') 

501   set(gca,'ticklength',2*get(gca,'ticklength')) 

502   ylim([0e-3 1.65e-3]) 

503   %ylim([0 1e-3]) 

504   xlim([0 4000]) 

505   hold on 

506    

507   plot ([0 4500],[0.1383986384e-2 0.1383986384e-2],'--k'); 

508   %plot ([0 4000],[0.1537687285e-2 0.1537687285e-2],'--k'); 

509   %plot ([0 3000],[0.1383986384e-2 0.1383986384e-2],'--k'); 

510   %plot ([0 3000],[0.0587589e-2 0.0587589e-2],'--k'); 

511    

512   legend('Simulation Void','void fraction target') 

513    

514   figure(2) 

515   plot (E(:,1),E(:,4),'-b');%,F(:,1),F(:,4),'--r'); 

516   ylabel('Void Control Parameter','fontweight','bold') 

517   xlabel('Timestep Number','fontweight','bold') 

518   set(findall(gcf,'-property','FontSize'),'FontSize',15) 

519   set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on') 

520   set(gca,'ticklength',2*get(gca,'ticklength')) 

521   ylim([-0.0005 15e-3]) 

522   xlim([0 4000]) 

523    

524   %legend('10 redistancing iterations per timestep','7 redistancing iterations per timestep') 
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C.6 nonPDPSIM logfile Reader 

 

 
1     clearvars 

2      

3     filename='nozzle3_curved.logfile'; 

4      

5     C = textread(filename, '%s','delimiter', '\n'); 

6      

7     % 

8     %key="{'Time (s)    Timestep (s) [e-volave/cm3] [e-max/cm3]   error Jacob-iters'}"; 

9     %start at key + 6 

10     

11    ic = 0; 

12    for i = 1:length(C) 

13         

14        if max(sscanf(replace(C{i},'D','e'),'%f')) > 1e5 

15        ic = ic+1; 

16        data(ic,:)=sscanf(replace(C{i},'D','e'),'%f'); 

17        end 

18    end 

19     

20    %% 

21     

22    time=data(:,1); %s 

23    timestep=data(:,2); %s 

24    e_volave=data(:,3); %/cm3 

25    max_e=data(:,4);%/cm3 

26    error=data(:,5); 

27    Jacobi_Iter=data(:,6); 

28     

29    figure(1) 

30    semilogy(time,e_volave) 

31    xlabel('Time [s]') 

32    ylabel('e_{volave} [cm^-^3]') 

33     

34    figure(2) 

35    semilogy(time,max_e) 

36    xlabel('Time [s]') 

37    ylabel('e_{max} [cm^-^3]') 

38     

39    figure(3) 

40    semilogy(time,timestep) 

41    xlabel('Time [s]','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 

42    ylabel('Timestep (\Deltat) [s]','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
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Appendix D: Flipbook: Bubbles Crashing into Electrodes [700 mL/min] 
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